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PREFACE

The Mathemat;cs-Methods Program (MMP) has been developed by the

Indiana University Mathematics Education Development Center (MEDC)

during the years 1971-75. The development of the mmr was funded by

the UPSTEP program of the National Science Foundation, Ath the goal

of producing an innovative program for the mathematics training of di

prospective elementary school $teachers (PSTs).

The primary features of the MMP are:

It combines the mathematics training and the methods training of

PSTs

It promotes a hands-on; laboratory approach to teaching in which

PSTs learn mathematics and methods by doing rather than by(lis-

tening, taking notes or memorizing.

It involves the PST in using techniques and materials that are

Appropriate for use with children.

It focuses on the real-world mathematical concerns of children

and the real-world mathematical and Odagogical concerns of

PSTs

The MMP, as debeloped at the MEDC, involves a university class-

room component and a related publ4 school teaching component. The

universify classroom component combines the mathematics content

courses and methods courses normally taken by PSTs, while the public

school teaching component provides the PST with a chance to gain ex-

perience with children and insight into their mathematical thinking.



A model has been developed for the implementation of the public

school teaching component of the MMP. Materials hove been developed

for the university clgssrooin portion of the MMP. Ihese include 12

instructional .units with the following titles:

Numeration

Addition and Subtraction

Multiplication and Division

Rational Numbers with Integers and Reafs

Awareness Geometry.

Transformational Geometry

Analysis of Shapes

.Measurement

Number Theory

Probability and Statistics

Graphs: the Picturing of Information

Experiences in Problem Solving

These units are written in an activity formatthat involves the PST

in doing mathematics with an eye toward the application of that math-
.

ematics in the elementary school. The units are almost entirely in-

dependent of one another, and any selection of them can be done, in

any order. It is worth noting that the first four units listed per-

tain to the basic number work in the elementary school; the second

four to the geometry of the elementary school; and the finals four to

matqematical topics fo'r the elementary leacher.

For purposes of formative evaluation and dissemination, the MMP

has been field-tested at over 40 colleges and universities. The

field implementation formats have varied widely. They include the

following:

0 Use in mathematics department as the mathematics content pro-

gram, or as a portion of that program;

Use in the education school as the methods program, or as a por-

tion of that program,

Combined mathematics content and methods program taught in

vi
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S.

either'the mathematics department, or the education school, or

jointly;

Any of the above, with or without the public.school teaching ex-

perience.

Common to.most of the field implementations was a small-group

format for the universi'ty classroom experience and an emphasis on the

use of concrete materials. The various centers that have implemented

all or part of the MMP have made a number of suggestions for change,

many of which are reflected in the final form of the program. It is

fair to say that there has been a general feeling of satisfaction

with, and enthusiasm for, MMP irom those who have been involved in

field-testing.

A list of the field-test centers of the MMP is a; follows:

ALVIN JUNIOR COLLEGE
Alvin, Texas

BLUE MOUNTAIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Pendleton, Oregon

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITr-
Boise, Idaho

BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE
Bridgewater, Virginia

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY,
CHICO t

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY,
NORTHRIDGE

CLARKE COLLkGE
Dubuque, Iowa

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
Boulder, Colorado

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO AT
DENVER

CONCORDIA TEACHERS COLLEGE

River Forest, Illinois

GRAMBLING STATE UNIVERSITY
Grambling, Louisiana

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY'
Normal, Illinois

INDIANA STATE.UNIVERSITY
EVANSVILLE ,

INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Terre Haute, Indiana

INDIANA UNIVERSITY
Bloomington, Indiana

INDIANA UNIVERSITY NORTHWEST
Gary, Indiana

e,

MACALESTER COLLEGE
St. Paul, Minnesota

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT FARMINGTON

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT PORTLAND-
GORHAM

THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA
Winnipeg, Manitoba, CANADA

vii
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MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
East Lansing, Michigan

,

UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA

. fedar Falls, Iowa

/'NORTHERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Marquette, Michigan

NORTHWEST MISSOURI STATE
UNIVERSITY

k-saryville, Missouri

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
Evanston,'Illinois

OAKLAND CITY COLLEGE
Oakland City, Indiana

.UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
Eugene, Oregon

RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE-
Providence, Rbode Island

SAINT XAVIER COLLEGE
Chicago, Illinois

SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
San Diego, California

SAN FRANCISCO SfATEAJNIVERSITY

San Francisco, California

SHELBY STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Memphis, Tennessee

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI
Hattiesburg, Mississippi

SYRACUSE UNJVERSITY
Syracuse, New York

TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
Houston, Texas

WALTERS STATE COMMUNITY'COLLEGE
Morristown,Jennessee

WARTBURG COLLEGE
Waverly, Iowa

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSIlt
Kalamazoo, Michigan

WHITTIER.COLLEGE
Whittier, California

UNIVERSITY 0 WISCONSIN--RIVER
FALLS

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN/STEVENS
POINT

THE UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING.
Laramie, Wyoming
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INTRODUCTION=TO RATIONAL NUMBERS
WITH INTEGERS AND REALS

In this unit you will study three sets of,numbers. You are.familiar

with these numbers either from your everyday experiences or.from your

study of mathematics in elementary school and high school. In Sec-

--tion I you will'study the set of numbers called the integers. The

set.of integers is COmprised of .,., -4;\-3, -2, -I, 0, I, 2, 3,

4, ... You should recognize the nonnegat'ime integers as the whole

numbers.

,r

INrti 6 UP..S

-1

iitioxisrvg
. Invite E.P.$

-5

101oLV

5

2

Sections It, III:and IV focus on the tudy of rational numbers. The

Oit of rational numbers includes nUmbers such as the,following:

2
0

1 1 8

'

-0.5 1 3 72
2 ' 2'

As yin, can see in the diagram on the next page, the set of rational

numbers inCludes the set of integers, which in turn includes the set

of whole numbers. Rational numbers Can be expressed in the form of

1
frattions (2-) or decimals (0.5). In Section If you will study ra-

tional numbers expressed as fractions.

-12
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Section II will also introduce some pedagogical procedures for de- \

veloping rational numbers with elementary school children. Section

III develops some of the interesting and important mathematical

ideas associated with rational numbers, and Section IV presents ra-

tional numbers expressed as decimals.

You are probably least familiar with the set.of real numbers.

Sections V presents a brief introduction to the set of real numbers.

.This set of numbers includes such numbers as 45, -2, 0, 1/2", n 6 .
' 4

Note that the set of real numbers includes the set of rationals,

which in turn includes the set of integers, which in turn includes

the set of whole numbers. The real numbers also include the irra-

tional numbers. Irrational numbers are numbers that cannot be ex-
a

pressed in the form of 1.3 (where a and b are integers and

b 0). For example, the number i2" is an irrational number.
_

At the end of the unit is an Appendix entitled "Properties of

Number SyStems,." This appendix reviews and summarizes the formal

mathematical propertig of the different number systems presented in

the unit.

Children are informally aware,of numbers others than whole num-

bers at a veiTI-early age. In a physical sense, they recognize and

use such rational numbers as one-half and one-third. They also have

expeilences with integers in playing games in which they go "in tlie

hole,",or throu0 experiences with temperatures below zero.
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The elementary school .curriculum formalizes these experiences

0 with numbers other.than whole numbers. The order in which these sets

of numbers are studied in the--school is different from what would -

seem to be a mathematicapy logical order. A logical order based on

the mathematical structure would be whole numbers, integers, rational

numbers, and then real numbers. The order followed in the standard

school curriculum is whole numbers, positive rational Timbers, inte-

gers, negative rational numbers, and real numbers. (Real numbers,are

rmt usually introduced until grades 7 - 8.) Later you will be asked
111,

to give reasons why the instructional or pedagogical sequence differs

from the logical order.
,. _

k UAL NUMB, UPS

_1.
2

RPM 0 RNA

INTUGUkS-1 2'
1 I 3

NE G,Anvti WHO 4
I NT aG NUNDIUPS j

-5 s

-17.5 1.78

IRRATIONM.Z

fr.

.010010001

As with other units of the Mathematics-Methods Program you are

encouraged to collect activities from various sources to add to your

notes for this unit. These activities can serve as a resource when,

as a teacher, you will need to motivate, reinforce, or provide enrich-

ment opportunities for children.

3
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Section I

INTEGERS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

In this section you will have a chance to review your understanding

and skills with integers.- At the same time, some suggestions will be

provided for introducing the set of integers and the operations with

integers to elementary school childt.en.

Although-children have had informal 'experiences with integers

outside of school, there is some difficulty in developing the opera-

tions from:physical embodiments. This difficulty is more apparent in

111/1

the cases of developing multiplication and division. For example, in

motivating the operations with whole numbers, several embodiments or

representations are readily available. 2 -x--3-can-be-embudte

sets of three objects each, or can be represented pictorially by the

array with two rows, each containing three objects. How

does one motivate -2 x -3? Or -12 4? We must rely more on pat-

terns or other mathematical relationships to develop these skills

with children;

This section begins with an "Overview and Summary of Rational

Numbers with Integers and Reals." Following the.overview, the activ-
,

ities focus on the nature of integers and operations with integers.

MAJOR QUESTIONS

1. a) a + 6 = c (a, b and c integers)

For what values of a and b will c be negative? posi-

tive?

5



b) a x b = c (a, b and c integers)

For what values of a and b will c be negative? posi-

tive?

2. The operations with integers are more difficult to teach to

children than ar:e operations with whole numbers. -Why are they

more difficult? What special steps can a teacher take to help

a child understand the operations with integers?

3. Give examples of concepts or techniques that you think would be

well presented to children by means of a physical embodiment, a

pictorial representation, and a mathematical relationship. For

each concept or technique, indicate how you would present it to

children.

4. What prrperties hold for the set of integers and not for the set

of whole numbers? Give examples.

16
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ACTIVITY 1

'OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY OF RATIONAL NUMBERS WITH INTEGERS AND REALS

FOCUS:

This activity will provide an overview and summary of the concepts to

be discussed in this unit. Specifically, each of the sets of numbers

to be discussed in this unit (the integers, the rational numbers, and

the real numbers) will 1)6 lieStrib-ed". FUrther, the rol-eaf-tirese num=

bers in the elementary school mathematics program will be outlined.

You should not expect to learn new concepts. You should, instead,

expect to gain a perspective on the ,content of this Unit and on how

it appears in the elementary curriculum.

MATERIALS: .

(OptiOnal) The Mathematics Methods Program slide-tape, "Overview of

Rational Numbers with Integers and Reels."

1111/ DIRECTIONS:

1. Consider the following questions in preparation for doing (2) or

(3).

a) What real-world situations can be used to motivate the inte-

gers, rational numbers, and real numbers?

b) What are,the interrelationships between the set of rational

numbers', the set of integers, and the set of real numbers?

c) Which-form, fraction or decimal, is more effitient for each

fulidamental operation with the set of rational numbers?

d) How do you convert a rational number in fraction form to one

in decimal form?

e) How do you know that irrational numbers exist?

7



2. View the slide-tape "Overview of Rational. Numbers with Integers

and Reals," and then briefly discuss each of the questions in

(1)

3. Read the following "Rational Numbers with Integers and Reals--

An Overview of Their Occurrence in the Elementary School," and

then briefly discuss each of the questions in (1).

18
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RATIONAL NUMBERS WITH INTEGERS AND REALS--

AN OVERVIEW OF THEIR OCCURRENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Basic Terminology

In the elementary school mathematics pro-

g.rain._much time and attentio

developing whole numbers. Children learn

to tell "how many," to add, to subtract,

to multiply, and to divide, using whole

numbers. Whole numbers are used to help

children interpret their world. There

are, however, real-world situations where

the child needs other kinds of numbers to explain a physical situa-

tion. One of these is the measurement of temperature on a-cold day.

1111,

Another situation, a four-yard loss in football, might be repre-

sented by the number, called an integer, "negative four" (-4). A

gain of yardage might be represented by an integer like "positive

three" (+3). Some situations suggest negative integers, others posi-

tive integers.

9
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Children in the elementary school learn about integers through

11110

informal experiences. Often the integers are introduced using a pic-

torial representation such as the number line.

HSGATIVa PO srrivg
I

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 4-2

redirgrana

The whole numbers, together with the negatives of whole numbers

are called the integers. The.study of the integers is more formally

'treated in junior high school'.

Another set of numbers that is 4ntroduced in the elementary

school is the set of rational numbers. Before continuing with the

overview, it may be helpful to qbickly review some terminology that

is used with the set of rational numbers. The term "rational number"

is used to refer to an abstraction, e.g., "halfness," as opposed to

1 2
the, symbols or numerals (2-, 4-, 0.5,

50

rational numbers.

Rational numbers

fraction form. Thus,

sent rational numbers.

is the decimal form.

100'
etc. ) used to represent'the

may, be expres,sed in two forms. One form is the

1
-54-, and 21are all fractions that repre-

Another form of representing rational numbers

Thus, the same rational numbers given above can

be expressed' as -5.25, 0.5, 0.75, 2.31-. As you study the overview,

these 'various terms, "rational numbers," "fractions," and "decimals,"

will be used with the meanings just described..

Introducing the Rational Numbers--The Situations

Children's study of rational numbers begins with informal experiences

based on real-world situations. The development of rational numbers

receives considerable time and attention in the elementary school.

This development includes the following phases:

1. Introducing rational numbers by using appropriate models,

10
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2. Equivalent fractions,

3. Operations with fractions,

4. Operations with decimals.

The,introduction of rational numbers is based on the child's ex-

perience with fractional.parts. For example, suppose a friend in- ,

vites David to have a piece of.his candy bar. The language used to

describe hi§ portion should develop naturally from the child's lan-

guage to mathematical language. In this case, it is possible to use

a pair of whole numbers to express the amount of candy David is tak-

ing: "one piece of two equal pieces." Another way of expressing the

amount that David has taken is to say "He has taken one-half of the

candy bar." Later, David will express this amount, one-half, as the

fraction
2'

0"Ng -HALF

1 1

CMS PIECE
OUT OF
wo PI SaZZ
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This illustration suggests some other examples of situations in

which the elementary school child may have encountered fractions. As

with other mathematical ideas, children's study of rational numbers

should begin with and develop from experiences that he or she brings

to the classroom.

4

IiIl

t'fo
rc^

WI 1
t.:5-

9
8 =4
7 .je.

drliii

Introducing Rational Numbers--The Models

The introduction of rational numbers should include several models or

pictorial representations to assist the child in forming fundamental

concepts. One model commonly used is the region. In this example,

the child might be asked how much of the total region has been shad-

ed. Although the answer could be given as two out of three equal

parts, the standard terminology, two-thirds, can be developed easily.

R4GIO.11 MODER. .

..3.: ,' :,.,- 1:s'-: .. '. :1'

;
:

.,
.,.

Two -THIRDS IS sAM,
2
5

12
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A second model is the set model. Here the question might be, "What

IIII1part of the total number of objects is black?" "What fractional part

Asiblack?"

--6HT-44e-DaL.

Tuikuu-inrrits Ii 111..hci4
3
5

ik-thilmilwdel-Ased to represent rational numbers is the number line.

The number line shown here is commonly used to introduce the chilo
equivalent fraptions, as well as to the operations/of addition and

subtraction.

NUMBUW LIM

1 2 30 "5 5 5 54 1

The Concept of Equivalent Fractions

After the child has had some experiences recognizing and finding ra-

tional qumbers asOciated with the region, set, or number line mod-

els, the development of equivalent fractions is begun.

111-10 TOOK MORA 42iv VAIIV

.1 OP 4

13

2 OV 8
2.
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Theconcept of equivalent fractions is fundamental to the rest of the

development of rational numbers, and this concept should be presented

with care. Through.careful use of models, the child can see that 1-
4

2
of the cake is equivalent tol-. Some models 'pave beeri presented for

Antroducing rational numbers.. These same models are used in develop-
,.

ing the concept of equivalent fractions--fractions that name the same

rational number. A presentation of some methods used with children

in developing equivalent fractions follows. .

One way of introduciri§ equivalent fractions is to begin by using

the region model. To find fractions.equivaltnt to one-half, the

child begins by shading one of the two parts shown here.
I

Through paper-folding or dividing the region into four equal parts,

the child can beCome convinced that two-fourths is the same as one-

half.'

Similarly, the original regipn could be folded or divided into six

equal parts. This model will encourage the child to see that three-

sixths is the same as two-fourths, which is the same as One-half. In

this way, a child can gtner4e an endless get of equivalent-frac4

tions.

24
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Fractlon bars, a variation on the number line model, are also

III
used for determining equivalent fractions. To find those fractions

,

equivalent to -.
1
7, the child can compare other fractional parts of a

' I 1

whole which are equivalent to Here we can see that Tis equiva-a. .
lent to -6- and Ir.

3

1 2

After the informal development, a more forMal approach:to devel-

oping equivalent fractions, using multiplication of whole numbers,
smor

can be introduced.

a

.1_2<2,
z 8

The child is encouraged to discovee that the way to find an equiva-

lentjraction is to multiply the numerator and denominator 6; the

same number

A whole set of equivalent

fractions can be generated, each of

which represents the shaded portion

of the citcle shown hare.

414+ 15



. Developing the Operations with.Fractions

The deve pment of the operations with fractions is based on the mhd-

elspr sented in the child's.introduction to rational,numbers and the

study of equivalent.fractions. The operation's with fracions are

presented using physical embodiments Or pictorial representations

when Opropriate.

The development of additipn and subtraction of: rational numbers

begins with examples in which the denominators are equal (lefthapd

picture). The representation used 6 aid in the solution of this, -

problem might be the number line, the region,'or the set.

VagGVAL
cialoMiNgfoRS

Ji
?

4o _co
45 4-5 45

Later, rational numbers with unequal denominators are introduced. In

the subtraction problem in the righthand picture, the child found
8 1

fractions equivalent to and -5- with the same denomi.nator, and then

'subtracted.

The region model is often used in the development of multiplica-
2

tion of'fractions. The example x 4-is illustrated by first consid-
,3

ering thelregion associated with 4-of the total rectangle. Often. the

child is encouraged to thinlcof x 4-as meaning of 4-. Using

2
this interpretation, 1-of the rectangle is shaded. The resulting di-

visions of the rectangle into thirds and fourths form 12 equal units.

74
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11111liFlU
This pictorial r;epresentation shows that x /results in having six

of the 12 equal units shaded. This representation gives-insight into

the multiplication example of:
4

a

3 { .3- X 4- =

A

Division with fractions presents some difficulty,-im that it is not

_eas,yto_identify a physical_embodiment

or pictorial reOesentation that seems

helpful. Although several approaches

can be used, mapy teachers find that

it is best to rey on the inverse re-

lationship between multiplication and

,division. In writing a-Alivision sen-

tence as a multiplication sentence,

one uses the reciprocal (or inverse)
1

ttie divisor. Thus, since is the

reciprocal of 3, the division sentence

12 3 .-- 4 An be written as
1

3
4.

% 17

PritstOM M./ 2.111:440171410N

12 = 12xt=

."'")k
c1PROCN.
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OBSERVE MR PATTERN
DIVISION MULTIPLJCATION"

12. ÷ + = 0 .0-11- 12. x =ID

÷ a 4:14-1.12, x
12 'r 2 = =El

Children initially become confictent of this procedure by using

simple examples.ahd observing patterns. Later, when they have gained

greater sophistication with arithmetic manipulations, they can verify

this procedure using more complicated mathematical argumenIs.

Rational Numbers Expressed as Decimals

Children's study of rational numbers expressed as decimals follows

their study of the operations with fractions. With the wider usage

of the metric system, which uses decimal notation, the emphasis on

decimal study may increv,..

Decimals are used to represent rational numbers. Decimal nota-

tion is also consistent with the child's earlier study of place value

with whole numbers. The symmetry of the decimal numeration system is

studied as the children learn to read and to write decimals.

a



-Skill in writing decimals as fractions, and vice versa, is de-

veloped. Some interesting insights into rational numbers can be ac-

quired in this conversion process.

Operations with decimals are based upon understanding of the

numeration system and upon operationg with whole numbers and with

fractions. The operations with decimals are informally begun in the

primary grades with situations involving money, but are not formally

developed until the intermediate and middle grades.

In the-Intermediate or middle grades, children discover that

there are three types of decimals:

1. Terminating decimals, that is, decimals which have an ending,

such as.0.5, 0.75, 0.375, and so on;

2. Repeating decimals; that is, decimals which go on forever, but

in wh'ich i single digit or-sequence of digits keeps repeating.

Examples,are 0.3T, 0.3131, 0:173173. The bar over the digits

indicates the digits that are repeated indefinitely.

3. NOnrepeating decimals, that is, decimals which go on forever,

but which 'are not formed by repeating a single seciuence of dig-

its. For example, the decimal 0.1010010001... is not formed by

repeating a single sequence of digits.

A Glimpse at the Irrational Numbers

While both terminating and repeating decimals represent rational num-'

bers, decimals which are nonrepeating do not represent rational num-

bers. These decimals represent a different kind'of number called an

irrational number.

Children in the elementary school do not formally study the ir-

rational numbers, but they do encounter such irrational,numbers as

pi (7) and VZ.

5o ME IRRATION&L ta7 Mb 045

2 7C
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The set of irrational numbers.forms part of the set of real num-

bers. In the diagram below, we see that the real numbers consist of

the set of rational numbers and the set of irrational numbers.

Further, we are reminded thAt the integers are contained in the ra-

tionals and contain the whole numbers.

This overview has presented the development of numbers as found

in the eleMeqtaryschool. In addition to the whole numbers, children

study integers and rational numberi. The foundations for the real

numbers are 'also carefully laid for the children's later mathematical

study.

3o
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ACTtVITY 2

11111 INTRODUCING THREE RESOURCES FOR TEACHERS

FOCUS:

In this'activity you will be introduced to three resources that can

be helpful in explaining mathematics to children:

Physical Embodiments,

Pictorial Representations, and

Mathematical Relationships.

,Then you will have an olvortunity to attempt to explain certain math-

ematical statements involving integers and rational numbers, in order

to gain some insights into the problems that you will face as a

teacher. The remainder of the Rational Numbers with Integers and

Reals unit will focus on helping you to learn to apply the three re-.

sources to these problems.

1111/ DISCUSSION:

As a teacher, you will need all of the help that you can get in ex-

plaining integers and rational numbers to children. Let us introduce

you to three resources who will come to your aid in times of need.

11E1-LO, I'm filYSICAL ,.EMS0PIMENTS. ,

I COMMUNICATE MATI4EMATICAL IDEAS IN
TERMS oF ACTUAL NYSIcAL oe4EcTS.

RemEMOER, I AM TPIE. ONE W ci4

)(131.AINED THE STATEMEN-r 2+3 BY
JoININC, A Set oF TWO
--MAR8LE3-"Igt114 A SET oF
'WEE MARBLES.

21
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FAME PEOPLE FEEt TOM'
CHILDREN LEARN BEST
FRoMME. BUT THERE.
15 A PRo5LEM...

-

WAIrA,

afe

1+3 WA5 EASY To
EME5OPY. t3UT 2-3 AND

a/z. ARE MUCH
HARPER... IN FALT,

mAY EVEN &ET iN
THE WAY Wi4EN
TEACMING CERTMN
IDEAS. 50 I
WEEP NELP
FRoM MY
FRIeNp5.

MY "me IS PICTORIAL REPRESENTATIO
50METIME5 I. PicTuRE. WHAT
PHYSIcAL EMBODIMENTS RepRE5ENT5.
PilY5IcALLN(. I MAKE IT
Possif31-E FoR HIS
EFFORTS To BE
ILLoTizATEP
ON PAPER .

tN5-ra.Ao OF SEM OF Tolo MAR5ifE5
AND THREE fv1AROLES, I ILLU5TIZATE

-2+3 WITH A ?IMRE.
TOE PicruRE PRoviDe_5

TRANSITION BETWEEN
THE FIVE CoNcRETE
MAREN..ES ANI2 THE
A5STRAcT ExPRe5510(4

22
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THE NUMBER LINE AND FIE
.PICTURES ARE ToOLS TNAT
I U5E IN RATIONAL
NUMBERS.

5u1 IN CERTAIN SITUATIONS,
SOCA AS TOE. DIVISION! oF
RATIONAL NUMBERS, on4EKE
MY TOOLS ME MoRE
Colvin-KAI ED TNAN TNE
CONCEPTS THEMSELVES
X' DEFER To MV
FRIEND.
MATHEMATICAL
RELATIoNSHI PS.

I. MA KiND_QF THE EGG HEAD OF Ouk CROWD. MY FRIENDS
CALL ME MATHEMATICAL. RELATIONSHIPS.
I HAVE TO BE USED SPARINGLY Writ4 cpIILPREN SINCE
MY WARES TEND ID Aiwrrz.AcT,
TrIERE ARE , HoWEVER,, SOME
CIRCuMS1ANCE5 IN WHICH I
AM YOUR MOST REASONABLE
RESOURCE. GIVE you
SOME EXAMPLES; j-

To EXPLAIN WHY (-3)x(-I) EQUALS
3, ISN'T IT NICE To NoTE.
THE PATTERN SHOWN HERE_
AN-D-TH-EN 16-s-AT-Ta-kr
51Nce. EAc1-1 STEP ADDS
3 T6THE ANSWER
I4TAE.PREVioU5
6TEp, IT 15
REASONABLE To
A45UME THAI- THE.
ANSWER 15 3.

23
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I WILL AL.50 CALL UP (1/41.
SUCE4 IDEAS A5 iDENTITig5,
INVERSES AND THE. LIKE\
To MAKE SEN5E OuT oF
5oME COMPLEX
SITUATioNS.

A5 A LEARNER, THEN A5 A
TEACHER YOU WILL BE
ABLE To DRAW oN TOE
THREE OF U.

WiTh 041Li7REI11.AM A
NEc-g45ARY EVIL, wiTri 410
APULT51 AM A MAIN

oURCE oF 114E. Pov4ER oF
MANEMA1IC51 o TAgize
15 301AE. VALUE IN
GIVIN&CHILC>REN
AN EARLY 6TART

iliRouGlAou'r Ti-itS UNIT, viiE
REMIND You of OuR

PRESENCE IN AN AcItVITY
otz LessoN E5Y USINk

5YM5OL.5.

AeRe I MY
PHYSICAL
EM5OPIMENTS
SYN1Bot:

Ts4iS WILL MAKE
YOL/THINIcoF__
PICTORIAL
REPRESENTATIONS

THIS VALI. 5-TAND
foR

MANEMATICAL
RELATIoNSHIPS.

24
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DIRECTIONS:

qn the tasks that follow, you may experience some frustratiori. You

should, however, gain insights into some of the problemi' that our

three resource friends face as they attempt to help you teach chil-

dren.

1. Consider the statement 8 - 5 = 3. What physical or real-world

embodiments of the statement could you give to a young child?

2. Now consider 5 - 8 = -3. What embodiments or representations

could you give a child for this statement? (You may want to

work with the number line, or with credits and debits.)

3. Shifting your attention to noninteger rational numbers, consider

the following question. How would you relate the symbol ?i-to a

child's real world?

1 . 3
Corlinient:Wecouldraiseftrth"questionsMnenthlg-----or even2 4
1 . 3

but our point should already be made.

1110 Throughout the remainder of the unit we will call upon the three re-

sources (Physical EmbodiMehts, Pictorial Representations, and Mathe-
__

matical,Relationships). It may sometimes appear that You are jumping

-fromohiThiode-af- explaining to another. This is because we are at-

tempting to provide you with the full power that each of the re-

sources can bring to you,to prepare you for your role as a teacher.

5



ACTIVITY 3,

INTEGERS IN LIFE AND IN SCHOOL

FOCUS:

This activity focuses on instances of integers in the real world, on

-
how integers are related to the whole numbers, and how and when they

might be introduced to elementary school children. You should come

away with no doubt in your mind as to, which numbers are integers.

DISCUSSION:

Even though the initial number . work in the elementary school is fo-

cused on the whole numbers, children do use negative integers infor-

mally in real-life situations. In games, children may develop the

feeling that negative integers are the "opposite" of whole numbers.

While their informal ideas may not match the illustrations below,

very little effort is needed to formalize their experiences gradual-

ly.
Integersz)

Negative Integers

I4ERE ioi4OFNW
AVoRtTES. T NUM5ER.

LINE 15 oNE oF THE mosT
NATvRAL WAYS oF ISLIALIZINCy,

fl4 RELATIoNSHIF eAeTINEeN
NE&AltVE AND POSITIVE

INTEGERS,

0 Positive Integers

Whole,Numbers

-10
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DIRECTIONS:

1. Discuss instances in the English lapguage in which the word

"negative!' is.used and what meaning it has in those instances, "

e.g., negative attitude.

2. Make a list of examples in which negative integers are used in

real-life.situations, e.g., temperature.

3. The integers are often introduced in the elementary school by

using a raised sign to indicate whether the number is positive
+

or negative, for example, -7, 8. Even though thb positive

integers are-the same.as the whole numbers, on which we did not

use a + sign, some mathematics educators feel that the use of

raised signs helps children focus on the fact that integers in-

clude both positive and negative integers (and zero), and not

just the negative integers. The illustration below shows how

such an introduction might be pictured.

,Integers,-

'I- 1111111
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1

I/ I I I

+2 . +3 +4 +5

Negative Positive

Discuss this approach and cite the possible advantages and dis-

advantages°that placing a raised sign on the nonzero integers

..might have.

4. A technique commonly employed in the elementary classroom is to

illuitrate relationships anxing sets* by using pictures called

Venn diagrams.

a) Venn diagraMs are used on the following page to illustrate

the relationship between the set of integers (I) and the set

of whole numbers (W). Choose the Venn diagram that correct-

ly illustrates that relationship.

27-
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(2)

b) Use Venn diagrams to show the relationship between:

The set of even whole numbers (W
e
) and the set of whole

numbers (W);

(2) The positive integers (I+) and the nonpositive integers

(N);

(3) The multiples of 3, the'multiples of 2, and the whole

numbers.

5. At what grade level do children begin their study of integers? ,

Before looking in elementary texts, make a reasonable guess.

Then refer to some elementary texts to check your guess.

Guess (grade) Texttiook(Grade)Topic

Introduction to integers

Addition of integers

Subtraction of integers
Nr

Multiplication of integers

Division of integers
,

Why do you think that the study of Antegers is delayed until

later in the elementary school?

28
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6. A sequence is a set of numbers arranged in,lome order. Find the

pattern in each of the sequencei and write the next,

five terms. Such patterns can be fun, and they help to

strengthen familiarity with integers.

a) 2, -2, 0, 0, -2, 2, -4,4
b) 2, 1, -1, -4, -8, -13, ,

0 -7, -5, -1,.5, 13, 23, 35,

d) 0, -1, -1, -2, -3, -5, -8,

Make a sequence of your own and see Whether a classmate can find

the pattern.

7. There.is one very natural,order tAat is imposed on the integers.

It 'extends the "greater than" order on the set of whole numbers:
-

Pictorially, one can use the number line and say that a is

greater than b' if a 'ip to the right of b on the number

line.

a) Locate the following pairs integers on the number ling,'

,and for each pair circle the greater integer.

i) -5 and 2 ii) =8 and6

iii) 8 and 3 iv) -1 and 1

v) 0 and -6 vi) 0' and 18

vii) -27 and -34 ti+t) -346 and -340

b) Note that there is a mathematical characterization of the

natbral order on the whole numbers. That

is, we say .a is greater than b if a r %-

is a whole number. Would this characteriza-

tion work for integers? Tryoit on the pairs

in part (a): If you can't handle the sub-,.

traction of negative integers, hang on. .Relief will ccime in

Activity 5. °

29
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8. The negative integers give rise to a different but interesting'

ordering. This ordering is often,useful in situations where

distance is the main concern. To define this order, we need to

define the,absolute value of an integer. The absolute value of

the integer a is defined 't,03 bd-the distance of from 0. We .

use the symbol. lal. So, for example, 13('= 3 and (-31 =

since both 3 and -3 are at a distance of 3 from 0. ,
, .

a) Find the absolute value of each of the following integers.

i) -5. (ii) 39 (iii) 422' '

iv) -23. / (v) 422 - 63 (vi) 63

vii) 0 (viii) 1 (ix) -1

b) Define the "absolutely greater" ord,ring by saying that a

is absolutel; greater than b if,lal is greater than 1bl.

So,,,for example, -3 is absolutely greater than 2 since 1-31

is greater than 121. Circle the absolutefy greater member

of qach of the following pairs.

i) -0 and -3

iii) -5 and -2

v) -739 and 740

ii) 5 and 2

dv) A and -2

vi) -2 and 2

c) How would ym define the concellt of "absolutely equal"?

dl For which integert x is it true that Ix - 31 is greater

than 4?

e) Which of the following are always true (i.e., true for every

value of p or 4)?

i) IP1 P;
/

ii) 101 P
or -p;

iii) 'Ip (11 = Iq

iY) IPI J(11
is greater than or equal to IR + ql.

30
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ACTIVITy;11,

tADDITION,AND SUBTRACTION OF INTEGERS

. -
FOCUS: .

This,activity will provide some techniques for presenting addition

,and silittraction of integers to children. ,It can also serve as an

oppotunity 'for you to enhance your own understanding and skill with

r integers. Each Of your three friends (Physical Embodiments, Pictori-
.

1, al Representations, and Mathematical Relationships) will come into

play. .

1 - MATERIALS:

4:Paper and scissors, spinners and counters or chips.

DISCUSSION:-

Although children bring to school many informal real-life experiences

.with integersOhe formal development of the operations, particularly

subtraction,-is often difficult to model with Physical Embodiments.

Consequently, you will find that Pictorial Representations and Mathe-

matical Relationships tend to dominate the instruction in this activ-.

ity.

Generally, an appropriate in-

structional plan for teaching

addition and subtraction of ,.

integers to children might pro-

ceed as follows.

A. Provide many informal readi-

nesi activities.involving

addition of integers.
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B. Develop the operation of attdition.

III/1C.
Develop the operation of subtractiOn as the inverse f addition. -..

The organization of this activity follows the instructiona procedure

: suggested abOvg. A Part D has Al'o been included, which suggests

some games that can be helpful in developing integer concepts with

children. To gain insight tnto"thpse games-, you should play them.

DIRECTIONS:

PART A: INFORMAL READINESS ACTIVITIES FOR ADDITION OF INTEGERS

1. The number line provides a good model for informal work with the

integers. A pósitive integer can be represented as a movement

to the right, a negative integer as a movement to the left, and

addition (+) is accomplished by combining these movements:

EXAMPLE

(-3) = 2
5 right, 3 left

... -7 -6 -5 -4 3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 7

Illustrate the following addition expressions on the number

lines provided.

a) 3 + (-4)

1 1 -11-1-1=i-f,
... -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 2 3 4 5 6 7

(-2) + (-4).
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2. An unusual rabbit's "hops" could also be used. Starting at home

(0), he could hop forward and,backward on a number line. Draw

the following "hops" and indicate what addition expression is

represented by your picture.

5 foiWard, 2 backward.

-6 -5 - -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4

Addition expression:

3 forward, 3 backward

7 ...

.... -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 - .0 1 2 3 4 5

Addition expression:

Children using a number line can act out the

"hops";or, for a Tess strenuous activity, they_

could step forward and backward.

_

3. Some other informal preparatory activities for addition of inte-

gers include posing such situations as:

"You have 15 points and. lose 20. How many points do you have?"

"The temperature is -5°. It warms up 20°. What is the tempera-

ture?"

4. a) Why isn't the physical embodiment of combining sets of ob-

jects as useful for addition of integers as it was for whole

numbers?

b) Brainstorm some other activities that might provide readiness

for addition of integers.

33
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PART_B: DEVELOPING ADDITION OF INTEGERS

Building on their ability to interpret such statements as

5 + (-3) in terms of movement or hops to the left and right, one

can ask children to determine a single integer or answer that is

equal to 5 + (-3); for example, 5 + (-3) = 2. Complete the sen-

tence below.

EXAMPLE

(-7) +

4_.1-11*-1-111111111f.1
... -10 -7 -4 -3 -2 -1 (9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Note: Make sure children are counting units (i.e., hops)--not

points--on the number line. Some children tend to count 0 as I

or -1.

Draw arrows to illustrate the moves of Mr. Stick on the follow-

ing number lines.

a) 7 + (-5) =

-111111 1 11111111111111-
... -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

b) (-5) (-3)

... -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

c) (-6) + 4 =

... -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 .
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d) 3 + (-2) =

... -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 :4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

e) 4 + 3 =

... -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

f) (-5) + 4 =

... -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 5 -s 6 7 8 9 10

2. Another way in which children can practice addition of integers

is using the "function machine." Supply the input and output

pairs for the following four function machines.

a) 2 positives
,

ih owl.

b) 2 negatives

ivi out

3,N171;71/, 3

IN oUT 6 10 IN oUT -6

/1_2:1___I`s.
- .4 -4 IN

8 -8

10 -10

..

c) 1 positive d) 1 negative

1 negative 1 positive

ih out iil out

3 NJ-7171TL,' -3

IN oUT 6 IN OUT -6

,/1___N 8 4 ./1_22±__P. .-8

10 -10
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IctD5 CAt4 AL-So MAKE A
FUNCTtoN MACHINE OUT oF
A Box NNI-licH 5 LAROE

1JouC71-1 To PVT AN
'ADDER" Kip INSIDE. FUNCTIO N

IAACHINE

IN IN

+I

PART C: DEVELOPING SUBTRACTION OF INTEGERS

It is important that new learnings for children be built on what they

have already learned. In this part, subtraction of integers will be

built on the addition of integers and the subtraction of whole num-

Ifers. We will rely most heavily on Mathematical Relationships, espe-

cially.in using pattern finding.

I. The key to our approach is that

subtracting an integer is the same

as adding its additive inverse*;

that is; a - b = a + (-b).

*For a definition of additive inverse, see Appendix B.
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We justify this fact by observing that it works in certain fa-

miliar cases. In the lefthand column below are subtraction

problems, which children will have learned to solve in their

whole-number work. In the righthand column are addition prob-

lems, which have just been developed in work with integers.

Solve each pair of problems, noting that the.answers are the

same. You may want to use hops on the number line to solve the

problems on the right.

Subtraction
(Whole numbers)

Addition
(Integers)

a) 13 - 8 = 13 + (-8) =

b) 15 - 7 =

c) 16 - 5 = 16 + (-5) =

d) 23 - 13 = 23 + (-13) =

2. Using the fact that a - b = a + (-b), express each of the fol-

lowing as an additioa sentence.

a) 19 - 4 = 15

b) 22 - 7 = 14

c) 17 - 6 = 11 .

3. We have not yet dealt with problems like 5 - (-2). In (1) and

(2) you have seen that:

13 - 8 = 13 + (-8)

15 - 7 = 15 + (-7)

19 - 4 = 19 + (-4)

or, in general,

a - b = a + (-b);

so it makes sense to write

5 (-2) = 5 4' (-(-"2)).
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Complete each of the following in the same way.

a) 7 - (-8) = 7 +

b) 5 - (-1) = 5 +

c) 13 - (-5) = 13 +

The trouble is, what does -(-2) equal? Well, - -2 = 2. This

can be made to seem reasonable in two ways.

WaY 1: -2 is the opposite of 2, so

-(-2) is. the opposite of -2, which is 2.

Visualize this on the number line.

Way 2: 2 + (-2) = 0, that is, -2 is the additive inverse of 2.

So -(-2) should be the additive inverse of -2. Buf

2 + (-2) = 0, so 2 is the additive inverse of -2; that

is, -(-2) =,2.

Fill in the following.

-(-8) =

-(-1) =

-(-5) =

7 - (-8) = 7 +

5 - (-1) = 5 +

13'- (-5) = 13 +

8 - (72) = 8 +

4. Using the fact that -(-b) = b, write each of the following addi-

tion sentences as a subtraction sentence. (This is being done

to help cement the relationship between addition and subtrac-

tion.)

a) 5 + 3 = 8

c) 8 + 5 = 13

b) -4 + (-7) = -11

d) -1 + 1 = 0
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5. To build your skill with the ideas presented-here, solve the

following Oroblems. .

a) 4 - (-4) = b) 8 - (-8) =

c) 13 - (-13) = d) 17 - (-18) =

e) 7 + 9 = f) 3 + 4 =

o g) 6 + 13 = h) 12 + 15 =

6>. State a general rule for writing a subtraction sentence as an

addition sentence.

7. Another way of helping children gain some.insight into subtrac-

tion of integers is by presenting a carefully sequenced set of

examples in which a pattern can be observed.

For eacft of (a), (b), and (c), complete the table by obserying

the emerging pattern.

a) Start at

the top.

b) Start at the

top or bottom.

c) Start here *.

Work up and

down.

7 - 3 = 7 - 3 = 3 - (-1) =

7 - 4 = 7 - 2 = 3 - 0 =

7 - 5 = 7 - 1 = 3 - 1 =

7 - 6 = 7 - 0 = 3 - 2 =

7 - 7 = 7 - (-1) = *3 -,3 =

7 - 8 = 7.- (-2) = 3 - 4 =

7 - 9.= 7 - (-3) = 3 - 5 =

7 - 10 = 7 - (-4) = 3 - 6 =

8. The "function machine" can be used as another aid in developing

subtraction of integers. Again, the subtraction rule should be

changed to an addition rule, as we have been doing.
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Rule: Sub 8 cir

Add

NSVV
IN OUT

A 8 N

In Out

2. -6

4 -4

6 -2

8 0

Complete the following:

Rule: Sub 5 or b) Rule: Sub -5 or

Add r-1

ih OA

Add

X its out

s.1 sua 1/ -2N sus V 2

U4 00T -4
U4 OUT 4

/1___2__Js. -6A 5 IN 6

8 -8

c) Rule: Sub -3 or d) Rule: Sub 3 or

AddAdd

, in op+
is-% out

NI-7:8.--VIs 1 N sus v -1

AN . ouT -3IN OUT 3 A31N
-55

-77

,
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PART D: SOME GAMES.RELATED TO ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF INTEGERS

III/Games can provide a nice change of pace in the elementary classroom.

They are.especially appropriate when they serve to reinforce or ex-

tend concepts that are being stuBied. These games are intended for

you. Play them and discuss how the game should be modified for chil-
,

dren.

I. A gain-loss game is representative of another model for illus-

trating oPerations with integers.' The game is based on the fol-

lowing rules, and is approPriate for playing in the elementary

school classroom.

0 The number indicates which chips,

O'or 0 , are taken.

ii) The operation tells how to inter-

pret the next move.

Addition means "take the chips

indicated."

Subtraction means "take chips

opposite of those indicated."

The answer is obtained by comparing the gain and loss

\chips and recording how many remain after making one-to-

one pairings°of 0 and 0

AT LAST I pr
A a4ANCE!

EXAMPLE A

3

3: take 3 gain Chips

+: takethe next chips as indicated

(-4): take 4 loss chips

After making pairings\among the 3 gain and 4 loss chips, only

one loss chip remains.',So the answer is I loss or -1.

at



EXAMPLE B

(-5) - (-7)

(-5): take 5 loss chips

-: take chips opposite of those indicated next

(-7): take 7 gain chips

The result is represented as'

So the answer is 2 gain, or +2.

Cut out 10 loss and 10 gain discs and solve the following exam-

ples using the discs.

a)! 3 + (-5) b) (-6) - -

c) 4 + 4 d) 6 - 4

e) (-5) -/4 f) '(-6) + 6

g) 5 - (-4) h) (-4) + (-5)

2. Another gain-loss game,consists of three spinners.

,

4

+0111P 4

_

opposi

ARV
+6

+4

.

-6

116:1
.

pposite

Take 4 loss

0 0 0 -0
Take opposite Take 3 gain

C) 0 0

Spinner 1 tells how many gain or loss chips to take. Spinner 2

tells whether one should take the chips indicated on Spinner 3

IP

V.0
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or the oppoSite chips. Spinner 3'tells how many gain or loss

chips to take, depending on the results of 2. Children. could

make up equations as a result of using the three spinners. :

3. Try mIng up another model for teaching addition and subtraC-

tion of integers. For example, can you think of a model or game

using the following?

"An elevator travels up and down going to the floors above and

below ground level." cra

4. Discuss: What are advantages and disadvantages of presenting

.
models through games, as illustrated above? Is there a danger

that somethies 'the model is more difficult to understand than

the pro ss itself?

5. For each of the following real-world problems, write a mathema-

tical sentence that will help you solve the problem. /Then find

the solution.

a) Bill had a score of 50 points in Canasta. In the next game

he lost 20 points, and in the third.game he lost 60 points.

What was his score after three games?

b) Kathy earned $14 babysitting and $17 working as a checkoUt

'person in the local grocery store. She then spent $9 fot a,

pair of jeans and $7 for a shirt. HoW much money did she/

have left?

c) One winter day the temperature at International Falls,

Minnesota, dropped-suddenly. At noon-, the recorded tempera-

ture was 28°F above zero. -By midnight, the temperature had

dropped to -17°F. Wlit was the difference between the noon

and midnight temperatures?

6. Write a real-wA problem that could be represented by each of

the following mathematical sentences:

a) 17 + (-12) + 24 b) '27 - (-5) - (-13)

C) "(-26)'+ (-57) + (-43)
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ACTIVITt 5

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION OF INTEGERS

FOCUS:

Multiplication Ad division of integers are usually delayed until the

child has gained sufficient maturity to deal easily with Mathematical

Relationships. This activity will present some techigges for justi-
.

fying the operations of multiplication and division of integers,

using some pictorial representations and, most often\, mathematical

relationships.

HISTORICAL HIGHLIGHTS .

Fibonacci Numbers*
A

The Fibonacci sequence of numbers has interested

mathematicians and nonmathematicians for ages. It is

named after the medieval mathematician, Leonardo

(Fibonacci) de Pisa: The sequence begins With 1 and

is describ s the number obtained by adding.the

two previou mbers in the sequence. Pius ke obtain
*

1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13; 21, ...

Find the next five nuMbers in the sequence

Interestingly,,this sequence occurs often in nature. for ex-

ample, many plants appear to form pairs of spirals in their

flowers dr frui . These spirals in the daisy occur regularly

with 21 one way a d 34 the other. ,FOr pine cow; it is 5 one

one way and 8 the otJer, while fat4 pineapples it is,8 and 13. '

Wha.t relationship do hese obser4i9ions have with.the Fibonacci

sequence?

*Bergamini, David, Mathematics (New York: Time-Life, 1970).
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'DISCUSSION:

YOu already know how to solve the problems 2 x 3 or 8 4, but what ,

about 2 x (-3), (-2) r (-3), (-8) 4, and (-8) i (-4)? T e answers. ,

<sa!,

-6, 6, and 2 are difficult to rationalize using techni ues simi-

lar to those developed for addition and subtraction. There is one

approach to multiplication of a positive integer times p ne6ative

one, that uses pictorial representations. Otherwise, we will have to

rely on number patterns and xni those 'number properties that are true

for the integers. Remember, the goal is to develop a rationale for

answering any multiNication or division problem involving integers. \

The examples below will summarize the results obtained by multiplying

or dividing any combination of integers.

3 x 4 = 12

5 x (-2) = -10

(-3) X 2 = -6

1111/(-2) x (-4) = 8

DIRECTIONS:

EXAMPLES

10 5 = 2

9 (-3) = -3

(-8) 4 =

(-6) (-2) = 3

1. The one opportunity for Pictoridl Representations to get into

the act is by interpreting multiplications of the form 4 x (-2)

as repeated addition (-2) + (-2) + (-2) + (-2), and representing

it on the number line in terms of backward hops.

-2 -2 -2 -2

I fIcr'riNr.1. 1 . I I f I I I -
-8 \.7 -6 -5 -4 73 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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This approach has the advantage of building on onelof the whole

number models for multiplication and.on the addition of inte.-

gers. .
A problem comes up in interpretifig (-2) x 4 unless one

just accepts the fact that multiplication is,commutative, so

that (-2) X 4 = 4 x

Solve each of th'e fbllowing multiplication problems by repre-
.

senting it on the number line'.

3 x (-2) =

-4
R

-6 -5 -4 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
I

*See Appendix B for discusion Of commutativity.
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2. Pattern finding is a Mathematical Relationships approach to

multiplying integers. Answer the multiplication problems in (A)

and (B), and summarize the pattern(s) you observe.

A B

4 x 4 = x 8 x 3 =

4 x 3 8 x 2 =

'4 x 2 = 8 x 1 =

4 -x 1 = 8 x 0 =

4 x 0 = 8 x (-1) =

4 x (-1) = 8 x (-2) =

4 x (-2) = 8 x (-3)

3. In a similar manner, answer each of the multiplication problems

in (A) and (B) below, and summarize the patterns you observe.

Use the fact suggested in (1) and (2), that the product of a

positive integer and a negative integer is a negative integer.

A

((-2) x 4 = =5) x 3 =

(-2) x 3 = (-5) x 2 =

(-2) x 2 = (-5) x 1 =

(-2) x 1 = (-5) x o

(-2) x 0 . (-5) x (-1) =

(-2) x (-1) = (-5) x (-2) =

(-2) x (-2) = (-5) .)( (-3) =

(-2) x (-3) = (-5) x (-4) =

47
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4. Using the results'of (I), (2), and (3), summarize multiplication

of integers by answering the following:

'a) A positive integer times a positive integer iS'a

b) A positive integer times a negative integer is a

c) A negative integer times a positive integer is a

d) A negative integer times a negative integer is a

5. A second technique for establishing the rules for

multiplying integers dependsion the mathematical

properties that are true for the set of integers.

Developing Multiplication and Division Using Number Properties*

For each of the following properties, a and b represent integers.

ixb=bxa Commutative

a x (b x c) = (a x b) x c Associative

a x (b +-c) = (a x b) + (a x c) Distributive
11111

a x 0 = 0 Zero property for multiplication

a x I = I Multiplicative identity

a + (-a) = 0

and if a + b = 0, then b = -a. Additive inverse

Study each of the properties above. Identify the property that

makes each of the following statements true, and give another

example of the same property.

a) Statement: 6 x [4 + (-2)] = (6 x 4)1+ [6 x (-2)]

Property: ExamPle:

b) Statement: (-6) x 4 = 4 x (-6)

Property: Example:

*For a more complete discussion of these properties, see Appendix B.
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c) Statement: -4) x 0 = 0

Property: Example:

d) Statement: [(-5 ) x 3] x (-2) = (-5) x [3 x (-2)]

Property: Example:

e) Statement: I x (-3) = -3

Property: Example:-

f) Statement: (5 x 7) 1,- [(-5 ) x 7] = A

Property: ExaMple:

,

6. Multiplication of integett can be explained by using the six
.

properties listed above plus a knowledge of the basic facts.

The four cases that must be considered are illustrated below.

The first is simply multiplication of two whole numbers. The

second, a positive integer times a negative integer, is done for

you. The third is much like the second, but you should provide

the reasons. The final case will allow you to try your hand at

III
writing the steps and reasons. If you have difficulty, ask

classmates or your instructor.

a) a positive times a positive: 3 x 2 =

(answered in the same manner as the product of two whole

numbers)
.,

b) a, positive times a negative: 3 x (-2) =

IZero property of multiplication

a x 0 = 03 x0= 0

3 x [2 + (-2)] = 0

I2 + -2 = 0 since -2 is the addi-

tive,inverse of 2.

a + (-a) = 0

Distributive property

(3 x 2) + [3 x (-2)] = 0
3 x [2 + (-2)] =

(3 x 2) + [3 x (-2)]

ax(b + c) +axb+axc



[3 x (-2)] = 0
1

Basic fact

3 x 2 = 6

Additive inverse; when 3 x (-2) Ill,

(-2) = -6 is added to 6, you get O.

a + (-a) = 0

c) a negative timei a positive: (-3) x 2 =

0 x 2 = 0

[3 + (-3)] .)( 2 = 0

(3 x 2) + [(-3) x 2] = 0

6 + [(-3) x 2] = 0

(-3) x 2 = -6

a negative times a negative: (-3) x (-2) =

(-3) x 0 = 0

7. Once multiplication of integers has been firmly established,

division can be dealt with by relying on a whole number rela-

tionship between multiplication and division. For example,
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it= 2 is equivalent to 8 = 4 x 2; or, generally,

= c is equivalent to a = b x c.

So, to solve the problem

-24 8 =1:1

it seems reasonable to replace it with the problem -24 = 8 x[1]

the solution to which is -3. Using this strategy, rewrite each

of the following division examples as a multiplication sentence,

and solve.

Division beample Multiplication Sentence

a) 12 (-3) =0

1-15Y (-5) .

(-3) x D. 12

c) (-81) 9 =

d) (72) (-12) .

e) (-144) -I- (-36) =

f) 96 1. 16 =

8. For,each of the following real-world problems, write a mathemat-

ical sentence that will help you solve the problem. Then find

the solution.

a) The lowest temperatures reported for a five-day period in

Chicago during the month of January were: 10, -70,

-8°, 6°. What was the average low temperature for the five-

day period?

b) Every week for seven weeks, Mr. Young's gas station recorded

a net loss of $73 (a profit of 473). What was his net

profit for the total seven weeks?
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c) At the end of a year,,three partners in a business venture

determined that their new enterprise had lost a total of

$7,323. If the three partners were to share in'the profits

of the business, what was each partner's share of the prof-

it?

9. Write a real-world problem that could be represented by each of

the following mathematical sentences..

a) (-3) x (-16)

b) (-324) 9

c) (-6110) (-5)

d) 4 x (-112)

10. One cf, the reasons for expanding the set of vhole numbers to the

set of integers was to be able to describe a wider class of

real-world situations. Another reason is to give

Wider and richer use to the four operations +, x,

In the questions below, you will have an opportu-

nity to compare the whole numbers and the integers

witti respect to certain properties. After the next

section, you will make this comparison between the integers and

rthe rationanumbers.

a) A set is closed* under an operation if, when the operation

is applied to two members of the set, a third member of the

set results: For example, the whole numbers are closed

under addition, since a + b is a wholeonumber whenever a

. and b are whole numbers. Under which of the following

operations is the set of whole numbers closed?

i) subtraction

ii) multiplication

iii) division

*This term is discussed further in Appendix B.
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b) Under which of the following operations is the set of inte-

gers closed?

i) addition

ii) subtraction

iii) multiplication

iv) division

c) In which of the following sets of numbers is the equation

2 + x 1 solvable for ,x ?

i) whole numbers

ii) integers

iii) rational numbers (positive and negative fractions)

d) In which of the following sets of numbers is the equation

4x = 2 solvable?

i) whole numbers

ii) integers

iii) rational numbers
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SeCtion II

RATIONAL NUMBERS
IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

-

In Section I, the set of integers was studied. There are many in-

stances in which children have informally used integers (including

negative integers) in their lives. The equation 5 - 12 =0 reflects

a potentially realistic situation; e.g., the temperature is 5 degrees

and droPs 12 degrees. The study of integers provides a good founda-

tion for helping the child understand and interpret real-world situa-

tions involving integers.

1110

In a similar manner, most children have had several experiences

involving rational numbers. The example of sharing objects so that

fractional parts result is not uncommon. "You four children may,

split this bag of M & M's." "You may take one-half of the last piece

of cake." Other real-world instances often occur in measurement of

length, weight, volume, etc. Dividing a bottle of Coke among three

children, or measuring a piece of paper and finding it is a little

more than 11 inches long, are further instances of experiences with

rational numbers that khddren bring with them to school. The for-

malization of these experiences begins in the first year of school
-

and continues throughout the child's total school experience. The

concepts associated with rational numbers seem to be more difficult

to teach and learn than those associated with whole numbers (or even

integers). Although the rational-number concepts may indeed be more

complex, a contributing part of the difficulty may be the teacher's
,

awn lack of confidence and understanding of these concepts.
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This section will focus on several important rational-number '

111/1

concepts that are.taught in the schools. The first activity provides

a self-test to help you measure your own proficiency and skill in

working examples associated with rational numbers.* You will have

the responsibility of making sure that you possess the basic skills

with rational numbers before completing this unit. The remaining

activities in this section have a dual focus: (1) to develop basic

rational-number concepts so that you have a firm understanding of

them; and (2) to develop these concepts using a pedagogical approach

that is appropriate for use in the sehools.

Before beginning your work in this section it would be helpful

to:

1. Review and discuss the "Overview of Rational Numbers with Inte-

gers and Reals" presented in Activity 1, Section I.

2. Read carefully the titles of the activities in this section to

gain some perspective as to where they lead. You should observe

that the study,of rational numbers, like that of whole numbers

and integers, proceeds from the real world. Real-world refer-

ents and eitamples using physical embodiments and pictorial rep-

resentations are identified, and the mathematical terminology

and symbolism are developed in as natural a setting as possible.

You will also note that this development from real-world ex-

amples to mathematical symbolism is not as easily done with ra-

tional numbers as it was with whole numbers.

A few comments about terminology would be helpful here. The-overview

briefly,pointed out the possible confusion between the terms "ration-

'al numbers," "fractions," and "decimals." At times we talk about the

number; at other times we talk about the numeral (or symbol) that

represents the number.

*This test includes skills with fractions as well as with decimal
representations of rational numbers.
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When we talk about the number, we are talking about the abstrac-

tion, such as "halfness," rather than about the symbol or numer-

al that is used'to deScribe the number.

Rational numbers refers to the total set of numbens, pos'tive,

zero, and negative.*

B. .When we talk about the numeras, we are talking about the sym-

bols (including words) with which we.represent numbers.

Fractions refers to symbols that represent rational numbens in

a 2
the form -6- (2, 1-, etc.), where a,.b are integer representations

(b 0 0).

Decimdls refers to symbols that represent rational numbers in

the form'of a sequence of digits with a decimal point, for ex-

ample, 0.5, 0.666...

A study of this diagram may help you organize these terms.

NUMBERS

(The abstractions)

RATIONAL,
NUMBERS

MAJOR QUESTIONS

NUMERAL

1 (The symbols)

PP,ACTIONS.
DECIMALS.

I. Why do you think that the learning of rational-number concepts

presents more difficulty than the learning of whole-number con-

cepts? Include some specific examples to/support your discus-

sion.

*The term fractional number is also used in the elementary school to .

describe the nonnegative ratioharnumbers., that is, zero and the pos-

itive rational numbers. TheA4tmentary school texts probably Use the

term "fractional numher" since it is derived from fraction, 'a word .

which the children are likely to hear and use il,their environment.
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2. Why is.5,the concept of equivalent fraptions So important in the

development of.rational-numbec concepts? (One possible way of

answering thit question is 4to identify allq5f the concepts and

skills that are dependent on the concept of equivalent frac-

tions.)

The Golden Section

Early Greek planners were fascinated by the division of a dis-

tance in such a way that the ratio of the whole length to the

larger part corresponded geometrically to the ratio of the

1arger part to the smaller.

' If the entire length is 1, then the diagram above shows that

b a .

a ba
is the proportion described above.

+

This division of a distance, calle0 the Golden Section, was
used by Greek architects and artists, and continues to intrigue

contemporary painters and musicians. Several other parts of

this.unit will explore the Golden Section and its application;

but first, try to find a value for a (the Golden Ratio).

One method is by trial and error; another is using algebraic

manipulation. However, it is possible to arrive at an esti-

mate as clae as you wish using the Fibonacci sequence met,-

tioned in Section I, page 44. That is, by taking ratios of

successive Fibonacci numbers, the resulting sequence provides

a closer and closer approximation to the Golden Ratio. Thus,

1 1

the first approximation ii T , or 1; the second is -2- , and

2
the third is

T.

If you continue this process, what observations can you make

about the value of the Golden RatiO, using the Fibonacct

sequence?
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.ACTIV1TY 6

SELF-TEST OF SKILLS WITH RATIONAL NUMBERS

FOCUS:

As future elementary school teachers, Au should realize the impor-
..
tance of developing your skills with rational numbers. This self-

.

test of these skills will indicate which areas require improvement

before the Completion of this unit. ,

DISCUSSION:

Since you a. going to have to explain rational-number,computatiorts

to others, there is little sense in rote memorization of procedures

to gain the necessary skills. You should take the time o develop an

*underttanding of the basis for eachof these skill If you need to

review some computational procedures, the developments in many ele-

mentary school mathematics texts are carefully done, and you will

find them helpful.in your own learning.

In taking this test, you will note that the items are mixed spd

are often presented in sentence form rather than'in simple example

farm. The reason for
2

-this is that such queitions as "What is --of3

8?" occur. in real-life situations More often than'simply x 8.

DIRECTIONS:

1. iTake the test, dtsplaying as much work as possible 6 make the

error analysis easier.

2, Correa the test, using the answers in Appendix A, pp. 217-218.

3. Classify the errars that you made, e.g., addition of fractions, '

multiplication of decimals, etc.

4. Determine the prObable cause of the errors.

5. Identify a procedure for relearning those fundamental skills .

that you do not possess, and complete the relearning before the
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A

end of this unit. This step is your responsibili y. The Skill

Builder Exerciies in Appendix C have been constructed to aid in

the development of the specific skills identified in (3) above.

4

.tY
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Part A: Coomon Fractions

1.

3.

5..

7.

3 2

7 7

9 7

12 1.2

6 3+
7 4

7 4 .

8 x

Self-Test

2. 4 x

A 3 . 2

-VT=
7 1_

6.
16

8. 5 7 =

9. How-many sevenOlsare-thersin one?

10. Write 15-in terms'of eighths (as a number of eighths).
8

1

11. What is
-S
2 of 2?

4

3
.12. is what part.Of

13. Find the whoie

14. Find the wilole

7'

numbers

number

m and n if

P if 154 35

m

7 14 7-

15. Place ,the following in order from least to greatest:

a 0
c

d
2

) -g I ./ T 16 e/ 15
_

16. Express each of the following in si plest form.

isN 52
=a) =

"I 40
c)

17. What, is the leaSt common multiple (L M) of:

a) 3 and 7 b) 6.and 8 c) 3 and 4 and 6 /

1

18. What is,the gre6test common factor ( CF) of:

a) 6 and 8 b) 28 and 35- c) 72 ahd 144

.

20. 1
3
:-

\21.
2

22. 3
2
4

5

23. IL x x =
8 4 3

17 7 a
6 . 1
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25. + (IT)

27. (-4) x

29. (4) (-3) =

7
26. 4T- ) =

28. (4) x (24b) =

2 1
30. 3- (-2-)

5 6 ,

Part B: Decimals

1. 1.5 + 0.0617 =

2. 32.45 x 0.02 =

3. 67.85 - 15.317 =

4. 4.033 0.037 =

5. How many thous,andths are there in one-tenth?

6. Place the following in order from least to greatest:

a) 0.29 b) 0.74

7. 4.01 (-0.04) =

9. 6.31 x (-2.003) =

11. + (-10.8) .

13. (-1.03) x (-0.023)

3

c) 0.271 d) 2.065 e) 0.09874

8. 7.31 + (-35.678)

10. 16:8 - (-33.07) =

12. (-43.6) - (+7.25)

= 14. (-73.25) (-0.05) =

15. Express T as a decimal.

7
16. Express as a decimal to the nearegt thousandth.

2
17. Express as a decimal.

18. Express 0.7312 as a fraction.

19. Express 0.6666... as a fraction.

20. Express 0.32323. . as a fraction,
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ACTIVITY 7

IIIPHYSICAL EMBODIMENTS FOR RATIONAL NUMBERS

FOCUS:

In this activity you will have an opportunity to discuss different

physical embodiments that might be used for introducing rational num-
.

bers to young children.

1 DISCUSSION:
\

The whole number three is an abstrac-

tion that is concretely or ph sically

embodied in sets containing t ree ob-

jects, and that is represented by the

numerals "three," "3," "2 + 1," etc.

The integer negative three is also an

abstract concept, which can be physi-

cally (or at least pictorially) em-

bodied by three backward hops on the

number line. It is, of course, represented by the numerals "negative

three," "-3," "5 - 8," etc. In the same way, the rational number

one-half is an abstract concept that can be physically embodied in at

least the three different ways described in this activity. It can be

.1
represented by the numerals,"one-half,"

n
"1 4. 2," "0.5" etc. In

fact, one-half has an infinite number of repres-entations. This fact

will be discussed later.

In the work on the next page, three kinds of embodiments are

given that can prove helpful in developing the concept of rational

numbers with children. 'These embodiments lend themselves particular-

ly well to fractional representations.
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DIRECTIONS:

Three physical embodiments for introducing rational numbers expressed

as fractions are given below. Study each of them and then answer the

questions that follow.

A. Using a Measurement Model

'fold up a piece of yarn against a number line displayed in front

of the room. The first time hold up a piece that is 6 units

long.

Ask: How long is the yarn?

Then ask: If I folded it in

half, how long would it

be? (Hold up the folded

yarn for the, children to

see that it is 3 units

long. Next, take a piece

of yarn 5 units long.)

Ask: How long is the yarn?

Then ask: If I folded it in

half, how long would it

be? (Hold up the folded

yarn for the children to
1

see that it is af
units

long.)
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Using a Region Model (Part of a whole)

YOu See MERE, ALL OF
MOPE1-5 CAN OE

REPRESENTED picToRIALLy
-LA5

Take a large piece of ligh1-colored

construction paper. Fold it into four

parts. Ask the children to count the

number of parts into which the paper has

been folded. Ask if each part is equal

to the others. This can be demonstrated

by folding the parts onto each other.

Shade one part of the paper using a

dark-colored marker. Ask the pupils

how many.parts are shaded. Write "1"

on the chalkboard. Ask how many

parts there are in all. Write 4 be-

low the 1.

Now draw the line between the numerals

so that the fractfon 4- is seen on the

board. Tell the children that the

numeral on the board is called the

fraction one-fourth. Ask them again

what the 4 means.

!I

3
Repeat the procedure for the unshaded -4- portion. (Similar de-

.
velopments could be done using a circle or a rectangle. Partic-

ular care must be taken that equal (or congruent) subdivisions

can be found easily.)
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C. Using a Set Model

Bring three.children tO the front of the room, choosing two

girls and one boy. Ask the children to think of the three chil-'

dren as a set.

Ask how manyoboys, how many girls there are in all. Now ask

what part of the set is girls. DeVelop this by asking again how

many girls. Write 2 on the board. Ask how many in the set in

all: Write 3 on the board below the 2. Now draw the line be-
2

tween the numerals so that the fraction j- is seen on the board.

Tell the children that the numeral on the board is called the

fraction two-thirds. Ask them again what the 2 means, what the

3 means.

Repeat the procedure to develop the fraction of the set that

contains boys.

Discuss the following questions. Summarize your discussions.

1. DiscUss how you might extend Example A above (the measurement

model) to develop the writing of fractions.

2. The three examples illustrate the three types of physical embod-

iments usually associated with rational numbers: the number

line (ruler) or measure approach; the part of a whole (region).

approach; the art of a set approach.' Which of the three do you

feel would be the easiest for children to understand? Which

would be the most difficult?

3. Order the following activities for children in the sequence that

you feel would be most appropriate.
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a) Ask children to tell what the top numeral (numerator) in a

fraction means, what the bilttom numeral (denominator) in a

fraction means.

b) Ask children to partition objects into halves, thirds, quar-

ters

c) Ask children for examples of the use of fractions in their

lives.

d) Ask children to match 'shaded regions with a fraction.

e). Ask children to write.the fractions for one-half, one-third,

one-fourth, etc.

f) Ask children to match part of a set with a fraction.
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ACTIVITY 8

INTRODUCING RATIONAL NUMBERS

FOCUS;

In this activity you will have an opportunity to take part in three

introductory lessons, which are aimed at a more precise understanding

of rational numbers.

MATERIALS:

You will find it helpful to have available the materials suggested

tor the children. These material are:

Section A 'Cuisenaire rods or strips of graph paper of the same

width, ranging in length from 1 &lit to 10 units.

Section B Paper squares, rectangles, isosceles triangles, equilater-

al triangles, and scalene triangles.

Section C Twelve objects, six of which are alike'and six of which

are different; yarn or string for making a closed loop and

for partitioning.

DISCUSSION:

The child's introduction to rational numbers is,through the notion of

fractions and fractional parts. Fractions are represented using
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co,

pairs of integers--usually in the form Ea- , sometimes in the form

(a,b). The ratio of two lengths (a 4-inch length and a 6-inch
4 '2

length), when used in introducing rational numbers, is seen as or-5.

(assuming the shorter,is compared to,the longer). Sets and parts of

sets are.comparN in a similar fashion. This activity will focus on

using pairs of numbers as a natural way to teach children about ra-

tional numbers.

DIRECTIONS:

These activities are intended for children. However, you should do

the activities in groups as if yoU were children. A different mem-

ber of the group can play the role of teacher for each of Sections

A, O, and C, giving the instructions f9r the section to the rest of

the group.

As a group-, dtscuss and answer the questions that follow each

section. When acting as the teacher, phrase each of the directions

and questions as if you were talking with children:

Section A

(Measurement Model)

1. Ask the child to take a brown rod or an 8-unit strip of paper.

His or her task is to find two--but only two--rods 'or strips)

of the same size which together give the same length as the

original rod or strip. That is, he or she must find half the

original.

tZ

2. Repeat (1), using a different original rod or stilp. (The dark

green rod or 6-unit strip is suggested.)

3. Ask the child whether half the brown rod is the same length as

half the dark grtAn rod.

4. Give the child a rod (e.g., the red rod),, and ask him to find

the rod of which it is half.

5. Then ask the child to find el the rods in the box for which

there are other rods half their length. (It is important that-.

1
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the child not be left with the misconception that an-odd-length

bar cannot be divided into two or four equal lengths.)

Section A--Questions

1. Analyze the child's activities to see whether they are.repeated

examples of a single experience or whether they proOde funda-

mentally different experienles.

2. How.would you assure the ch ld that the odd-lehgth bars can also

be divided in half?
_

3. Write four questions you canask children, which follow the same

sequence as above, but which make the meaning of Pquarter" more

precise. State which rods or strips you propose to use.

Section B

(Region Model)

3) Ask the child to take a square and fold it so,that one4side of

the square fits exactly on the other side.

11110
2. Extend (1) by asking the child in how Many different ways he tan

fold a square in half.

, 3. Ask the child to fold equilateral, isosceles, and scalene tri-

angles in half, if he can.

4. Ask similar questions- for foldinghalves of.a circle and rec-

tangle.,

Section B--Questions

6

1. Draw rough diagrams of the answers you would expect from the

child's activities in folding.

0
2. Suppose-you are allowed to,draw a line to form halves rather

than just folding. How many ways can you draw a line to form

halves?

3. How might you use Pictorial Representations for

the example in (2) above? What would the advan-

tages and disadvantages be?
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Section C'

(Set Model):

. Ask the child to put six objects within a loop of string and use

a ribbon to partitiOn this set into.two subsets so that there

are an equal number of objects in each. Then ask him how many

is half of 6.

,

Ask questions tO extend the activity to experiences for finding

alf .6'f four objects, eight objects, etc. e

\ .

Sectiap C--Questions .

1. W at instruc6ons for partitioning would you give-in-order to

de onstrate quarters? .

2. Does it make any difference to your approach:if the objeCts are

not,alike? )

1

-

3. Supp6e & childlooks at the set above and says, 41 tion't se?1.

I se4, 3." How would you handle-this observation?
,

4. The three different approaches (A, B, and C) wen- apeied to the

same number (one-half) so that you can mak a comparison. Which

approach do you feel most comfortable with? Why? Do you think

Viat thle same wou d beue for children? .

L\ ;

1_
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Assignment
a

1. The 4nirocAuctory'lessons suggested abdve used

models based on physical objects. A variation

of'the measurement model itIthe number line.

Wcite three or four questions you might Ask. a child in/develop-

ing the congepeof "half," "quarter," and "third," us'fng a num-
,

ber line.
o.

2. For each of the following problems, write a mathematical expres-1

sion that describes the situation.

a) The bakery prepared 42 glazed Oonuts, 56 plain donuts, Arid

24 sugar donuts for one day's sales. What fractional part

, of all the donuts baked was represented,by the plain donuts?

b) On a trip from C cago to Denver, John drofe 5 hours, Mary

drove 4 hours, san drove 5 hqurs, and James drove 6 hours.

What fraction of the time did James drive?

Write a real-world-problem that could be repiesented by each of

the following rational numbers,

a) b)
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4TIVITY'9

11111 ra)- = a b

FOCUS:

( a
Most readers will know that r)- and a b represent the same rational

number/. In this activity, you will consider the problem of making

this, seem reasonable to a child. .

,DISCUSSION:

You probably remember converting from a fractional representation of

a rational number to a decimal representation by means of division,

0.25 ,

= 0.25 since 4770-
8
20

. 20

0

When you do this you are using the fact that it- and 1 4 represent

the same rational number. This may seem reasonable to you, but how

would you explain it to a child who:

i) learned about division in the context of whole numbers?

ii) learned later about fractional representation of rational num-

bers ln a context like that of the previous activity?

DIRECTIONS:

1. Here are two approaches to making II = a b seem reasonable.

Read them.

"Mary has two pies and wants to divide them equally among

five children. How much pie does each person get?"

- This story can be interpreted with either of the symbols

2
-2 : 5 or
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4 is a fraction that represenq a rational number, and
2

4 2 = 2 is a whole number. It seems reasonable to agree

thael ='4 2 since, if we take foUr regions, separate

them into halves, and take 4 of these halves, we end up

with two regions,
111N

Ir

a) One of these explanations relates to the child's experience .

with divis'!on, and one relates to the child's understanding

of fractions. Explain which is which. Do you see any prob-

lems with elther? 0

b) Make up a rationale for the equality of k and 4,+

4
c) Make up a rationale-for-the quality of T and 4.

a
d) Use the fact that b- = a b to explain, why it seems rea-

sonable that every integer is a rational number.

2. Division of whole numbers can be related to multiplication by

means of the statement that

a -:- b = x is equivalent to a = bx.

a) Use the above statemelf and the' faCt thAt a b = t to show

that

a ca is equivalent to ad = bc..

b) Use what you have learned to _date to show that

a ac
b.c*

q
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ACTIVITY 10

11110

INTRODUCING EQUIVALENT FRACTIONS

FOCUS:

In this activity you will have an opportunity to take part in some

experiences, suggested for children, to develop the concept,o4 equiv-

-alent fractions.

MATERIALS:

,1
Pieces of paper (any size; 82-1 x 11", for example); twelve strips of.

paper of equ-al length (1" x 12"--or use centimeters); compass.

DISCUSSION:-

The ooncept of equivalence is one of the important ideas that run,

throughot the mathematics curriculum. Equivalence of fractions is

a particularly important idea as well.as a practical one. Children

11110 will be expected to use this idea freely when adding or subtracting

rational numbers. The\toncept of equivalent fraCtions is also impor-

tant in determtning order (which is greater) among fractions. At the

s0left level, it is'important lor children to be able to recogni2e

equivalent fractions. As you have seen, fractions are names for ra-

tional numbers. Two fr'actions are called equivalent if they are
, )

naMrs for the same rational number.
1

.

DIRECTIONS:

In small groups, work through these activities as if yoOnere chil-

dren. Take turns acting as the teacher. Be sure to answer the ques-

tron$ that follow-each section.
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Section A

(Region Model)

1. Take a piece of paper which is divided

into three parts. (Do this by folding.)

2. Shade one portion of the paper. "How

many parts of the paper are there'in

all? How many liarts are sh,jed? What

fractional part is shaded?"

3. Fold this paper in half. "How many

parts in all? How many parts are

shaded? What fraction tells how much
,1 2

is shaded? Does -6- ?
.

4. Fold the paper inhalf, then fold it

in fralf.again. "How' manY p&rts in

all? How many are shaded? What frac-

tion tells how much is shaded? Does

1 2

6 12

Section A--question's

1. Would it be advisable, when working with children, to contiriue

folding the paper to get three other fractions.equivalent to
1

?

Why or why not?

1 2
2. In the Above embodiments of -1- and , how Jo you know that they

represent the same rational number?

3. Develop a set of questions using paper-folding to establish the

1 2 4
equivalence of 7= = 8- .

2 4
Hdw would you use paper-folding to show that 1 = = ?
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Section 8

(Measurement Model)

1. Take one of the twelve strips of paper. Plate

a large "1" in.the center. Take another, mark
1

it into halves and write Ton each part. Do the same for

thirds, fourths, etc., up to twelfths. (For children you could

do this on a single piece of paper With the divisions already

given, as shown in Figure 1 on page 78.)

1

1

2-

1

7

1 11_11_ 1 1 Ll_ 1 Ll_ 1 L111 1
12 112 112 12 12 112 12 112 12 112 112 12

2. Take the strip divided

into halves. Match'it

with the other strips,

to see if any other

fraction matches the I

mark. Does = ?

1 2 " 1
mow many Ts

1
does -2- equal?

0

1

T

1

4-
1

4-
1 1

-4-

1 1 1
3. Line up all the fraction strips equivalent to -f , to ; to .

3 '2
4. How many twelfths are there in -4- ? How many in T ? Which is

3 2
the larger, or ?

1 1 3 5
5. Place in order of size (least to greatest):

70

6. How many sixteenths are there in a whole strip? How many

twentieths?
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Section B-79uestions ,
11111

.

1. Describe how you might use these strips to show equivalence by

shading in portions-rather than by cutting and comparing.

8.. Write a few questions for children showing how you might ask

them to use the strips to determine which of two fractions is
1 1 2 3

greater. For example, which is greater, -3-or T1 .
7

3. or 7. .
0

1

3. How would you use the strips to show that 1 = T

SectiOn C

(Region Model),

1. Use the compass to draw four circles. Partition one into

halves, one into fourths, one into sixths, and one into eighths.

Shade one-half of the circle partitioned into halves.

fi
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2. How many sections of the circle partitioned into fourths would

1
one shade to be equivalent to 7 ? How many sixths? How many

eighths?

Section C--Questions

I. Write a few questions develoPing the use of circular regions for

2
fraction's equivalent to . How many circles would you use?

How would you partition them?

2. WOuld you ask children tO use a compass co construct their own

circles? Why or why not?. If not, hoW might you prepare or have

children prepare the circular regionsrt.

Sections A through C have suggested experiences to develop an.intui-

tive understanding of equivalent fractions. Section D outlines a

lesson that would begin to formalize thcs understanding, as well as

to develop a procedure for generating equivalent fractions.

Section D

I. Study the sets of equivalent

fractions at the right. Can.

you give the next five frac-

tiens'for each set?

2. What pattern or rule can you

I 2 3

T'

12 4 6 -.-

7' T' . 0 I

1

3 6 9

11T' . 1

find to give an equivalent
11 2 3 4 6 II

re, TT'
fraction?

3. (After pupils discuss possi- I I k2'
ble patterns, you can devel-

2 x

op the multiplication pat- I I x
2

tern.) Try multiplying both
2 x

numbers by 2, by 3, by 4 and fl 1 X

T" 2 x
so forth.
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Section D--,guestions

1. What patterns .do you note in the set of equivalent fractions

shown in (1) above?

2. Which rational numbers would you use to introduce equivaleoto

fractions to children? In what order would you introduce them?

3. Which of the approaches presented in Sections A, B, and C lends

itself best to illustrating comparisons of fractions?

4. When you introduce equivalent fractions to children they will

not%yet have studied multiplication of fractions: The multipli-

cation procedurefor generating equivalent fractions that was

evolved above can,be explained in terms of multiplying fractions

by fractions equivalent to 1Kow

dure to children who Know how to multiply fractions?

II

TEACHER TEASER

You can partition a piece of paper into

halves,

and fourths by folding.

thirds,

Can you partition it into fifths by folding

only?

81
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ACTIVITY 11

USING EQUIVALENT FRACTIONS

FOCUS:

This activity extends the concept of equivalent fractions and devel-

ops some useful techniques for finding equivalent fractions.

DISCUSSION:

Equivalent feactions name the same rational number. Sometimes it 'is

tiseful. to re
e-

1 2

nominator. For example, iit 4s often easier to use 4- and -.1- n the

form -i-i and-ry . Some techniques for finding common denominators

will be developed in this activity.

Another application of the concept of equivalent fractions is

the reverse process of "reducing" fractions to a simpler, or to the

18 9 3

simplest, form. The fraction -24- can be rewritten as T2- or -4- . Tech-

niques for "reducing" fractions will also be presented in this activ-

111/1
ity.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Finding common denominators

Three techniques for finding a common denominator..are presented

here. Study and discuss each method, working the examples.

a) Find a'common dehominator bie generating a set of equivalent

fractions.

i) List in order the next five equivalent fractions.

3 6
Tf,

1 2

T 6'

3 1

ii) Which fractions equivalent to -4- and have a common de-

nominator?
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b) Find a common denominator by using the product of the denom-

inators. To find a cOmmon denominator, one may multiply the
5

denominators. For example, a common dehominator for -6-and

3
-6-is 6 x 8 or 48.

5
i) Discuss how one might find fractions equivalent to -6-- c

and vith a denominator of 48.

Hint: Complete the following:

5 5 x _ 5 x 0 L2S
6 x

3 3 x 0 _ 3 x 0
8 8.x, 6 48 48

The conimon denominator found by this method is not al-

ways the ltast common denominator, (LCD). In teaching

children, there is some danger in overemphasizing the

usefulness of finding the least (smallest) common de-

nominator.

ii) Find a corpon dehominator using the product-of-the-de-

nominators method and write equivalent fractions for

the following.

2 3

7

3 4 8 2

'c) Ffhq a common denominatot using the prime factorization*

method: This method results in finding the LCD and is gen-

erally taught in the middle school. Themethod assumes -

skill in renaming numbers as products of primes.. Study and

discuss the example that follows.

1 3
Find the LCD of -6- and .

The prime factorization of 6 is 2 x 3.

The prime factortzation of 8 is 2 x 2 x 2.

The LCD is the product which includes the factors of each number:

. 2'x 2 x 2 x 3 or 24

.9 2



i) Why must the LCD include the factors of,each number?

Why does this method provide the least comAn denomr

inator?

For each of thd pairs of fractions below usa this

method to find the LCD and use the LCD to write equiv-

* alent fractions.

13 5
s-10- 15

T"
iii) Discuss:, What are some advantages and disadvantages /

of the prime factorization method? What other method

could you use to find the LCD?

2. Finding the simplest form of fractions.(lowest terms)

In comparing the equi

is in simpler form th

denominator) are smal
3

"reduced" to . The

12
valent fractions 'land 1-76-

12
an -ix because the "terms"

12
ler in I than in But

16

Procedure for generating

, we say that t

(numerator and

even I can be

equivalent frac-
4

tions is to multiply numerator and denominator by the same num-

P
ber.

For example,

x 2 3 x 4 3
and are equivalent to 47.

a x n
b x n

Conversely, the procedure for finding fractions in simpler

form is to divide each term by the same number. The procedure

for finding the simplest formis to divide by the greatest com-
.

mon factor; e.g.,

.Simaler form Simplest form

6 12 12 4 3

16 16 2 8 16 16 4 iT

a) Find the simplest form for the follbwing fractions:

96
144

8
la

24
-

52

36

54

72
104

et"



O.

/

-/

,Analyze-the procedure yOu used in reducing these fractions,

/ and outline the stepsAfou would Advise a child to,use (in-

cluding the justifisatton for each):in reducing fractions to

simplest form. 7

c) The most efficient,way of finding a fraction in simplest

',form is to identify the greatest common factor (GCF) of the
Ar 4-11

numerator and denominator. To find the simplest fOrnlof
?

yr/

we must find the GCF of.3, 18 and 24. to see-that the GCF of

18 and 24 is 6, note that,the factors of 18 are 2, '3, 6, 9,

and the faCtors of 24 are 2, 3', 4, 6, 8, 12., 24. The

common 'factors are 2,.3, 6. ',So the greatest Cohnon facto,/ %.

is 6. By4ividing the numerator and denominator by 6, the

, simplu,t form can immediately be fouhd: Nt7-6- -4- . For

each fraction beloi4 find the GCF ara the simplest form.

16 28 ° 36 24

42" 54 ' 156

d) Two numbers are relatively prime if they have no

tors (1 always eXcepted).. Give examples of five

numbers that are relatively prime.

e) "A .fraction is in simplest form if the numerator

inator are relatively prime." Do you agree or di

this statement? Give your reasons.

85
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ACTIVITY 12

ORDERING THE RATIONAL NUMBERS

.

FOCUS:
c,

It is sometimes iMportant to be able fo order rational numbers

determine which ts largest): In this actiVity you will learn how to

do this' using equivtielt-fractiont.

DISCUSSION:
_-

Children haVe little difficulty determining Which of

,two whole numbers is greater. The symmetrY orthe

place value system and counting prqcedures provide

insight and an intuitive "feel". for order. "the task

of determininglwhia of two rational numbers is

4 5
greater, for example, Ts or , is not so easy. Some techniqUes are

needed. pictorial techniquelwas developed in Activity 10, The use

of equivalent fractions will provide the basic technique fo'r this

activity. We will consider comparing fractions which have:

1. equal denominators,

2. unequal numerator's aryl uhequal denominators,

3. equal numerators.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Equal Denominators
;

To order rational numbert represented by fractiory with equal

denominators, At is necesary only to'compare the humerators:,

Determine-which number ill each of the following pairt is great-

er.

'2 1

'3'1
3 7

12' 12

86
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I

/

Unequa) DenominatorsUnequal Numerators

a) 'filthough many rational numbers that are compared have un-

equal' deniminators, it is not difficult to' write them with

equal denominators, using your knowledge of equivalent frac-

dons. DetermineawhiCh qumber in each of the following

,
pairs is,greater by findf g_equivalent fractions, with equal

denominators.

2 1

7'T
6 ,2 5 7 9 8

-.P. 12

b). Locate each'of the-followirig-nmber on the number line be-

lOw.

7 3 8 6 1

' 5' 7' 10! 4' 5

3. "Equal Numerators

1
3

2.

2

a) Fractions are easily compared if their numerators are equal.

Detetmi.ne which number in each of the following pairs is

greater. (Do-not convert the numbers so Viet their denomin-

ators are equal.)

1 1 3

7'
3

"67

8

9'

8 23
5'

2
3--
3

b.) In your own words, describe how you determine which of two

numbers is greater_when the numerators are equal.

4. Cross-Product Meihod

If the denominators of the two fractions being4compared are not

equal, one technique for aetermining which is greater is to

multiply both fractions bythe Product of their denominators.

The following StepS will illustrate the "cross-product method"

for fractiOns 3-and .

a) Which is tgreater? -E or .
7
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b) Multiply both by 5 x 3, (5 x 3) x 5 x x 3 ,

(5 x 3) x
5 x 3 x 2

5 x 3 x 3 3 3
c) Simplify each qaction.

5

5 x 3 x 2
5 x 2 = 10.

3

,o°-
d) Compare the whole numbers. 10 i greater.

3 2
e) Which is greater? -5- or -5 .

7
(Remember 10 was the result of

2
multiplying .5- by 5 x 3. We are assuming that the greater ,

one is still greater after multiplying by 5 x 3.)

Using the "cross-product method," determine which of the numbers

in each of the following pairs is greater.

3 2 5 2 7 4 8 7

71-1 3 7' 3

5. Decimal Method (Decimals developed later)

If decimals have been discusse , another'way of comparing ra-

tional numbers is to express the in deCimal form. For example,

the fractions and I, written as deciOrts"(are 0.33T and 0.4.

Here it is easy to determine th4t 0.4 is grdoter than 0.33-3-, and ----
2 1

hence thdt is greater than Use the decimal method to de-

tdrene which number in each of the following pairs is greater.

1 7 4 1 4 3

3' 20 25' 8 5' 4

6. For each of the following problems, write a mathematical expres-

sion that describes the situation.

a) One weekend Matt was successful in picking the winner's in 8

out of 15 basketball games. Thd following weekend he picked

10 winners out of 19 games. On,which weekend did Matt pick

the greater fraction of the winners?
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b) The Blue Jay scout troop had 5 girls and 7 boys among its

members. The Bear scout troop had 7 girls and 8 boys.

Which troop had the greater fraction of boys?

Write a problem that might be represented by each of the follow-

ing expressions.

2 3
a) 7 < 6 5

b) Tr < "6-

TEACHER TEASER

Little is known about the life of Diophantus, the Greek father

of algebra, except his age at death, which has been preserved

in the famous riddle shown here.

Diophantus' youth lasted i-of his life.

1
He grew a beard after T.-f more.

1
After 7 more of his life he married..

Five years later he had a son.

1
His son lived exactly -2- as long as

his father.

Diophantus died just 4 years

afterwards.

How old was Diophantus when hedied? (If you need the equa-
-

tion you can find it on page 100.)
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ACTIVITY 13

ADDITION OF RATIONAL NUMBERS

FOCUS:

In developing an operation like addition on rationafnumbers, one

must be concerned with,the concept of sUm as well as with a process

for computing sums. In this activity, you will be studying lessons

that attend to both the concept and the process of finding the sum

of rational numbers that are expressed as fractions.

MATERIALS:

Cuisenaire rods or strips of graph paper; elementary school mathemat-

ics textbook series.

DISCUSSION:

Addition of rational numbers should be introduced us-

ing Physical Embodiments or Pictorial Representations.

As you recall from previous activities, the usual em-

bodiments and representations for rational numbers are

part of a'set, part of a region, and the number line. In this activ-

ity, you will find that the part-of-a-set embodiment does not work

very well for operations on rational numbers. The development of

addition of rational numbers in this activity has the following

steps.

Lesson 1: Physical Embodiments and Pictorial Representations of sums

of rational numbers expressed as fractjons with equal and unequal de-

nominators--nb computation.

Lesson 2: Embodiments and Representations of sums of fractions with

equal denominators--sums computed.

Lesson 3: Computation of .sums of fractions with equal denominators--
,

no embodiments.
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Lesson 4: Computation of suits of fractions with unequal denominators,

by expressing the fractions as equivalent fractions with equal denom-

inators and then adding,.as in Lesson 3--no embodiments.

For example, to compute

3

+

we find 1= I and -21- = . So wg can write:

1 _ 2

-6-

+

5

T .

DIRECTIONS:

.41ork through these lessons as if you were learning,the material for

the first time. You may want to work in small groups--taking turns

11111
playing the role of teacher.

1. 'Lesson 1

Embodiments and Representations of Sums of Fractions

Two pies were prepared for Thanksgiving dinner;

3 1
To-of one pie was left, and 15 of the other.

'Represent the remaining pie.
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Use the brown Cuisenaire rod as 1:the white as 1
'

the red as
8

1
etc. Make a chart on the side, if you wish, with the appro-

priate values. (You may use the strips of paper prepared for

Activity 10 in place of Cuisenaire rods.) 4

br4wn

4c1 I 1ti

Embody 10 PEIAng the rods or strips.

1 1
Embody -8-rf-.-47, using the rods or strips.

1 3
Embody T. + usipg the rods or strips.

3 1
Embody T+ using the rods or strips.

Use.a number line to represent the following sums.

7 7

4- 8

2+8
j- 6

111111011ff! 11
0 1 2

11111-111111111111
0 1 2

j
I t I 1

1 2

Lesson 1--QUestions

a) By the time children ericounter addition of fractions, they have

already had considerable experience with addition of whole num-

bers and with the representation of rational numbers as frac-

tions. Explain how each part of Lesson 1 builds on this pre-

vious experience.

b) Are the commutative and associative properties for addition true

for rational numbers? Give examples to illustrate your answer.

These properties are discussed in Appendix B.
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Determine the appropriate teaching order fOr the following addition

problems. Give reasons for the order you have selected.

2. Lesson 2

Determination of Sum of Fractions with Equal Denominators from,.

Embodiments and'Representations

Return to Lesson 1 and determine each of the following sums by

analyzing its embodiment or representation.

3 1

TU. TtY

1 3+ =
8 8

3 3

7 +
-I 3

Look back at these examples. Do you see a way to compute the

sum without referring to the embodiment or representation? De-

scribe the way.

Lesson 2--Questions

a) Use one of the three embodiments and representations (circles,
1 1

strips or rods, number line) to determine the sum y + y . How .

does this example differ from those in Lessons 1 and 2? What

special problems does this difference cause?

1 2
b) Use a part-of-a-set model to embodY -5+ -5 . 'What problems do

you face here?

A

3. Lesson 3

Adding Fractions with Equal Denominators without Embodiments or

Representations

1 2T+ -6- can be thought of as "one of something plus two more of
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that thing." Thinking of it in that way, it is natural to write

1 , 2 3

Verbalize each of the following as "so many of something plus so

'many more equal " to determine what each sum equals.

1 2 46 12 21 =

-5 3 5 5 .

731 731

State a rule or algorithm for adding fractions with equal denom-

inators. Then use your algorithm to solve the following.

1 , 4 , 9 _
7'7'7-

18 +
1

315 315

Lesson 3--QueStions

Where does the "so Many of soMething plus so many more ..." language

break down on a problem like I- + ?

4. Lesson 4

Adding Fractions with Unequal Denominators

Now the children know what addition of rational numbers means,

and they know how to add fractions that have equal denominators.

It is time to learn to add any fractions using the following

facts:

1.

Equivalent fractions represent the same rational num-

bei'. If two fractions have unequal denominators, two

additional fraction's can be found that haye equal de-

nominators and are equivalent to the first fractions.

So, presented with the problem of adding a pair of

fractions with unequal denominators, you should find equivalent

fractions with equal denominators, and then add them, using the

skills that you have already developed.

For example, to find 1+ 5 we proceed as follows.
4 6
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il Find equivalent fractions with equal (common) denomi a-

tors;.e.g.,

1 6 5 2D

-4- 24 6 24

ii) Add the new fractions.

'6 20 .4 26

iii) Represent the sum as the sum of the original fractions.

1 5 26

T .

Go through the above three steps to find i+ .

i)

ii)

1 2
iii) + T.

Apply the above steps to the following'Broblems.

1 1 1 _

2 3 4 8'-

1 16

32 40

In several of the above examples, the common denominators may

c
have been larger than they needed to be. Aclivity 11 provides

several appropriate approaches to developing techniques for

finding the least common denominator.

5. Several elementary school textbaoks use the number line to de-

velop addition of rational numbers. Study such a development

and give'two advantages and two disadvantages (rising from po-

tential ambiguities) for such an approach. (For example, does

the number line model fit all situations? Do children have ex-

perience with meagarement?)
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6. What difficulties do you feel children will most frequently en-,

counter in addition ofrationalnumbers?

1111,
7. Deiise one activity for children to prOmote practice in'addttion

of rational numbers. (You may find some suggestions in theu

teacher's editions,of elementary school textbooks.)

8. Write mathematical sentences that represent the following prob-

lems. Then solve the problems.

1 2
a) The recipes for cookies, a pie ? and bread call for 27, .p

1
and 2-

4
cups of flour, respectively. How much flour is

needed-to make airthree items?

b) At the celebrated Calaveras County Frog-Jumping ,contest,

each entrant is allowed three jumps. One ambitious amphib-

6-8-
3 2.

ian was able to accomplish feet, 7-3- feet, and 5.T feet.

What was the total length jumped?

9. Write a real-world problem that might be represented by each of

the following mathematical sentences.

7 5 1 3 1
a) -6.+ + b)
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ACTIVITY 14.

11111

SU6TRACTION OF RATIONAL.NUMBERS

FOCUS:

In this activity, you will have 4n opportunity to compare subtraCtion

and addition of ratiohal,numbers and to note areas of ditficulty pe7

culiar to subtraction.
#

DISCUSSION:

As with addition, the subtraction of rational numbers is easiest to

embody or represent by using Models with the same'number of subdivi-

sions. In thei'e "equal denominator" situations, the representation

is analogous to the"backward hops" on the number line used with in-

tegers and to' the "take away!' model used with whole numbers.-

SQ we will proceed, as we did with addition, td present he con-

cept of subtraction using the "equal denominator" situations. Then

learn to compute subtraction of fractions with equal denomin-

:ators, and finally we will Convert unequal denominator problems into

equal denominator ones.

Region Model

To illustrate subtraction using the region model, consider the prob-

lem:

l-kme 13EEN cAoseN
HERE- PplYsicat.

EMBODIMENTS
couLD ALSO

HELP out

3 4
Here To-is removed, to leave 16.

A
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Measurement Model

The typical pictorial representation.used in a mbasurement model is

the number line. 111,6 jumps on the 'number line below illuqrate the
4 3 '

solution to.the problem, -6- - -6-

DIRECTIONS:

41,

1. a) What previously learned representations could you refer to.

in a child's experience as a basis.for developing each of

the above representations?

State a rule for subtracting fractions with equal denomina-

tors.

c) Compute each of the following.
4

2 1 53 27

3 3 271 271

3 2

-4-

5 _.4

16 11

17 17

296- 171

513 513

2. Referring lo the Discussion above and to the models deieloped in

ActivitS/ 13, oUtline an introductory lesson using either:

a) a circular region modkl, or

b) a number lir* model,

to develop the concept Of'subtraction of rational numbersa,

3. As we said, to deal with unequal denominators, just find equiva-

lent fractions with equal denominators and proceed as in (1) and

(2). Compute each of the following.
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2 I 3 1

1"-§.- 11

1- 1 29" 4

7 120 40

21 9 1 1.

-32 16 10 lop

1 1
- 2- - 1 -

2 3 -

4. Study the exampl8 below. Put them in an appropriate sequential

instructional 'order. J4tify your order.

5. For two of the examples in 4) above, write an appropriatp ob-
.

3\ 1
jective., For example, for 4-7 4-one might-say: -"to subtract

simple fractions having a common denominator without 'borrow-

ing.'"

6. In the example at the right, children
.

4 4

must rename a wbole number assa frac- 3 3
- 1- 1-

4 4 4
tion before subtracting; that is, 1 . .

a) In what way is this procedure similar to d procedure used

in the subtraction of whole numbers?--for example, 43 - 17?

b) Uhat concept is inyolved in the rewriting of 1 as ? Give

an illustration of the type of exercisd you might give to

help children acquire that concept.' (You might find it

helpful to refer.to the region model.of

7. Introspection, or analyzing your awn thinking; can often be

helpful iftgaining some insights into an 'appropriate teaching

Sequence. The analysis of an algorithm is particularly helpful

when tiying to assess causes of Oupil errors. As you work the

a
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subtraction example given below, analyze each step you take.

Briefly record_these steps. The analysis might begin this way:

III
i) "I notice that the example

is a subtraction example."

ii) "The denominatoTs are not

equal," etc.

8. Identify the step(s) 'in the subtraction example that you think

would require new learning skills or present difficulties for

children. Explain your choicg.
S.

9. Tfiroughout this activity, the examples have included only posi-

tive numbers. This has been'done because only the positi)'e ra-

tionals are taught in the elementary school and because it\helps

to emphasize methods for explaining the operations. The set f

rational numbers, however, includes both positive and negative '\

numbers. In performing the operations on negative rational num-

bers, one uses the same algorithms. Further, the techniques for

determining the sign'associated with the answer are the same as,

those you discovered in your work with integers in Section I.

Compute each of the following, using these rules.

a) + b) - 19-2-
3 -8

C ) ( ( d) (-) +1.1

1 . For each of the following real-worldproblems, virite a mathemat-
.

ical sentence that will help you solve the problem. Then find

the solution.

a) The opening price of a certain stock was listed at 681 on

Monday morning.' By the end of the week, it was listed at

3
4514- . How much hadjt dropped in five days?

quaWn rev- Teacher Teaser on page 89 ts:
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11. Write a real-world problem that could be solved by solving each

of the following sentences.

1975? ,

,

b) In 1913,

/0

the record time for the mile run was 4 minutes,

6 4
14--- seconds. In 1975, the record was 3 minutes,G49--- sec-10

onds. How mueh less time was needed to complete the'race in

a) 171 -
LN 3 2
UI -

101 a
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ACTIVITY 15

MULTIPLICATION OF RATIONAL NUMBERS

FOCUS:

In this activity you will have an opportunity to study a model that

is commonly used for introductory work in multiplication of rational

numbers. Then you will work on the algorithM! for multiplying frac-

tions.

MATERIALS:

Elementary school math textbook series

DISCUSSION:

In introducing multiplication of wholenumbers, one of the models

used was the array. For the multiplication problem 4 x 5, the region

was partitioned into 4 units by 5 units.

In a somewhat similar fashion, the con-

cept of a region and subregions is used

in multiplication of rational numbers.

The main difference is that the total

region used is considered as representing

1 unit. The factors involved in the

multiplication subdivide the unit. Thus,

1 1
x j- can be seen as 1 subregion out of

the total of 6 subregions. The typical
1

language used in the elementary school

is "-
1
of

1
The mathematical interpre-

1 f2 3
tation of "of" in multiplication with 2-

fractions is "times." You may wish to

discuss in class the relationship between

"of" and "times" in multiplying fractions.



DIRECTIONS:

1111/

Study the model presented below, and then discuss and answer the

questions that follow it.

MODEL: THE REGION

1. *Suppose three boys had a very

large candy bar.to share. John

1 1
got . Show .5. .

John's

2.

3.

4.

John decided he would not eat all

of his share at once. Instead, he

1 1
'ate y of his.share. Show y of

John's share.

What portion of the entire candy

bar did John eat?

1 1 1 1

y x T means the same as y. of .5- .

What is
1-x

1
?

2 3

1

1y

ul 1

1
-3-

- - -

*This example could be carried out using a paper-fold-

ing technique. Fold a piece of paper into thirds.

Keeping the paper folded in thirds, fold it in half.

Now shade the resulting folded shape with a marker.

Unfold the paper and show that of the total area

has been shaded.
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1. Make a drawing using the region model for each of the following

examples.

1 2
b) 7 x c) x

2. In multiplication with whole numbers (other than 0), the product

is alWays greater than 6r equal to any of the factors. How

would you explain to a child that the product is less than the

factors when using fractions less than 1? For example,

1 1 17 x - -6- .

3. Study the models and the associated number sentences. Once the

concept of the product of rational numbers has been developed,

could a pattern for the multiplication algorithm be discovered

from examples of this sort? Do you think the rectangular or the

circular region model would be easier for a child to grasp? Or

does it make any difference?

4. Place the following examples in order of difficulty.

a) x x
3 2

b) x

c) x 2
2 4d) 1x2

1 1
e) x

104
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5. Mark the following examples as true or false. Correct the false

examples.

a) 21 x x 21.

b) (3-1 x 2-10 x 61= 4 x x 4)

c) x 24 = (3 x 2) + (161- x -1)

d) x = (3 + 1) x

e) 34- x (3 + 1-) + (2 + 1)
5

6. a) State a rule or algorithm for multiplying_fractions.

b) Apply your algorithm to compute each of the following.

1 3
13- x

5 4

4x-5-

1 1
x

2 3

7. Which of the following properties* hold for multiplication of

raiional numbers? Give an example (or counterexample) for each.

a) Associative property

b) Commutative property

c) Distributive property (over addition).

d) Closure

8. Study the development of multiplication of rational numbers in

an elementary textbook series. Record for discussion any simi-

larities or dissimilarities to the presentation in this activ-

i ty.

*These properties are discussed in Appendix B.

11111
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9. The analysis of an algorithm is particularly helpful when try-

ing to assess causes of pupil errors. As you work the multipli-

cation example given below, analyze each step you take. Briefly

record these steps, The exercise might begin this way:

2 1
3 x 2--
3 4

a) "I notice that the example is a multiplication problem."

b) "The fractions are mixed." .

10. Identify the step(s) in the multiplication example that you

think would require new learning skills or present difficulties

for children. Why?

1
11. a) A fast turtle can go Iumile in an hour. At this rate, how

far can he go in 24 hours?

b) The United States government has calculated that the aver-
2

iage household spends iof ts ncome.on food. If the gross

weekly pay for a.family is $175, what should be the amount

that is spent for food?

'12. Write a real-world problem that ..muld be represented by each of

the following sentences.

a)
31 x 2-1 b) x (3714)
4 2

1 ^-106
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ACTIVITY 16

DIVISION OF RATIONAL NUMBEI8

FOCUS:

In this activity you will have an opportunity to study and discuss

developmental activities and problems'associated with division of

rational numbers.

DISCUSSION:

Whenever possible it seems important to use Physical Embodiments or

Pictorial Representations in introducing a concept to children. In

particular, we have made an effort to present embodiments and repre-

sentations of rational numbers, the operations on them, and the cor-,

responding computations with fractions. Division of rational numbers

poses special problems. Most em-

Odiments and representations

that have been proposed have

proved to be harder than the con-

cept of,division itself. Perhaps

a Nobel Prize in mathematics .edu-

.' cation Should be given to the

person who discovers a good phy.-

sical embodiment or pictorial representation of division of rational ---

numbers. In this activity, we will present a "concrete" embodiment

which introduces the concept of division of rational numbers; and

then we will proceed to develop computational procedures for dividing

fractions, with Mathematical Relationships leading the way.

DIRECTIONS:

1. You recall that there are two standard situations that call for

division of whole numbers.

107
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There are 20 objects to be divided into 4 equal sets; how many

In.each set?

How many in each set?

There are 20 objects to be separated into sets with 4 objects in

each; how many sets?

X XX X X

XXXX:VX X X

A

How many sets?

11

Both of these situations call for computing 20 4.

There follows a division situation for rational numbers that is anal-

ogous to one of the above. Study it and /hen answer the questions

which follow it.

EXAMPLE

.1
Mr. Jones uses bag of cement for each section of sidewalk he pre-

pares.

a) If he has 1 bag, how many sections can he prepare? 1

1 1 1

T 3

A
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1
1

If he has 2- bag, how many sections can he prepare? y

6

1 I I
1

Since -6- is of he can prepare 1 section plus -2- of a section or 17

Sections.
2 . I

a) Devise a similar story to portray

b) Discuss how helpful you!eel such stories are.

c) Discuss the following story problem as a possible introduc-

tory situation for division with fractions.

1

Ms. Hall has 4.2- cups of sugar. It takes 1-2- cups for

each batch of cookies: How many batches can she bake?

11111 d) Which of the two standard division situations mentioned

above is embodied in the cement example, the cookie example,

and the example that you made up?

2. Three methods of division with fractions will be presented here.

Each method is presented using portions of child leisons which

are boxed in. In addition, the child lesson is amplified and

discussed at an adult level. Be sure to work through the child-

level presentation as well, making sure you understand the

adult-level explanatiims, and answer.any questions that are

asked. Be attentive to identifying possible sources of confu-

sion for the child. Discuss each procedure to be sure you

understand and could explain it.

a) Inverse Relationship Method

The child is already familiar with whole number division and

with multiplication of fractions. Here, through a series of

examples, the child is encouraged to see that:
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i) A division sentence can be written as a multiplication

sentence; for example,

12 1
12 4. 4 = 12- and = 12 x

4 4 4

or 12 4. 4 .212 x

a 1
In general: a b=

ii) There is a pattern between two of the numbers of the

division and multiplication sentences; for examtlle, 4

andi-i3and-1-,etc. In general, writing a multiplica-

i
1

tion sentence for a division sentence one writes 1-3- n

place of bi that is,

1a 4-b=axE.

Portion-of Child's Lesson

Solve each of the division and multiplication sentences.

Division Sentence Multiplication Sentence

12

93=
4

5

4

-:-

4-=

2 =

5 =

'4

12x-

9 x =
3

x =

1
5 x r=

What numbers are different in the two sentences? How are they

related? Write multiplication sentences for the following:

15 4. 3 =

18 6 =

Now the child is introduced to the notion of the multiplica-

tive inverse of'a fraction. Two numbers are inverses if.
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1 2
their product is 1. Thus, -4- and 4 are inverses, as are 3

and 2-, as well as b and E., since ,

1 -

4 =x
4

; x = 1; b X = I.
3 2

Portion of.Child's Lesson

Find an inverse for each number. ,.Check by finding the product.

Number Inrerse Product

.4

3

2

.45

2

3

2

4

12 ,

4

2

7

1

4

3

2

4 x
4

= 1

Fitially the child is asked to write a multiplication sen-

tence for sentence, replacing the divisor with

its inverse. It is not inappropriate'to allow the child to

discover that this is equivalent to "inverting the'divisor"

and multiplying. Note thai an appropriate order of develop-

ment is to solve

111
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i) a whole number divtded by a whole number;

ii) a whole nuMber divided by a:fraction;

:Hi) a fraction divided by a fraction.

CI)

Portion of Child's Lesson

Write a multiplication sentence for each of the following divi-

sion sentences. Solve.

Division Sentence . Multiplication Sentence

18 ÷ 9 18
1 18x -§- T

15 4

7
1

4 ÷
2

8

2 3

8 4

5 . 6
7 '

7. 8

b) Common Denominator Method

Another method presented in current textbooks for dividing

with fractions is the common denominator method. Children

have had practice in finding common denominators for adding

and subtracting with fractions, so that'this prerequisite

skill has been established.
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Portion ot Child's Lesson.

Study the example belOw which uses. the common.denominator meth-

pd and then solves the examples -be.low using this method.

4.

v 5-. 1 15 , 4

-6- 24 24

_ 15 4 .

24 24

The firsestep calls for the child to find a common denomi-,- .

nator. The sftcond step seems reasonable to children even

though it is hard t,E) explain directly. You can see (with

some conCentration) that ft is true, as follows:i

_ 15 . 24

7
15

24
, 4

24

1g. 24-

27T.^
15 x 24 :.15. x 24 15 24

A4 24-4 x 242-1-77 4 24

T 15 4

24 24 24
24

i) Try to see if you can justify each equ'ality in the
,

above chai n.

ii) Use the common denominator method to solve each of the
r

following: .

3.. 2
a)

-4-; 7 7 , b) 7 t"
0.,.7.

% 3 '. t

e) 21 4.

e



c) Complex Fraction Method

In presenting this method to a child, you should keep the

-following facts in mind. You know that any Indicated divi

ston can be written as a fraction. For example, 8 11 can

8 1 1
be written as . In a similar way, 5-

.

can be written

as

1

T
1

2

The complex fraction method is0)ased upon the following con-

cepts.
7

7 . 3 T- -
8 5 3

5

ii) a x 1 = a for any number i.

iii) 1 can be"written in an infinite num er of ways: as

, etc.

Portion of Child's Lesson

Study the example below and discuss each step before working

the ekamples that f011ow.

7.38
ir 7-6

7

5

3

7

-8-

3

5

7 -

x.
5

5
x

35
24

7

8

1

,., 5
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Use the complex fraction method to solve the following ex-

amples.

3 . 2
is u'

3 . 8
a) , g*

d ) 'I' 1-3-' 7 y
2 . 4

c) i

How iis the complex fraction method similar to the inverse

relationship method? Which of the above methods do you feel

_would be easiest 6 explain to a child?

3. Put the folTowing examples in an apprOpriate teaching sequence.

Justify'your sequence. e.

a) 6 4 441

b).fif
c) 4 4

d) 4+ f

1111/ 4. "Tell which of the following are true and which are false. Cols-

rect the false examples..

a) 4 2-1 x Al-

b) 32= (3 2) + 4 I)

c) 3 2-1

d) (li 44 4- = (23-,4 .3-1)

5. In division with whole-numbers (except when dividing byel), tbe

quOtient is less than the dividend.. In division with fractions

this is not always true. discuss. When is the quotient great-

er than the.dividend? Why does this octur?

6. Throughout this activity, the exaffiples have included only posi-,

tive .iiumbers. This has been doneobecause only .the positive ra-
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tibnals are taught in the elementary school and because they

help to emphasize methods for explaining the operations. The

set of rational numbers, however, includes both positive and

negative numbers. In performing the operations on negative ra-

tional numbers one uses the same aTgorithms. Further, the tech-

niques for determining the sign associated with the answer are

the same as those you discovered in your work with integers in

Section 1. Answer each of the following problems using these

rules.

a) x

b) (-PT)

2
'c) (3-) + (1--)

d) (- 21) (- 11)

7. For each of the following real world problems write a mathema-

tical sentence that will help you solve the problem. Then find

the solution.

a) An elementary school,class made scarves for a money-making

1
project. They needed -if of a yard of material for 1 scarf.

1
How many scarves could they get from 3.2-yards of material?

b) Mr. Smith bought'a bicycle for his 3 children to share. On

3
one afternoon they rode the bicycle for 24- hours. If they

actually did share the use of 'the bicycle equally, how much

time did each one ride?

8. Write a real-world problem that could be represented by each of

the following-sentences.

a) 81 b) -4- (-1.)
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ACTIVITY 17

.
ANALYSIt OF,ERROR PATTERNS,'FOR RATIONAL NUMBERS

What happens when you get all through teaching some aspect-of ration-

lnuinbs to a child, and he still can't solve the related problems?

An importan rt Pf an elementary school teacher's job is the con-

tinual analysis of-thy-problems children encounter when completing

mathematical exercises. This activity will provide,several examples

of common errors made by children when working with'rational numbers.

An opportunity will be provided for you to recommend_possible causes

for these.errors and remedies to the causes.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Carefully read each worksheet that has been completed by an ele-

. mentary school child. You should note the kind of error you

observe for each child.

.2. For each worksheet:

a) Describe in words the error patterR that you have noted.

b) Work the last two computations (the ones in the box) as the

child might have.

0 Suggest an activity that might have preventrd)is error

pattern--or that you might use for remediation.

Wo ksheet I has been completed for you, iR order to suggest the

ki ds of analyses and responses that you might give.
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E.
8 '7 15

WORKSHEET I

B.

Name:

A g
9. 3sa

F

G.
5 13

H.

1 Is

Error Pattern-Noted:

In adding fractions with unequal denominators, Jim is adding numer-

ators and denominators.

Diagnosis of Possible Causes:

Jim may not have learned how to find canmon denominators, so he

adds denominators, not knowing what else to do. The fact that

'he solves the common denominator problems accurately,suggests

'this.

Jim's problem may lie deeper. He may not have grasped any one

of the three concepts:, equivalent fractions, addition of ra-

tional nuthbers, and rational numbers.
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Possible Remedial Steps:

You might start investigating by asking Jim why he adds denominators

sometimes but not always. Then, depending on Jim's answer, you could

work your way back through finding common denominators, equiwalent

fractions, addition of rational numbers, Ad rational numbers. In

each case, provide Jim with introductory activities to see that he

grasps the concepts. Listen to what Jim says for cues.

TEACHER TEASER

A man's will' provided that his horses should

be shared among his three sons as follows:

1 1
2-to his oldest son, y to his middle son, and

1 to'his youngest son. Unfortunately, the

man had only 17 horses when he died, and the

1 1 1

sons realized that of 17, y of 17 and T

of 17 would not give whole numbers of horses.

The lawyer administering the will agreed to lend the sons a

horse so that they would have 18 which they could share as

1
follows: 9 (2-of 18) to the oldest son, 6 (1 TO. 18) to the

middle son, and 2 ( of 18) to the youngest son. But this di-
9

vision of the 18 horses uses 9 + 6 + 2 = 17 horses so they re-

turned the extra horse to the lawyer. The three sons were

satisfied with this solution to the problem, but the fact re-

mains that 17 horses cannot be divided evenly in halves,

thirds, and ninths. What is wrong?

119 1 8
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q 1

= 3
15

WORKSHEET II

Name: AL42d1...e,

B. 2 3
4 =I

F. x
if. 3 I 2.

Error Pattern Noted:

Diagnosis of Possible Causes:'

Possible Remedial Steps:

120
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A. 31- -

C. z

WORKSHEET III

Name:

4t-21 =

5.

F.

Error Pattern Noted:

Diagnosis of Possible Causes:

,Possible Remedial Steps:
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A. _
o 5 3-;"

C. ....

Li.

E.

up
15

5 -7 -g TE)

WORKSHEET IV

B. a -
1.1- Lj.

..... -- H. 111L

Error PAtern Noted:

Diagnosis of Possible Causes:

Possible Remedial Steps:



,ACTIVITY 18

SEMINAR

FOCUS:

Rational numbers are a topic of major importance in the elementary

school mathematics curriculum--and a particularly difficult topic to

teach. Teaching rational numbers is difficult because there are

several aspects that are more complicated than is true for whole

numbers (e.g., order, equivalence). This activity will provide an'

opportunity to discuss 'some of these difficulties'and to gain some

perspective for !our future teaching. Some possible questions are

raised to instigate'your thinking and the class discussion.

MATERIALS:

Elementary school mathematics textbook series.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Examine a textbook series and list the major ideas related to

ratinnal numbers developed in each grade, (Use the topics of

Activities 6 through 17 in this section as a guide to your list

of topics.)

2. What are the key ideas that must be carefully developed for

each of the operttions,with fractions?

3. Why might children have some difficulty in determining which of

two fractions is'greater? (Do they have the same difficulty

with ordering whole numbers?)

4. Children, expect a "bigger" answer for multiplication and a

"smaller" answer for 'divisinn. (The bonds relating multiplica-

tion to "bigger" and divisionto "smaller" have been well estab-

lished with whole numbers.) NoW\On you help children see that

the opposite is true with fractio41, numbers less than 1?
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,ge

. i
. .

: ,.5. Do physical referents always help? Are there some instances in

which the explanation of the model.is more complicated than the

process it purports to explain? Give some examples.
1

.

TEACHER TEASER

A. grasshopper standing at one edge of a

road wants to jump across to the other

siderof the road, but because there is

a headwind he covers only itrof the

distance across on his first try, so he

jumps again, and'although he aims to

land just at the edge of the road, the

headwind again reduces'his jump by A.
The grasshopper jumps again and a0ain, each time covering Ares

much as he intended. Show (1) that he will never get all the

way across the road, and (2) that if he makes an infinite am-

ber of jumps, the total distance he covers is exactly the width

of the road.
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Section III

MATHEMATICS
OF THE RATIONAL NUMBERS

The activities in Seotion II presented the mathemattcal content and

pedagogy of rational numbers as they relate to the elementary school

curriculum. You had an opportunity both to strengthen your own un-

derstanding of rational number concepts and to consider techniques

for presenting these concepts to children.

Section III engages you in some more formal consideration of the

material that was presentedinformally in Section II. For example,

formal definitions of the addition, subtraction, multiplication, and

division of rational numbers will be introduced. The formal proper-
,

ties satisfied by these four operations on the set of rational num-

bers will be developed and contrasted with those properties that are

satisfied by the operations onjhe whole numbers. Observing these

similarities and differences should help provide perspective on the

whole (lumbers and rational numbers, which are the two primary objects

of study in the elementary mathematics curriculum.

In addition to formalizing topics that were developed informally

in Section II, Section III introduce§ the density of the rational )

numbers and provides some introductory work with the concept of al

lroup, which is an important unifying concept in mathematics and iti

applicatioft.
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MAJOR9UESTIONS,

1. Give generalized definitions of the four operations onthe set

of rational numbers. Illustrate each with an example.
A

2. List the properties of the system of rational'numbersi Which.

of these properties hold for the system of rational numbers,

but not for the sYstem of whole numbers?

3. Several topics are discussed in this section. Briefly describe

what each f the following means:

a) The rattonal numbers form a dense set.

The set'of rational numbers?, with the4veration of addition,

forms a group..

TEACHER TEASER

To motivate his son to do his homework ,

carefully, a man agreed to pay his son

a dime for each correct problem, and to

fine,him a nickel for each incorrect

problem. Therewere 30 problems, and

it turned out that the boy eabled 90

cents. How many problems did he gei right?

33-
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ACTIVITY 19

11111

SUMMARIZING THE OPERATIONS AND RELATIONS FOR THE RATIONAL NUMBERS

FOCUS:

This activity will.serve to summarize formally sothe pf the results

that were observed informally in Section II; You will develop a gen-

eralized definition of the operations of addition, subtraction, mul-

tiplicatiOn,'and division, and the relations of .equivalence and

order.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Review-the operations as they were described in Section II.

Using the results thatyou observed there, write a general rule

for addition, subtraction, multiPlication, and division. That

is, write a rule.that tells how to operate on any two rational

numbers that might be.ielected.

,4

Check your rule by applying it to a numerical example. The case

for addition.has been done fOr you.

ADDITION:

For a, b, c, and d, where b tO and d 0 0,

a , c _.ad bc ad + bc

bd bd bd

3 5 3415 35 35 15

SUBTRACTION:

9
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L'T

MULTIPLICATION:

DIVfSION:

2. Sine of the following problems have been incorrectly worked.

Correct those that are wrong and give at least one guess as to

why or how the error was made:

3 7 10
a) _ _ =

'4 8 , 1-2

5 2 : 10
b) -j- x -s - T

15 6 9
c)

10 -6- 10_
8 1 2 5

d)

15 . 3 S.
e) 78 7 a- a

8 8 *8
f)

15 12 27

0)

h)

i)

j)

4

6 1 2 6

T x "6- 7 773

4 1 5 35

8 . 3 _

TT 7 -LT -0

3 _ 9
3 x

4 12

13? i28

4:1



3. a) Write a general rule for determining the order of two-ra-

tional numbers; i.e., determine when it is true that g.<

b) Indicate Which of the following are true and why or why not.

2 1 3 4 111 110

< -5- 213 214

9 10 1 1 5

Er .9 3 2
1 <

4. a) Write a rule stating when two fraction's are equivalent.

b) Indicate which of the following are true and why or why_not.

1 2
,

1- and fare equivalent.

IT3
,

and are equivalent.
4 2

16 and 'T.:are equivalent.
5

,
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ACTIVITY 20

A GEOMETRIC LOOK AT EQUIVALENT FRACTIONS

FOCUS:

This activity provides an opportunity to explore a geometric repre-

sentation of sets of equivalent fracti.ons.

MATERIALS:

Ruler, graph paper.

DISCUSSION:

You may have seen that the rational number represented by the frac-

tion is.also represented by the ordered pair '(a,b) and that the

ordered pair (a,b) also represents a.location with respect to coor-

dinate axes. This relationship will enable us to geometrically visu-

a

13 ----AO (a,b) location of point

(2,3)

e.g., (2,3)

alize relationships among fractions. In particular, we will attempt

to visualize sets of equivalent fractions. ,There will also be-some

reverse associations attempted. That is, from geometric observations

we will look back to see what might be true about equivalent frac-
,

tions. This means,that we will follow the arrows backwards:

a geometric location

DIRECTIONS:

-4-' -ET' if' rd

, 1 2 3 4 5

1

I

[
Write the set of ordered pairs associated with the above set of
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equivalent fractions.

1(1,2). ( ).

2. a) Plot the points represented by the ordered pairs in the set

of exercise 1.

Al
10--

9.-

8
7
6

5

4
3

*2
1
IIIIi111
1 2 3 4 5 '6 7 8 9 10

NUMERATOR

b) Place a ruler along the plotted points. What do you notice

about the set Of points you have plotted?

'3. Write the set of ordered pairs associated with the following set

of equivalent fractions.

10 13' 6 9: 12' 15

4. a) Plot the points represented by the _ordered paies in\the set

of exercise 3 on the geaph on the follOwing page.

b) What do you notice about the set of points?

5. Write ordered pairs for each of the following sets of equivalent'

fracti ons :

a) [1,

b) )

c), [1, T63-.
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1 2 3 4 5
d)

17' a.' IP 16' 20

e) 111 119 A

Graph for (4)

Al

15--

14 --

13 --

12--

11 --

10 --

9--

8

7
6

3

2

1

0 II I
1.23 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

NUMERATOR

6. Plot each set of points in (5) on the same grid on the next

page. Connect the points associated with each set of equivalent

fractions with a line. Label each line a, b, c, d, or e to rep-

resent each set.

1 4 132

1 2 3 1 I
7. a) Order the fractions

' ' ' '

from greatest to least.
2 3 4 4 3

b) Compare the order of the fractions with the plotted lines...in

(6). What pattern do you observe?

c) What is the slope of each line?

d) If one,extended the line through the origin of the graph,

all lines would pass through the point (0,0). Discuss why



division by 0 is undefined. What value would you assign t

0 .

ie Which equivalence class of fractions Should trbe ln?

Now to see'if we can make any inferences about equivalent fractions

from the graphs.

20

19 --

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

tt- 11

E 10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3 --

2

1 --

O

Graph for (6)

111111111111111111110
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 JO 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

NUMERATOR
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8. Use a piece of graph paper and draw the "numdrator" and "denom-.

11111

inator" axes in such a way that all four quadrants can be Used.

Label the axis to 10 in all directions.

10
maw
- -
- -

W

I I I I I I n I I I 1 1 1 1 1 I
-10 10

MR.0

MN=
maw

-10

a) Plot the set of equivalent fractions 4, 2, :. Draw a

line through these points and extend it into the third quad-

rant. Does this line pass through (-1,-2)? Is the fractionl

-1
TE equivalent to the other members of the set?

b) In a similar fashion (on the same graph) plot the set of
1 3 4

equivalent fractions
2

. Draw and extend the

line into the fourth quadrant. List four other points (in

quadrant 4) and their associated fractions that are equiva-

lent to the set.

c) How about the points on the straight line's in between the
1

78
point's you have plotted? For example, are 2-- and equiv-

78

alent?
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ACTIVITY 21

11111 ORDER AND DENSITY OF RATIONAL NUMBERS

FOCUS:

Children learn early the meaning of "more than" and "less than." As

elementary school teachers, you should be familiar with some of the

important topics associated with order properties. This activitiy

will consider the following topics:

Determining Order

The Law of the Trichotomy

Density

DISCUSSION:

For any two nuMbers, you know that one of two conditions must hold.

That is, either two numbers are equal to each other, or they are not.

III/1

If the two numbers are 7 + 5 and 3 x 4, they are equal. However, if

7 2 1
the number's are and they are not.

T T - 7'
If two numbers are not equal, an additional alternative exists.

Either the first is less than the second, or the first is greater

than the second. Together, the conditions just described'constitute

the Law of the Trichotomy.

LAW OF THE TRICHOTOMY

For any two rational numbers (this includes the

integers, which include the whole numbers), r and s,

exactly one of the following conditions must hold:

i) r < s (r is less than s).

ii) r = s

iii) r > s

(r equals s)

(r is greater than s)

135
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With the introduction of the symbolism and the "less than--greater

than" terminology, it is necessary to define.these expressions. The

following definition is only for the case when p is less than q.

A similar definition can be made for p greater than q.

The number p is less than the number q (p < q) if

there ls some positive number r such that p + r = q.

DIRECTIONS:

4. Indicate which one of the relationships (<, >, or =) is true for

the following pairs of numbers. In,the unequal cases, find the

positive number r which one needs to add to the smaller number

to ge1 the greater.

a) 4, 6

c) -4,

3 2
b).

3 11
d) 24 T

1111
2. For the set of whole numbers, it is not difficult .to deterMine

whether .e < b, a = b, or a > b. However, the task is not so

easy for some other elements from the set of rational numbers.

One approach suggested was that equivalent fractions should be

found for both numbers being compared, so that the denominators

will be equal. Using this technique, determine which one of the

relationships (<, >, or =) is true for the following pairs.,of

numbers. Again, find the positive number that must be added to k

the smaller number to get the larger number.

16 4

b) IT 7
3 22

d) 47, -g-

3. Write a general rule that will tell you that it is less than 71

in each of the following three situations.

a) b is equal to d.
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b) a is equal to c.

c) Aeither of the above conditions necessarily holds...

4. Determine whether each of.the following is true or false. (An

expression is true only if it is true in every. case.) The let-

ters p, q, r, and s represent rational numbers. When you

have answered each expression, compare results with other mem-

bers of your group. If there are too many here for the time you

have, choose three or four to do.

a)

b)

If

If

p < q, then p + r < q + r.

p< q, thenpxr<qx r.

c) If p < q and r 0, then <

d) If p < q and q < p, then p = q.

e) If p + r < q + r, then p < q.

f) If pr < qr, then p < q.

g) If p < q, then < p.

h) If p < q and q < r, then p < r.

i) If p < q and r < s, then p + r < q + s.

j) If p < q and r < s, then pr < qs.

5. The concept of density is concerned with the existence of gaps

in sets of numbers. A formal definition is as follows.

A set of numbers is dense if between any. two numbers

of the set there another, number of the set.

The set of rational numbers is dense. To get some feeling for

3 7
this, consider the numbers 4 -and 8
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0
3 7

4 !I 1

I

13-

16

13
The number IT lies between them.

3 7
a) Find two other numbers that lie between 4-and .

b) Find a number between. and .

c) Can you see a way of finding a rational number between

two rational numbers? If so, describe it.

6. The following are three subsets of the rational numbers. Deter-

mine whether each is dense. (Remember that between any two num-

bers in the set there musf be another in the sef.)

a) the whole numbers;

b) the integers;

c) the rational numbers between 0 and 1.

d) the rational numbers whose fractional representations in
2

lowest.terms have even numerators (for example, 7-,
4
3-; the2 1

fraction does not count since it is yin lowest terms).

7. Bacic\to the density of the set of rational numbers: one way to

show that the rationals are dense is to shcm that there is a ra-

tional\Tber halfway betweep any two rational numbers. (The

way to find the number halfway between two numbers is to find

the average of the numbers; that is, 2L-12:-..t is halfway between

x and y.)
,\

a) Find the r4ional number halfway .between each of the follow-

ing pairs of\rational numbers. For one pair, actually show

'that the numbel" is halfway.

3 2
T'

.3 2 12 17

5 ' 8



t

b) find a general formula for the number halfway between g. and

-d- Does it have to be a rational number? Explain. What

does thissay about the density of the rational numbers?

, 8. The concept of density is not difficult for children if it is

presented using the notion of "between." Outline how you would

introduce this topic in the elementary school classroom. Obtain

a critique of your lesson from other members-of your group.

THE GOLDEN SECTION REVISITED

Greek architects, painters, and sculptors used the ratio of the

Aolden Section to construct a Golden Rectangle. Because this

rectangle was considered to be esthetically pleasing to the hu-

man eye, it was used extensively in the construction of build-

ings and works of art. Using the same property as the Golden

Section,'the Golden Rectangle was similar to the one pictured

here; whose dimensions a and 6 have the property that

a b

77-6- a'

A painting by the twentieth-century arttst Mondriaan, entitled

"Black, White and Red," has at least-nine examples of the

Golden SecttonoiGolden Rectangle.
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ACTIVITY 22

REVIEWING.NUMBER PROPERTIES

FOCUS:

This activity reviews the properties of the set of whole.numbers for

addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.

DISCUSSION:

Closure

Commutativity

AssociativitY

Distributivity.

Existence of identity

Existence of inverses

are all properties related to operations on a numbeesystem. In

early work with whole numbers, not much emphasis is put on these

properties. The identities 0 and 1are studied when working with

addition and multiplication of whole numbers. The commutative prop-

erty cuts in half the number of basic addition and muliiplicaticin

facts that a child needs to learn. To some extent.for childrenfana

to a greater extent for you, the properties become more important as

you try to understand the systems of integers and rational numbers

and computation with the operations on tnese systems. -This activity

will help you review the number properties of the system of Whole

numbers, in preparation for your work with properties of the,rational

numbers in the next activity. You may want to attempt the activity

before you refer to Appendix B where the number properties are de-

fined and explained.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Discuss the meaning of each property listed in the Discussion.

(Exmmples are helpful.)
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2, To test your understanding of the six properties listed,above,

consider each of the following arithmetical statements. Decide

whether each is true or false; and for those statements,_that are

true, state which property is being illustrated. The letter§ a,

b, c, and d stand for whble numbers; and the properties apply

only to operations within the set,of whole numbers. (Note: A

statement is false if there is one instance when it is false,

and is true only if it is always true.)

T or F
Prcoerty (if true)

a) (a X b) + c = (b x a) + c

b) (a x b) + c = c + (a x b)

c) (a x b) + c = a x (b c)

d) (a x b) + c-= (a + c) x (b.+ c)

e) (a x b) x c = (a x c) x (b x c)

f) (a x b) xc=cx (a x b)

gl (a x b) x c = a x (b x c)

h) (a + b) x c = (a x c) + (b x c)

0 (a + b)xc= (b +a xc
poe",

j) (a + b) x (c + d) = b +,a) x (d + c)

1
k) a x (b x -) = a x 1 (b 0 0)

1) (a b) c = a -(b c)

(b 0 0, c 0)

m) (a - b) + c = a - (b c)

n) a x' (b-- b),= a x 0,//

A

40,) a + 0 = a

p) a + b is a whole number

q) a - b is a whole number

r) c t d is a ilholp number (d 0)

1111,
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s) (a b) x c (a x c) (b x c)

(b 0)

t) (a +-b) c (a c) + c)

# 0)

3. You have already observed results in this and other .inits-con-

cerning the prolierties that are satisifed within the set of

who1enumbers. Summgrize these results by checking tilose prop-

erti3s in the followtng table that are satisfied foreach oper-

ation. Remember: These apply only for the set of whole nuth7

'bers.

Properties of the Set of Whole Numbers

Addition Subtraction Multiplication Division

Closure
.

CommutatiVity
.

Associativity

Identity*
.

Inverse**

4. The distributive property was not included in the previous table

because two operations are required in order to check that it is_

true. Using the four operations given'in the table above, list

those pairs of operations that satisfy the distributive propeety

for elements from the set of whole numbers, and the order in

- which these operations must be distributed.

ere is an identity for the operation.

**Each.element has an inverse for the operation.

,
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ACTIVITY 23

EXTENDING THE PROPERTIES TO THE RATIONAL NUMBERS

FOCUS:

In the previous activity, you saw that for none of. Addition, subtrac-

tion, multipl4cation, and diviSion does the set of whole numbers sat-

isfy all the f011owing properties: closure, commutativity, associa-

tiVity, distributivity, and tle existence of identity and inverses.

This activity will explore thine properties that are satisfied by the

rational numbers for addition and multiplication. Similar considera-

tion could be given to 'subtraction and division.

MATERIALS:

An elementary school matheOatics textbook series.

DIRECTIONS:
i

1.------
For each of the following terms, write a definition. The state-

---, ,

ments are to be trUe for rational numbers, but the consistency

of the subject implies that the ttatements will be similar to

ones you have written earlier. Use mathematics books or other

units to help you. Also, for each property, find an example of

it as it-is used in an elementary school textbook.

Closure, for

additio6

\

,

Example-

Definition

Closure f r
multiplicati nr

,

Example
\

De'inition

/
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Commutative
property

for addition

il

i

Example

.

Definition .

Commutative
property for

- multiplication

.

Example

Definition

Associative
property for

addition

Example

.

,

Definition

Associative
property for
multiplication

,

Example

\
Definition .

.

.

Identity element
for

addition

,

Example .

Definition
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Identity element
for

multiplication

Example
.

Definition

,

Inverse element
-for

addition

Example

.

Definition

Inverse element
for

multiplication

Example

Definition

2. The inverse element in multiplication of rational numbers ex-

pressed as fractions is also called the reciprocal of the ele-

ment. What is the inverse element for multiplication--or reci-

procal--for each of the folloWing?

5 2 9

8' 7' ah4

3. Check the properties in the following table that are satisfied

by each operation for the set of,rationals.
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Properties of the Set of Rational Numbers

Addition Subtraction Multiplication Division

Closure

Commutativity

Associativity

Identity

Isnverse

4. Compare the completed table above with the table you constructed

for the set of whole numbers in the last activity. What addi-

tional properties are satisfied by the set of rational numbers

that are-not satisfied by the whole numbers? Are there any

properties that are true for the whole numbers that are not true

for the rationals?
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ACTIVITY 24

GROUPS

FOCUS:

The previous activities of this section have shown you some of the

properties that are satisfied by the set of rational numbers. With.

the addition properties, the rational numbers form a structure to

which mathematicians give the special name group. The purpo'Se of

this activity is to describe a group, and to explore sbme exaMples of

sets and operations on those sets which form groups.

DISCUSSION:

From the previous work, you know that the set of rational numbers

satisfies the following properties:

Closure for addition

Associativity of addition

Existence of additive identity

Existence of additive inverse elements for each element.

With these properties, mathematicians say that the set of rational

numbers forms a group with respect to addition. Thus,

For a given operation any set of numbers forms a group

if the operation is closed and associative, if the set

possesseg an identity element for the operation, and if

each element of the set.has an inverse with respect to

the identity element and the operation.

Each of these properties was verified for addition of the rational

numbers in the previous activity.
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DIRECTIONS:

1. Using the notion of a group described in the Discussion, decide

whether each of the following Satisfies the fOur properties nec-

essary to form a group.

a) The operation (X) deficed on elements from the set {0, 1, 2,

3, 4} by the following table. (To find a (X) b, find a in

the left Column an,d b in the row across the top; then look

at the intersection of the

ample, 2 (71) 3 = 1.)

a row and b column; for ex-

(:) 0 1.2 3 4

0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 2 3 4

2 0 2 4 1 3

0 3 1 4 2

0 4 3 2 1

b) the whole numbers with the operation of addition;

c) the whole numbers with the operation of multiplication;

d) the rational numbers with the operation of addition;

e) the rational numbers with the operation of multiplication;

f) the rational numbers (excluding 0) with the operation of

.multiplication;

g) the rational numbers (excluding 0) with the operation of

division.

2. The examples in (1) are all within the realm of mathematics.

However, there are numerous examples of groups in the world
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around you.* For each of the following examples, check to see

whether it is a group.
.

a) light'swita:' Suppose that you consider a switch a having

two possibilities, switching (S) or leaving alone (9.

Thus, a sWitchinq followed by a leaving alone lOoks like a

switchingl,a switchirtg followed bY a switching looks like a
or .

leaving alone, etc. Complete the table below and determine

'whether the set with the weration Die4' is a group.',

(SL

b) clock: Construct a table on the,following page showing

the sum of times on a regular twelve-hour clock. Think of

the number on the left as the starting time and the number
\

.
along the top as the amount of time added to the starting I

time. For example, from this table you see that

4 ElDiz 9 ='I. Does the operation of addition on the clock

form a group? Which hour acts like the identity for ED ?

3. Sometimes, the operation considered for each set may also be

commutative. In the case where the operation on the set forms

a group and is also commutative, the set with the operation is

called a commutative group. Check the groups in exercises (I)

and (2) td see whether they also form commutatiVe groups.

*It may surprise you-to know that the concept of "group" is one of
the powerful unifying ideas in human knowledge. Scientists in the

social as well as physical sciences have utilized groups for their
descriptive and predictive power. Mathematicians have long found

IDgroup theory to be a rich area of investigation.
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912 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1

,

2
. .

3

, ..,

,

4

,

11 12 1

5

6

7

8 2

9

10

11

12
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Section IV

RATIONAL NUMBERS AS DECIMALS

In Section II, the focus was on rational numbers expressed as frac-

tions. It was pointed, out that rational numbers could be expressed

both As fractions and as decimals. This section describes and devel-

ops some of the key concepts related to the understanding and teach-

iJng of rational numbers expressed as decimals. You should keep in

Kn
mind that these are the same old rational numbers but are just called

by different names.

Decimal notation relates to several concepts that have already

been presented in the elementary school. Among these relationships

between decimals and earlier topics are:

Extending the numeration system used to express whole numbers to

a numeration system that expresses rational numbers;

Reviewing rational numbers expressed as fractions by converting

them to decimals using whole-number division techniques;

Using the decimal place-value system as a means of explaining

the structlire of the metric system of measurement units.

The study of decimals also provides a natural way to lead from

the rational numbers to the real numbers (to be developed in Section

V).

The decimals, like other mathematical ideas, should be developed

from real-world settings. Children come to school familiar with some

151
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instances of'decimals. Dolqrs-and-cents notation, gas mi.leage, and

sports statistics provide natural situations from Which more formal',

instruction in decimals can follow.

On the other hand, as one begins to develop the,operations with

'decimals, particularly multiplication and qivision, it is important

that the students have a sufficiently clear understanding of the

Mathematical Relationships on which to base these operations. It is

difficult and impeactical, if not impossible, to develop an under-

standing of these operationS based on real-world referents in the

form of Physical Embodiments or Pictorial Representations.

A consideration which should be kept in mind,as yop study the

decimals is the probable role of decimals the schools of the fu-

ture. The use of'the hand calculator in the schools is becoming

widespread. The calculator will allow pupils to perform calculations

in many ways different from those they presently use. For example,

multiplication and division with decimals, which at best is tedious,

becomes routine. (Helping the Rupil understand what he is doing will

still be important, however.) Presently, if one adds the fractions
3 1
+ g the display on the calculator will be the decimal sum, 0.725,

rather than 'the fractional sum.* Finally, with the transition to the

metric measurement system which uses decimal rather than fractional

notation, there is no question that there will be an increased empha-

sis on decimals in the schools.

This section focuses on the decimal system in the following

Ways: as an extension of the whole-number numeration system, as a

way of expressing rational numbers, as closely related to the struc-
.

ture,of the metric system, and as a set of numerals with algorithms.

Activities 25, 26, and 27 present decimal concepts to you. In

Activities 28 and 29 attention is given to developing decimal con-

cepts with children.

*Calculatorslffay be produced at a later date which would also dis-
play fractional notation.
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'OW

MAJOR _QUESTIONS

1. What general technique can be used for converting repeating

decimals to fractional form?

2. Use instances to describe when it is easier to perform opera-

tions on rational numbers

a) using decimals.rather than fractions, and

b) using fractions rather than decimals.

TEACHER TEASER

The Learning Tower of PizzaAs exactly

100 spaghetti strands tall. A mad

Italian chef drops a very springy ball of

lasagna from the top of the tower. It

rebounds to one4tenth of the height from

which it fallsi, and keeps on bouncing

indefinitely. Calculate how far (in

spaghetti strands) it travels altogether.

Hint: Use decimal notation (Italy is'a

metric country) to express the distance

traveled on each bounce, but give your final answer as a fraction.
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ACTIVITY 25

EXTENDING THE NUMERATION SYSTEM TO DECIMALS

FOCUS:

The usual base-10 numeration system that you use to express whole

numbers is also called the decimal numeration system. Rational num-

bers can be expressed either in fractional form or in decimal form.

The representation of rational numbers as decimals arises quite nat-
.

urally and consistently from the study of the numeration system far

whole numbers. This activity will review this system and show oiu

*how the system can be extended to expiess rational numbers.

DISCUSSION:

In the development of the decimal numeration system for whole num-

, bers the numeral is often "expanded" to illustfate the structure and

symmetry of the system. For instance, for the numeral 3217 one can

use several expanded forms for illustration.

3000 + 200 + 10 + 7

'or (3 x 1000) + (2 x 100) + (1 x 10) + 7 x 1

or (3,x 103),t (2 x 102) + (1 x 101) + (7 x 100)

Similarly, when emphasizing the structure and symmetry of the numera-

tion system for rational numbers, it is often useful to "expand" the

numeral. The following diagram provides an aid for children when

writing decimals in expanded form. It also aids children in reading

decimals (which they find to be a Uothersome task).

EXAMPLE

Standard Numeral: 3217.635
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Expanded Forms:

a

a) 3000 + 200 + 10 + 7 + 0.6 + 0.03 + 0.005

6) (3 x 1000) + (2 x 100).+ (1 x 10) + (7 x 1) + (6 x 0.1) +

(3 x 0.01) + (5 x 0.001)

(3 x 1000) -+ (2 x 100) 44 (1 X 10) + (7 x 1) +.(6 x

+ (5 x th)(3 x

4) (3 x 103) + (2 x 102).+ (1 x 101) + (7 x 100) + (6,x 10-1) +

(3 x 10-2 ) (5 x 10
-3

)

Notice the sYMmetryabout the
"ones"-place--tens on one side, tenttis

on the other; huridreds on,one side, -hundredths on the other, etc.

DIRECTIONS:.

1. Write,each of the following numbers in expanded form teing the

indicated notation.

a) 2348.4 (use form (a) above);

b) 70617 (use.,form (b));

c) 3008.13 (use foriq (c)); A

d) 27.006 (use, form (d)).

2. For each of the following expansions, write the coresponding

standard numeral.

a) three hundred seven and six-tenths.

b) (2 x 103)-+ (6 x 102) + (7 x 101) + (2 x 10-1) + (4 x 10-2)

c) (3 x 10 4. (6 x 1) 4. (8 x Th0 + (9 x

d) (4 x 104) + (7 x 101) + (2 x 10C) + (3 x 10-2) +'(4 x 10-4)

3. How is each of the following changed when it is multiplied by

10? W iti the standard numeral.

a) 32

b) 32.67
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c) (2 x 101) + (6 x 100) + (4 x 10-1) + (Tx 10-2)

d) (7 x 10-2) + (3 x 10-4)

4. Some elementary textbooks simplify.multiplication of whole num-

bers by 10 by instructing the student to simply annex a zero.

Using the results of (3) above, what problems arise with ration-

al numbers in decimal notation when this technique is used?

The Golden Section Continued

One example of,the Golden Section lies ift,the area of music.

.The composer Berta is particularly noted for the use of the

ratio 0.618 in his compositions.

For example, the first movement of Sonata-for\TwO Pianos and

Percussion comprises 443 bars. Thus, its Golden Section, using

the ratio defined earlier, is approximately 274. An examination

of the-work shows that the recapitulation starts precisely ,at

the 274th bar.

\\. `V\
This is not the only example of the use of the Gol4en Sectjon

in works by BartSk. In MOveMent I of Contrasts, there are:193
/-

bars. Again-the recapitulation begins at the bar marking-46

Golden Section. The same thing is observed for the

Divertimento, and for "From the Diary of a Fly," in Vol. VI of

Mikrokosmos.
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ACTIVITY 26

11111

APPLICATION OF OECIMALS: THE METRIC-SYSTEM

FOCUS,:

Increasing foreign trade and international travel emphasize the gap

-between the English system of measure we use and the metric system

that most of the wor3d.uses. Although Congress declared the metric

system a legal System of measure' in 1866, we have mot, as a country,

made much progress in adopting the metric,system. The next ten'years

are likelY to bring considerable attentio/n to the metric system Cif '

units in the schools and throughout the ountry. This activity will /

explore advantages of the metric system, which scientists and technif-

cians have utilizedIfor decades. In pa ticular, a strong.analogy be-

tween our decimal numeration system and' the metric system is pre-

sented.

DISCUSSION:

The metric system is included here b

structure of the decimal numeration

ships between the various units of

that a change from one unit to the

cation or diviSion by 10. For exam

/
Cause it depends heavily onthe

ystem. That is, the relati n-

he metric system rely on th fact

ext is accomplished by mult pli-

le, 3 meters can be changed to

centimeters bymultiplying by 100. 'To convert 5.1 milliliters to

centiliters, one Aivides 5.1 by 10,'which results in 0.51 centi-

liters. From these examples, one c n see that a decimal representa-

tion allows forit: much greater facilit in working With metric, units

than with. the English units, in whic you frequently find yoUrself

dividing and mcAtiplying by numbers l kb 3, 12, and 5280.

The relatiOnships,between un'its i the metric system are easy to

see because theunits' names are formed from root word and a pre-

fix. The root Word tor mass is gram, fo length is meter,'' and for

volume is liter. These root words are c bined with the Prefixes
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fo thousandth, centi- for hundedth, kilo- for thousand, and

others less mmonly used to form decimal multiples and submultiples

of the units..

The chart be ow shows the relationship between the prefixes and

the decimal place values. Note that

the units place has no entry since

the root word, meter, liter, or

gram, is used alone there. The last

three entries in each column

indicate the abbreviations that

are used for the metric units

for length, mass and volume.

Place
Value

thousands
3

10 .

hundreds
2

10

tens

1,10

units

EP

_

tenths
-1

10

hundredths
'-2

10

tilousandths

10
-3

Metric,
Prefix

kilo- hecto- deca- deci- centi- milli-

Length
(meter)

km
hm dam m dm cm mm-

Mass
:(gram)

,
kg hg dag

.

g dg cg mg

Volyme

(liter) kl
hl dal 1 dl cl ml

DIRECTIONS:
_

1. Fill in the cells 'of the table on the following page; the first

one is done for you. Note that in the numerals in this table,

spaces are used to group digits by threes to facilitate reading; ,

Q,

a
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commas
)

are not used. Thus you see 30 520 mm. An exception is

made in cases where leaving a space would separate a single

digit; e.g.; 3052 cm. Furthermore, for measurements less than 1

unit, a zero\precedes the decimal point, e.g., 0.13 cm.

kilomAers meters centimeters millimeters

0.030 52 30.52 3052 30 520

1.3624

.311.67

,
7266.7

2. Add the measures and write the sum in the indicate

a) 2 km + 13.7 m = km

b) 237.6 cm + 1778 mm = mm

form.

c) 3072 m + 471.6 cm = cm

3. Fill in the first blank with an operation and e second with

the appropriate numeral.

To change 3114.2 mm to meters,

meters by

4. Fill in the cells.

the milli-

kiloliters liters centiliters milliliters

3.0512

3.98 44'

8314.5

1
.
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5. Add the measurLs and write the sum in the indicated form.

3.625 kl + 0.03 kl + 4.203 kl 7
X

837 liters + /426 ml + 732 531 ml =

59 372 cl + 602.4 liters = cl

6. Fill'in the first blank with an opera-

tion end the next with the appropriate

numeral:

To change 31 114.2 kl to liters,

the kiloliters by

7. Fill in the cells.

kilograms grams centigrams milligrams

375 124

.
.

.

7734.

4440.36
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8. Add the measures and write the sum in the indicated form.

440 c9 + 37.5 g =

345.23 g + 3946.2 g + 0.07 kg = kg

439.5 mg + 0.345 g = mg

9. Fill in the first blank with an operation and

the second with an appropriate numeral.

To change your weight in grams to kilograms,

your weight by

10. Two hypothetical approaches to teaching the metric systeM are

guggested. One advocates developing the ability to converl from

the English system to the metric (e.g., 314" = cm). The

second would teach only the metric system. Discuss the advan-

tages and disadvantages of each approach. Consider alterna-

tives.

11. Investigate the use'of metric measures in your community, in-

cluding services and industries. Prepare a'concurring or dis-

senting vieWto the claim that we must teach the metric system.
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ACTIVITY 27

TERMINATING AND NONTERMINATING DECIMALS

I FOCUS: a

Since decimals and fractions both represent ratioRal numbers, it is

reasonable to expect some system for converting from the decimal

representation of a number to a fractional representation and vice
1

versa. Certain conversions you already know, e.g., to 0.5 and
10.001toIn this activity we will deal with a general system

1000
for conversion.

DISCUSSION:

Before considering techniques for converting fractions or decimals it

will be necessary to describe three terms associated with three forms

of a decimal. The terms are terminating, repeating, and nonrepeat-

ing.

Terminating decimal designates such decimals as 0.5, 0.25, 0.37,

0.26118. In each case, the decimal expansion stops or terminates at

some point.

A decimal is called terminating if

its representation does not continue

indefinitely but stops at some point.

The other two decimal forms are what you would expect. The second

form does not terminate, but does repeat as it continues. For ex-

ample: 0.313131... = 0.3131 and 2.1231231231... = 2.123123
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A decimal is called repeating jf it

continues indefillitely, but atsome
,

point begins to repeat and continues

to repeat. The portion of the decimal t

which repeats is indicated by a bar.

Some examples of this type of decimal include 0.3Y, 0.6-6-, and 0.77

which repeat immediately with one digit; 0.2727, 0.4141, and 0.9393,

which repeat immediately with two digits; and 1.63, 0.27676, and

0.23476-6-, which repeat after some pdint.

A decimal is called nonrepeating

if it continues indefinitely, but

does not at any point begin to

repeat a sequence of digits.

Examples of this type of decimal can also be constructed, but care ,

must be taken that they do not at any point begin to repeat. Thus

spme method fOr constrUeting them must be devised. The decimals

listed below do not repeat even though they are formed with a dis-

cernible pattern.

a) 3.101001000100001...

b) 0.2113111121111112111111112...

c) 11.606116000611116...

Can you describe the patterns that were used to construct (a),

(b), and (c)? Could you describe a nonrepeating decimal without de-

scribing such a pattern? Decimals which are nonrepeating represent

irrational numbers. Irrational numbers will be discussed in Section

V. We will not consider them further in this activity.
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Decimals that terminate or that repeat represent rational num-

bers, which also have fractional representations. The'following

exercises will illustrate how to convert fractions to decimals and

decimals to fractions. You are probably familiar with some of these

techniques already.

DIRECTIONS:

1. In converting from a fractional representation of a rational

number to a decimal representation we take advantage of the fact

that t = a b. That is, we divide the denominator of the frac-

tion into the numerator using the standard division algorithm

and paying particular attention to' the placement of decimal

points. This process is carried out in detail for the fraction

2

7.

2 .

2 '
0.285714285714.

To see this we carry out the division

0.285714
7) 2.000000

1 4
60
56

40
35

50

49

ib
7

30

28
2 At this point you see

that you have a division problem that you had previously, name-

ly 77 . 'So you know what will follow is the same as what

came before, i.e., that digits will repeat.



a) Carry out the steps in the diviSon of 7 into 2 far enough

to convince yourself that the digits actually do repetl.

bi) Convert each of the following fractions to decimal form, and

decide whether the decimal is terminating, repeating, or

nonrepeating.

Fractional form Decimal form Type of decimal

8

11

7

il

,

4

18

,

N.

ca

a
_

2. OPTIONAL: In an e660t to 6unthet /mate th4.4 division pkocess

to the divizion o6 whOte numbeu az you have done it be6ohe, we

pusent the 6oZiowing exp.eanation. You may 04 may not 6ind it

hetp6ut. Mast chitdhex woad iind

0.2 Think o6 dividing up 2 oh 20 tenth-4 into 7

127 equa setz. Each set wowed contain 2 tentlu
1 4

6 and 6 tenths woad hemain.

0.28
fr-ETY

1 4

60

56

4

SimiZaney, think o6 dividing up 60 hundhedth4'

into 7 equze setz. Each zet woad contain 8

hundnedths and 4 hundhedth4 wowed kemai.n.
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.14

0.285
7T-rapT

1 4

56

-TO
35

5

Anatyze the next step in this exptanation

the division ol5 7 into 2 a6 Amos at the telt.

.

3., Analysis of the prime f ctors* of the denominators of fractions

and of powers of ten will provide some insight into whicii frac-

tions repeat and which t rminate, when written as decimals.

a) List the prime faitos of 10, 100, 1000, 40000.

3 3. 7 3
b) Each of the rational numbers -5-- b

25' 13-1 20'
and can e

expressed as a terminating decimal. List the prime factors

for the denominator in each fraction.

c) What are the only prime factors that you found in both (a)

and (b)? What seems to be true concerning prime factors one

terminating decimals?

d) Can you see a relationship between the number of times a
4

given prime is repeated in the prime factorization of the

denominator and the number of places in the decimal equiva-

lent of the fraction? What is it?

4. To convert a terminating decimal-to a fraction, we-use the num-

eration properties discussed in-Activity 25. Use the following

example as-a m9del, and change each decimal below to-a fraction
_

Converting a Terminating DeCimarto a Fraction

The decimal 0.625 can be written as (6 x 11(5) + (2 x Il + 5 x

1 ' 6 2 _ 5 *600
+

20 5 625

1000'
or

10 IT6 UTTO
or ITT° rob- + you Toiro- If

desired, this fraction can be simplified to obtain

*The prime factorization of a number is the number expressed as a
product of primes. For example, the prime factorization of 12 is
2 x 2 x 3. The prime factorization of 56 is 2 x 2 x 2 x 7; the prime
factorization of 56 is not 8 x 7 since 8 is not prime.

lb
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a) 0.33'

b) 2.167

c) 17.406 _

5. Check to see whether the i-eSults of (4) are consistent with

6. To convert.,6 repeating decimal to_a fraction requires a little

more algebraic sophistication. However, the'technique can be

summarized'as multiplication,of the original number once or

twi.ce to otetain equivalent decimal portions in the resulting

products. This process, followed by a subtraction and then a

division, results in the fraction form. The two examples below -

iflustrate thi's process.

Converting a Nonterminattp Repeating

Example 1

x = 0.7777

Multiply

1.\ 10x = 7.777 .

Subtract

2. 10x - x = 7.777-

0.7777

or

9x = 7

Divide
7

3. x -§-

Decimal to a Fraction

Example 2

%, x:= 0.21333

Multiply

1. 100x = 21.33

arid

1000x = 213.33-3

Subtract

2. 1000x 1(100x = 213.33-3- -

21.333

or

900x =:192

Divide

3

192 16

x
A
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Note that in.Step 1 (Multiply) of the procedure illustrated. OA

the previous page one multiplies by powers;of 10 so that/after

the subtraction, 'process only an integer.will remain..

Use this procedure to convert eacK of the followingAecimals to

fractions. Show your work.
.//

a) 0.66' b) 3.12444'

c) 0.373737 . d) 0.999§-

0.499-§- 0.81313-13

7. After you have completed each of the four previous exercises

, compare the answers that you obtained with those of other mem-

bers of your group. Resolve any differencest

8. Each rational number can be expressed as a decimal so that the
1 1

decimal terminates or repeats. For example, -4- = 0.25 and -is _ - .

° 1

. 0.125 represent rational numbers which terminate, while -s =

0.33T and 1 = 0.166-6- are repeating decimals: Certain rational
6

numbers which form repeating decimals have interesting relation-

ships.

Consider the rational numbers whose denominator is 11,

-e. Tr' -TT'
Complete tWe table\the following

page by finding that portion of the rational nAer which re-

peats when written in decimal form.

1680
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Ole

11
Decimal
form

11

2
11

3
IT

4
11

5
11

6
1T

7
11

8
11

9

10
11

.0.09

0.36

0.81

a) What patterns do You, observe?

(b) If you knovisome of the exriansions in the table above,*how

can you predict others?

mplete a similar table for rational numbers with 7 as the.'

enominator.

Do you observe the same patterns? Are there add tional ob-

servations you can make?

e) What other rational numbers would you expect have those

properties that were observed for 7 and 11? ,4

OM.

/
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ACTIVITY 28

INTRODUCING DECIMALS TO CHILDREN

FOCUS:

Now that your skill with decimal representation of rational numbers

has.been strerigthened, it is time totonsider presentim decimals to

children. In this activity you will have a chance to consider some \

physical embodiments of decimalS.

MATERIALS:

Dienes multibase.arithmetic blocks in bise ten; play money including

cents,-4*mes.,_dollar bills, ten-dollar bills, and One-hundred-dollar

, billS (suggested for children).

DIRECTIONS:

c

1. Children will already have had (by the time you get to decimal .

IIIrepresentation of rational numbers) considerable experience with

decimal representation Of whole numbers. You should be sure

that they understand, for example, that

.435 = 4 x 100 + 3 x 10 + 5 x 1.

'4" 4 hundreds is also 40 tens.

10'x 37 is 10 times 7 ones plus 10 times 3. tens.

Briefly outline some questions and activities that you might use

to determine whether a child has grasped and"remembers these

concepts and to help teach or remind a child of these concepts.

(You may want to bring-in the use of such materials as multibase

arithmetic blocks and the abacus.)

2. ,In their initial work with rational numbers, children learn that

rational numbers can represent parts of a whole. Base 10 multi-

base arithmetic blocks (MAB) provide a good physical embodiment

for this part-whole relationship that leads nicely to Aecimai

170
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representations. The children will have seVeral

lonqs and,units where

.10 flats are eqUivalent to 1 llock.

10 longs ar'e equivalent to 1 flat.

10 units are eqUivalent to 1 long.

If t.he block is treated as 1, then, the flat

0.01, and the unit is ,0.001.

blocks, flats,

is 0.1, the long
1

)

1

block
0.1
flat

0

0.01 0.001

long unit

Treating the block as 1, give an equivalent representation

which utes as few pieces as possible and then write the

decimal that each of the following combinations of MAB rep,-

resents:

^
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Equivalent Representation:

Decimal Numeral:

/1=116

0 D O D
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 p

Equivalent Representation:

Decimal Numeral:

/MI Ma,

b) For each of the following decimals, represent the decimal

with your MAB and then record your representation in the

space provided in the table on the following page.

172
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Blocks Flats Longs , Units

2.301 0

.0.007

0.123
. .

3.041

c) Outline tre ste0s-you might take a child through to use MAB

to represent rational numbers and then finally it) represent

the rational numbers as decimals.

3 All children who come to school have some experience with money.

By the time that they are ready for the study of decimal rep-

resentation of rational numbers, Most children have had con-

siderable experience with money, coins in particular. It would

be a shame not to take advantage of that experience.

a) Outline how you might use money to introduce decimal rep-

resentations of rational numbers.

b) In what ways (other than money) does the dedmal system

enter into the child's everyday life?

173
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ACTIVITY 29

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION WITH DECIMALS

FOCUS:

Once children have the concept of the decimal representation of a ra-

, tional number in mind, they can be introduced to addition and sub-

traction with decimals. In this activity you Will go througl such an

introduction in a way Opt parallels a possible child development.

MATERIALS:

Dienes multibase arithmetic blocks (MAB) in base ten.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Children will already have encounteivd the concept of addition

of rational numbers in terms of combining embodiments of those

numbers, and the concept of subtraction of ration-

al numbers in terms of taking a portion of the

embodiment of a number away. Use your'MAB to

embody each of the following addition statements.

Then record your embodiment in theplace pror

vided. For the answer, record a second (equivalent) embodiTent

which uses the smallest possible number of'pieces.

Statement

EXAMPLE

Embodiment

1

1.8

+ 1.4

Blocks Flats Longs

A

Units

1 8

1 4
.

Totals 2 12

Answer (after exchange)
,

3 2
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Statement Embodiment

2.301.

+ 1.189

Blocks Flats Longs Units

Totals 0

Answer (after exchange)
0

3.713

+ 0.405

,

Blocks Flats Longs Units

Totals

Answer (after exchange)

III
2. In the-subtraction process one often has to rename a number in

order to be able to subtract. The term "borrowing," which is

often used to describe this process, is particularly descriptive

when subtraction is being embodied using MAB. You are to embody

the subtraction statements below as you did the.addition ones in .

(1). Record the borrowing act when it is necessary.

Statemen,t Embodiment

,

2.8

1.7

Blocks Flats Longs Units

.

Totals ,'

e

'Answer (after exchange) ,



Statement Embodiment

2.301

.

- 1.189

Blocks Flats Longs Units

,

Totals .

Answer (after exchange)
,

_

6

0.34

- 0.24

Blocks Flats .Longs Units

Totals .

.
.

Answer (after exchange)

III3.
A step after embodying statements with MAB is to represent prob-

lems as follows

represents -'

1.1

176
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1.3

+ 2.6

3,9

2.43

represents + 1.75
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a). Represent each of the statements in (1) above according to

this scheme.

b) Represent\ each of the statements in (2) above according to

this scheme.

4. One of the difficulties children have in addin9 or subtracting

with decimals is in adding tens to tens,

ones to ones, tenths to tenths, etc.

What techniques could you suggest to

help children avoid errors similar

io that shown at the right?

1.3
2.84
o.(09
315

114.1

5. How would you-explain to children that 0.35, 0.350, and 0.350000

have the same value?

6. List sevei'al real-world applications that you might use to help

motivate addition and subtraction with decimals.

7% a) How are addition and subtraction with decimals like addition

and subtraction of whole numbers?

b) How are they different?

oc) What specific difficulties do you think children have in

aadition and subtraction with decimals?

8. For each of the following real-world problems, write a mathemat-

ical °sentence that will help you solve the problem. Then find

the solution.

a) In 1904, Henry Ford set a land speed record of 147.01 kilo-

meters per hour. In 1964, Art Arfons set a. land speed

record Of 863.57 km/hr. How much faster was Arfons' speed

than Ford's?

b) The highest outdoor air temperature ever recorded at

Indianapolis is 41.7° C; the lowest is -31.6° C. What is the

difference between these two extreme temperatures?

177 186
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c) The world's tallest manmade structure is the tower of tele-

vision station KTHI in North Dakota. Its top is 0.629 km 1111,

Ode sea level. The world's deepest oil well is in Beckha

County, California; it is 9.16 km deep. What is the differ-
,

ence between these extremes?

9. Write a real-world problem that could be represented by each of

the following examples.

a) 12.116 + 125.4 + 6.005

b) 173.45 - 12.266

Os 2133.4 + 4.77 + (-63.411)

IS;
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ACTIVITY 30

IIII1MULTIPLICATION WITH DECIMALS

FOCUS:

In this activity you will have an opportunity to study some proce-

dures and algorithms'for multiplication with decimals.

DISCUSSION:
4

The teaching of multiplication of rational numbers represented as

decimals presents some Prdblemso because there is not a good concrete

embodiment or pictorial representation on which to base introductory

work. So we will rel4on Mathematical Relations. As always, it is

important to relate a new concept to appropriate earlier learnings of

the child. In this case, the multiplication of decimals can be re-

lated to the multiplication of fractions with denominators equal to

powers of 10, using the following steps:

'10 4

a) writing decimals as fractions;

b) multiplying, with fractions;

c) using'the pattern for multiplyfng and dividing hy'

10 (or powers of 10) to convert back to a decimal.

'It is importagt for you to analyze the steps involved in multiplying

Ott' decimals.

DIRECTIONS:
a

1. Discuss each of the indicated steps shown on the following page

for the multiplication problem:

3.78 x 0.21

-1.S8
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Write the problem as the

product of two fraCtions.

Multiply, using the algo-

rithm for multiplying

with fractions.

c) Write the resulting frac-

tion as a decimal.

378 21
3.78 x 0.21 = x

100 100

7938
10000

= 0.7938

2. Each of the above subskills (a), (b), and (c), should be prac-

ticed by chitdren. The following will provide examples appro7

priate for such a development.

a) Write the following in fractional form.

2.5 x 0.36 3.02 x 0.5 6.27 x 0.317

b) Multiply the fractions from (a), using the algorithm for

multiplying with fractions.
.

c) Write each resulting fraction as a decimal (use dividing by
2

10 and powers of 10).

3. Use the procedure described above to multiply the following 11111

pairs 0 decimals. Make sure each step that you use is clear.

a) 15.23 x 3.6 b) 2.004 x 0.05

4. State a rule for dividing by 10 or powers of 10.

5. 'After the ehildren have had experience with the_Orge!....step pro-.

cess described above, ask them tb find a pattern and state a

rule for the placement af the'decimal point. riemember that

learning a rule by rote and not with understanding may result in

their inability to reconstruct the rule later if they forget it.

Study the following examples and,the answers. Find the pattern

and state the rule.

180
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EXAMPLES
k

ANSWERS-
_

a)
15.28 ,

x 3.5,

''

I

53.480

.

b) 14104

x 0.23

t
0.27692

,

c)

7.6

x 52 .

'

395.2

"In multiplying two decimals-one

decimal point in the product.by

/ g

can locate the place for the

6: Do the following multiplitation problems by performing.whole-

number multiplications, and then using your rule in (5) to lo-

cate the decimal point.

23.9

x 1.03

0.2134

x 32.1

/
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ACTIVITY 31

DIVISION WITH DECIMALS

FOCUS:

In this actiVity 3-tov Oil have ah oppoitunity to study siome proce-

dures and algorithms for,division with decimals.

DISCUSSION:

Division with decimals represents the same difficulty in teaching as

multiplication ddei, because of the fact that there is not an appro-

.,
priate physical or pictorial model to Motivate this learn4ng. Orie

can, as with multiplicatiOn of decimals, provide a careful develop-

ment to help the clIAld gain insight and understanding of-division

with decimals by basing /he procedure on previous learnings:

a) writing a decimal as a fraction,

b) dividing with fractions,

c) converting a fraction tO a decimal by dividing.

Three approaches to explaining
division with decimals are pre-

sented. Study ill of them to determine which of them you would pre-
1

fer to use. Perhaps yqu will nit feel any is appropriate for'you and

Will wish to explgre
dher techniques or methods; you are encouraged

to do so. It may be wcirth noting that children will already have '

been introduced to the ,concept of division of rational numbers, as

well as to computationd involving division of fractions.
A.

DIRECTIONS: .

1. Study and discuss each of the procedures below and compl,ete the

_exercises that follow.

Method A

_EXAMPLE 2.5) 1.72

182
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1) Write the diVqion example as a fraction.

1.722.5)iTTF
2.9

, .0-

2) Multiply by 1 (=,g) using'an appropriate power of 10. ,

,4 s ,

1.72 100 172 . ,

2 5-'-100 250 .- ,...

r, .

.
,.,

3) Convert ihe fractfbn to a decimal icy dividing,
..

i
.

Note: The pup:ils should be a vised as to the required pre- . '
__ _____________ ,

cision of the answer. In thi case the answer "__ comeSwat .

even" at the thousandths placeile., tice decimal is a ter--.

minating one.

/ .0

'''''

a:

I I
'

' 0.688
'250 172.000p . /

150 0
, t 1

22 00
.

.

ft) Go
r"

J i
2 000

Use Method A to solve,the following examples (to the nearest

thousandth).

3.41107T

Method

6.7TFT
/

/

2.5

25

101

0.05) 1.23

8

form.

172 ,

100

.

- 1)

2)

EXAMPLE 2.5T-17-2-

Write the example in sentence
\e

2.5TT7TF 1.72

Write each-tleCimal as,a fraction.

,
f 1.72 +

e (',

Divi4e; using the fractions.3)

"..._-____ jig. . 25 172 10_

DT x "2-T

1720
2500

/



0 Convert .the fraction to a decimal by dividing.

0.688
2500) 1720.000

1500 0 e

220 00
200 00
20 000

Use Method B to solve,the following examples (to the nearest

thousandth).

3.4)-5707 0.05) 1.23 6.7) 1.3

Method C (short method)

_This method is similar to Method A except that the%ivisor and

dividend are multiplied by a multiple of 10 determined by the

number of decimal places in the divisor. For example

2.571:77 becomes 25)--17.2 A

Each is multiplied (mentally) by 10 since 2.5 has only one

decimal place. The usual technique for showing this method is:

111112,§) 1,22

1) Place arrows in appropriate places to show the resulting

division,using Method C. Give the multiple4of 10 by which

you.mentally multiplied the divisor and dividend.

a) 0.317) 2.8679

b) J.3.5)-T7

c) 0.017) 61.8

Multiple of 10

2) Solve the following using Method C.

a) 6.71-5.219

b) 7.84) 61.72

c) 0.17774768

184
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2. Study the exercises which you have completed. Suppose you did

each division example as hf there were no decimal point. Iden-

tify a pattern and a rule that would tel.l you where the decimal

point should be placed in your answer.

3. Make a list of prerequisite skills that pupils must have to

perform the computations above. What seem to be the advantages

and disadvantages of Methods A, B, and C?

4. In the example 0.0256 1.6, each-of the steps shown below can

be justified mathematically. For each of the steps provide a

justification.

a)
0.0256 0.0256 10

1.6- 1.6
x

10

0.0256 0.256
b)

1.6 16

0.256
0.016

5. Discuss: Should estimation be used in the teaching of multipli-

cation and division with decimals? Give examples to support

your position.

6. For each of the following real-world problems, write a mathemat-

ic'al sentence that will help you solve the problem. Then find

the solution.

a) The circumference of the earth is about 2500 miles. Using

3.14 as an approximation for -a find the diameter of the

earth.

b) The average annual rainfall at Miami is 59.76 inches. The

average annual rainfall at Reno is 7.2 inches. How many

times as much rain as Reno does Miami get?

c) A stack of one million one-dollar bills is approximately ,

3750 inches thick. How tall is a stack of one thousand one-

dollar bills? One hundred?

185
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7 Write a real-world problem that could be represented by each of

the following examples.

a) 12.45 1.5

b) -3.445 0.5
c.

A Decimal Approximation for the Golden Section

Earlier in this unit, - page 58, it was stated that the Golden

Section (Golden Rectangle) can be approximated using ratios of

successive numbers in the Fibonacci sequence. Now that you

know that each rational number can be represented as a decimal,

find a clecimal approximition to.the Golden Section which is

correct to at least three decimal places.

Can you think of a physical object which most college students

might sometime use and which is an approximation to the Golden

Rectangle?

186
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ACTIVITY 32

IDANALYSIS OF ERROR PATTERNS FOR DECIMALS

FOCUS:

The analysis of pupil errors is one task that an elementary school

teacher must continually perform. This activity will illustrate

some of the common errors made by pupils when solving arithmetic

problems involving decimals. An opportunity will also be provided

for you to recommend some techniques for correcting these errors.

DIRECTIONS:

1, Read each worksheet included in this activity and briefly summa-

rize the error pattern that you observed for each child.

2. Answer problems.G) and H) making the same error that the child

might make, .as evidenced by the error pattern you observed.

3. List at least two possible causes for the error pattern noted on

each worksheet.

.
Give a couple of questions that you might ask a 'child, to help

you get to the source of the problem.

5. Recommend some immediate activities that might be used to asstst-

the child in seeing that an error h.as been made or in preventing

the error from recurring.

187
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.WORKSHEET I

NAME

A) 0,4 4 3.oco 31 B) a,a-L-1 +11.14= 33.5

(0.1-11 + a .37 g etlk 1,9 .3 + Li.115 41:3o8

0 9 + 3 cp o 5 .5 g F 67 oaa + 1-1 = (D. co 3. at

G) 59.3. + 1-11.13 '0 i.ag

Error Pattern Noted:

. Diagnosis of Possible Causes:

Possible Remedial Steps:

188.
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A) 3.42-
-j.

1. 255

WORKSHEET II

NAME

B) 1.0774
SZ

-2.54

D)

60.31 -3.7 up
42.2174 2'178'
11.1074 t .538

C) 34.28
-

X. 53

F) 35. 2r7

- /3. 1254
22.0554

31-1. 11
47(p 0

")&Y.2.)-7

Error Pattern Noted:

Diagnosis of Possible Causes:

Possible Remedial Steps:

189
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WORKSHEET III

NAME

B) aa.3
x x
39.11. I 5C. 1

1690,

49 4 Li $015.
E)

1.005
X ( LI-

40,700
1005

42010`
.9.15.010

F)

19.1
x

1(014-
'51 3
649.4

.1_

G)

15.9
X (0.5

H)

Errcr Pattern Noted:

Diagnosis of Possible Causes:

Possible Remedial Steps:

190
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A) 15 .

.15 33o
.25
1 30
3.5

5'o5o
D)

5.7 i34,52
2-0 5-/

342
342

WORKSHEET IV

NAME

cl _slur
.42. ITiO4. to (#2- rt. 35-92

14 jus
1 5.2.

i .2. c '3 '72-

E) .-1.9. F)

3/1 r t . 02. 11.5. r3910
..2-u LP 345

342
34 2

4(00
44.0

G) H)

22.3 /o5". 254, .57 7524

Error Pattern Noted:

Diagnosis of Possible Causes:

Possible Remedial Steps:
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Section V

THE REAL NUMBER SYSTEM

In Section IV, rational numbers were expressed by using a decimal
3

numeration system. For example, the fraction --was written using the
.8

2
terminatin6 decimal 0.375 and the fraction vas written using the

repeattng dedimal 0.66T or 0.666... Using the strategy described

there, we can write every rational number.in one of those two forms;

and every decimal of tiose forms represents a rational number.

Examining the different types of decimals suggests that there

may exist some numbers that do not belong to the set of raponal nurn-

bers. For example. 0.010010001...; which does not terminate and does

not repeat, is one such decimal. The numbers which can be represent-

ed by nonterminating, nonrepating decimals are called irrational

numbers. The irrational numbers are not typically included in the

elementary school curriculum, but appear in most junior high school

textbooks, so you should at least be familiar with them.

Combining the set of irrational numbers with the set of rational
0

numbers gives yet a new set of numbers, called the real numbers.

193 201



6
Thus, any real ndmber must belong to one of two sets, the rationals

or the irrationils. Thlis section will provide a brief iqtroduOtion
,

to the eet-of real numbers.

Since we have already studied rational numbers, the focus of

this section will be on irrational numbers. Remember that real num-

beis include the rationals as well as the irrationals.
c

Historically, the existence of irrational numbers has been

known since the time of the Greeks. Pie Pyfhagorean school is cred,

ited with the discovery; but the irratio 214ty of IF, for example,

, was difficult for many Greek mathematicians to accepa--even the

Pythagoreans themselves. They assumed that everyth.ing depended on

the whole numbers, and had evolved a theory of proportion which was

limited to magnitudes having a common unit of measure. The discovery

of the irrationality of 4 posed a threat to this theoretical struc-

ture, SD for some time the Pythagoreans attempted to keep the exis-

tence of irrational numbers setret. MeMbers were threatened wtth

death for disclosing information about these new numbers.
-. ..

By 370 B.C., 'the "scandal" was resolved by a pupil of Plato, 4

11111
Eudoxus, who devised.a new definition of proportion: His handling of

theArrationals'appears in the fifth book of Euclid's Elements and is

similar to'that of the mathematician Dedekind who, in 1872, gave the

first rigorous and modern description of the set of real numbers, 4

At that time, mathematicians were seeking a way to provide a,

solid foundation for the new mathematics that Was being developed.

To accomplish this task, it was necessary to formally define the set

of irrational numbers. It is interesting to note that this formal

definition of the set of irrational numbers and, consequently, of the

set of real numbers occurred only 100 years ago.
.

The description of irrational numbers given in this section will

be informal and intuitive, not formal and rigorous.

MAJOR QUESTIONS
22P

1. Give three different instances that would prevent us from think-

ing that all numbers are rational.

11111
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2. Find some instances where irrational numbers are introduced in

11110

the elementary schoOl. Detcribe how you might develop one such -

instance.
.. .

3. Write a paragraph describing the'relationships among the follow-

ing sets of numbers: wholes; ratitihels, reals, fntegers, ,

. irrationals.

195
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ACTIVITY 33

IRRATIONAL NUMBERS

FOCUS:

0

4

This activity introduces irrational numbers and different ways of

representing them.

MATERTALS:

Ruler and geoboard or dot paper.

DISCUSSION:

Two ways that one can.recognize the need for irrational numbers 'are:

by looking at the decimal numeration systim,

5')/ amilyzing certain geometric object

Let's pu'rsue""se.

DIRECTIONS: .

I. a) 0.121221?22122221... is a nonrepeating decimal. 'Explain how

you can tell.

'

6
b) Write two more npprepeating decimals.

c) Can these nonrepeating decimals represent yational numbersy

,'(What'do you know about the decimal representation of a ra-
(

tional number?)

2. OPTIONAL: Let the 'sequence 4
l'

4
2'

4
3'

4
4'

4
5'

be :the

towZng.,

,
4

1

0.1

,

4
2

- 0.12

4
3

= 0.121'

4
4

= 0.1212

2
J

4
5

= 0.12122

196
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row'.

a) The numbets ti, A3, A4, A ,-.,. ate att utionat'numbeAs.

How can yo_a tett?

61 What is the Aetations(vip between the sequence A A A
, 1, 3,

A4, Ai, and the ittationat numben

A = 0.121221222122221...

de6ined in 1(a)?

e) Exptain what one might mean by,seying that tl, 1t2, A3,

14 ...convetges to A. (Tty toughty pictuAing Al, A2, A3,

A4, "and A on a numbet tine.) This is an exampte o a

4equence olinationat numbeAs that conveAges to an ittationat

numbet.

3. Geometric objects lite right triangles and circles were Oh

oughly studied .by the Greek mathematicians who preceded Eucli

It was in ahalyzing these objects that they discovered the fact\

that rational numbers were not enough. You should recall that,

using the Pythagorean Theorem, it is possible to find the length

of the third side of a right triangle, given the lengths of the,

other two sides. For triangle ABC pict red below, with pides

a, b,' and c, .the Pythagorean Theor states that:

a2 + b2 =

a

a) Use the Py6agorean Theorem to

-find the length of the third

side of the triangle on the

right.

a =

197
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) How abdut this one?

= 1

a = 1

) List three more pairs of integers for a and b that do

not yield integer values for c.

Fact: If a whole number is not a perfect square,* its

square root is an irrational number. For example,

VT, VT, i, Ag", 17, Ai, ITT, VTI, VIT, AY, v, V1T, ITT

are all irrational numbers. This can be proved. We won't

do it here.

d) Briefly discuss the quandary that the resplts of questions

(a), (b), and (c) presented to the Pythagoreans, who felt

that all of geometry could be accomplished using rational

numbers. (To refresh your memory about the Pythagoreans,

you may want to reread the introduction to Section V.)

4.. a) Two constructions of irrational numbers are shown below.

Choose either Figure A or Figure B and briefly describe how

the lengths_iE, IT, X are constructed.

*The whole number n is a perfect square if there is a whole number

m so that m
2

= n. Examplet of perfect squares are 1, 4, 9, 46,

25,...
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1

1 0 1

Figure A

1

Figure El

b) Using the same technique, construct A and V6- on each dia-

gram.

5. Rational and irrational lengths can be represented on dot paper

(or on a geoboard). See how many of the following numbers can

be represented using this technique.

IT, IT, V5-, A-, 17,

,/,ff has been constructed in the illustration below.

1
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Fact:

The circpmference (C) of a circle is the distance around it and

the diameter (D) is the greatest distance across. Surprising-

ly, the rati-o Ti is the same for every circle. The constant

valur of that ratio iT the irrational number which we call "pi"

(m). You have seen this fact expressed as

C
7 dr C = 7D.

It is possible, but difficult, to prove that 7 is irrational.

The first six digits of the (nonrepeating) decimal representa-

tion of 7 are 3.14159... 7 has been computed to thousands of

decimal places using electronic computers.

7:is developed more thoroughly in the Measurement unit of the Mathe-

matics-Methods Program.
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ACTIVITY 34%

RATIONAL APPROXIMATIONS OF IRRATIONAL NUMBERS

FOCUS:

In this activity a procedure will be developed for finding rational

numbers that are close to the irrational number hr where the whole

number n is not a perfect square.

DISCUSSION:

As a point of departure, recall that the square root of'a number a

is that number ii which when multiplied by itself gives a. Thus
,

the square root of 25 is 5 since 5 x 5 = 25. We write V75 = 5.

Similarly, AT. 4 and /121 = 11. What is vn It is not a rational

number. But whatever it is, we know that !Tx IT = 7.

It is often inconvenient to use irrational numbers, For ex-

ample, if one wished to know the sum or product of 5 and VI the an-

1110

swer 5 + IT or 54- does not.lend much insight into the 'magnitude of

the answer. It is often more convenient to use a rational approxima-

tion of the irrational number. For example, if one uses the approxi-

mation

2.449490,*

then 5 + v7s 7.449490

and 54- ar 12.247450.

(Note that each'of the decimals on the right is terminating, so that

it represents a rational number.)

At one time, teaching children to find rational'approximations

to the square root of a number was considered an important process

in school. Today it is not considered an important skill since one

can use a table of such values (found in many books) or, better yet, -

*The "wiggly" equals sign means "approximately equals."
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use a hand calculator.. The procedure below for finding square root

values, however, is important in that it gives some insight into the

technique of finding successively closer approximations to a number.

The emphasis in this activity, then, is on the approximation process

rather than on the skill involved in finding square roots.

DIRECTIONS:

- The example below presents one strategy for finding the square root

of a number. Study the procedure and use it to find the square roots

in the exercises that follow. (Do not use a table of square roots or

a hand calculator!)

EXAMPLE

David wanted to find a decimal approximation of yrr to the nearest

thousandth. He made an initial estimate of 3.5 since he reasoned

that

/g /IT < /IT

s o

3 < In < 4.

David divided

11
--3 14

3.5

So David concluded that

3.14 < /TT < 3.5.

yrs

P.

3 4

gl I I f I *-

3 3.14 ? 3.5 4

(This is reasonable because: 3. 14
11

so 3.14 x 3.5 11. But

vrr x vrro. 11, so 3.14 must be'too small and 3.5 too large.) David

chooses an estimate halfway between 3.14 and 3.5:

3.14 + 3.5
3.32

2

a,
2
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David divides 11 by his new

estimate:

11

3.32
.*$.3 31

Again he reasons that

3.31 < 111 < 3.32

(You supply the argument this

'time.) David's new estimate

is

3.315

After dividing, he decides

that

3.315 < irr < 3.318.

b79 ITT 116

%

3 3.5 4

3.31 ? 3.32

Another *estimate (halfway between 3.315 and 3.318) is 3.3165. After

dividing 11 by 3.3165, therefore, he finds:

3.3165,< AT < 3.3167

1111/ Since these estimates agree in the thousandths place, David decided

that he could choose either one and round it off to the nearest thou-

sandth. So David's estimate to the nearest thousandth was 3.317. He

wrote in q03.317.

3 3.317 4

1. Give the argument that David would have used to conclude that

3.3165 < liT < 3.3167.

2. You know that 1§- = 3 and VT 4.

a) Which is greater, VT or iliff?

b) The /TY is between the integers and .
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3. For each irrational number below find the perfect squares and

the two integers between which the irrational number lies.

Irrational
number

Perfect
squares

'Integer
.

pairs

J5 4 and 9 2 and 3

a) .g

b)
,

ITS

4. Use the averaging technlque to find an approximate decimal

equivalent (correct to the nearest hundredth) for the following

irrational numbers.

b) /2-3
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ACTIVITY 35

11111 THE REALS: THE COMPLETE NUMBER SYSTEM

N205

FOCUS:

The integers have additive inverses while the whole numbers do not.

The rational numbers contributed multiplicative inverses to our list

of number properties. In this activity we,will see that the real

numbers do have a property called completeness which the rational

numbers lack. You will find that the property is a little subtle.

DISCUSSION:

In Activity 33 we saw that the sequence

r
1
= 0.1

r
2

= 0.12

r
3

0.121

r4 = 0.1212

r
5

= 0.12122

converges (gets nearer and nearer) to the irrational number

r = 0.121221222122221... That is, the sequence r1, r2, r3, r4,

r5, ... of r,ational numbers zeroes in on (converges to) the target

r which is not a rational number.

In.Activity 34 we had two sequences of rational numbers

3.14

1.31 3.'32

3:315 3.318

3'3165 3.3161

vrf'

.which zeroed in on the irrational target number /rf.
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4t-

Can you see the shortcoming of the rational number system? It

has these sequences that are zeroing in on a missing target. There

are holes! The rational numbers lack completeness. The real numbers

have completeness in the sense that every sequence of real numbers

that is zeroing in on a target will find the target in the real num- .

ber system.

DIRECTIONS:

1. For the sequence rl, r2, r3, r4, r5, ... and for the rational

sequence converging to AI, draw a magnified number line that

pictures the sequences zeroing in on (converging to) their

respective target numbers r and /Ir.

2. Find two more sequences of rational numbers that are converging

to a target which is not in the rational number system. What

number does each converge to?

3. S
1

0.921221222122221...

S
2
= 0.191221222122221...

S
3
= 0.129221222122221...

S
4

= 0.121921222122221...

S
5

0.121291222122221...

S
6

0.121229222122221...

S
7

0.121221922122221...

S
8

0.121221292122221...

S
9

0.121221229122221...

S
10
= 0.121221222922221...

a) Compare this sequence with rl, r2, r3, r4, r5, ... and r.

Describe how Sl S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, 57, S8, S9, 510, ...

was created.

b) Are the numbers in the sequence rational or irratiOnal?
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c) Compute S1 - r1

S
2

- r
2

S
3

- r
3

d) What target is S S2, S3, ... zeroing in on?

e) Explain how all of this illustrates the statement thal every

sequence of real numbers which zeroes in on a target will

find that target in the real numbers. How does this ex-

ample differ from the examples in (1) and (2)?

4. OPTIONAL: Helm is. a tAicky one Ifon you. Doi you think that

a 4equence o ationae,numbeAs zeued .6-t, an a tanget, that

tanget monad be in/rational The anztven is "no." Ws up to you

to'6ind a sequence oti hmationae numb& that zeruce6 in on a

nationae tanget.
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ACTIVITY 36

CARDINALITY OF THE RATIONAL NUMBERS

The cardinality of a set refers to how large it is, to how many
,

objects are in it. As new sets of numbers are introducedOt is in-
.

teresting fo investigate theiT relative si.ze. In this activity you

-
will have an opportunity to investigate the relative sizes of the set

. of whole numbers, the set of integers, theset ofrational numbers,

the set of real numbers.

DISCUSSION:

The cardinality bf a set refers to the number of objects in the set.

For example, the cardinality of the set A

A = {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, ll
4>

is 6, because A contains 6 objects. We tell "how many" in a set by

putting the objects in one-to-one correspondence with the counting

numbers. That's what counting is!

{1,. 3, 5, 7, 9, 11}

ttttt
11 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

Similarly_ the cardinality of the set B,is 10 since

B = {2, 5, 7,

ttt
{1, 2, 3,

12,

4,

29,

5,

37, 45, 59,

t-t
.6, 7,

73,

8, 9,

88}

10, 11, ...}

Although the examples,given above represent finite sets, we are going

to be interested here 1-11-sets which -contaifi-an infinite number of

elements. Some examples of infinite setsjnclude the counting num-

bers, the even numbers, the multiples of three, the integers, and the

rational numbers. The rule for determining whether two infinite sets
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hawethe tame cardinality is the same as for finite sets. That is,

11111
fois. all sets, we say: '

-

Two sets'of dbjects have the same cardinaltty if there

is a one-to-one correspondence between their objects.

Each of the finite sets below has different cardinality.

1a, b, cl

1a, b,c, dl

1a, b, c, d, el

You might.guess that the set N of counting numbers and the set NE o

even numbers have different cardinality, since the set of counting'

numbers properly contains the even numbers.

N = 11, 2, 3, 4, 5, e, 7, 8, .y1 :

NE= 12, 4, 6, 84-10-i-12, 16, ...I

Yet these sets have the same cardinality! To show this, we must show

that there ts a one-to-one correspondence between the tgo sets. That

is, we must show a relationship between N and NE which relates each

element of N to one element of N E and each element of N
E

to one ele-
-

ment of N. The arrows below graphically illuitrate a one-to-one

correspondence between N and NE.,

N = {1, 2, 3, 4 5, 6, 7, 8, ...}

tt.t,lt t tt
NE= 12, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, ...I

This illustration that N 'and N E have the same cardinal number should .

'tip you off that analysis of infinite sets may produce some weird and

unexpected results.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Describe verbally a one-to-one correspondence between N and NE.

TrY to describe a general rule for relating the numbers of one

set to those in the other.

;
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2. Describe graphically and verbally a one-to-one correspondence

betwe n eackofthe followtng sets and the set of counting num-

, bet , to show that-each has the same cardinality as the iet of

Cohnting numbers.

a) the,odd number:s,

b) the multiples of 3,

c) .the multiples of 10.

3. Rather than drawing or verbally *descrilling a one-to-one cdrre-..

spondence we can usually write jh algebraic equation which asio-

ciates the elements between the-two sets in question. For ex-

ample, one function which describes the one-to-ore correspon-

dence between the set of counting numbers and the even numbers

is

41 y = 2.x

where. x is Counting number alid y is an even number. Thus,

if x = 1, then y is 2; if x is 6,, then ir is 12:- etc. '

Foreach of the sets in (2), wtite an equation, that describes

the one-to-one correspondence between fhose sets and the set of

counting numbers.

4. By AOW you shmild not be too surprised to learn that N and I

(the integers) also have ihe same cardinality. See if you can

come up with a one-to-one correspondence.

5. In order to compare the counting numbers and the set of rational

numbers, it is first necessary to display the nonnegative ra-

tional numbers in some manner so that all of them are included.

One way is pictured on the next page. Study the disOIay to.con-

vince yourself that all rational 'numbers are represented. (Note

that each rational number appears more than once.)
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9

fk.

0

0 1 2 3

7 7

2 3

1

5 6

1 1

5 6

2 2

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

3 T 3 3 T 3 3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

4 4 T -4- 4 4

-0 1 2 3 4 5

T 5 T 5 "8" 5.

0 1 2 3 4

T T 6 6 T

Can you suggest a way to show a correspondence between the set

of counting numbers. and the set of rational numbers? 4

6.- If you were not successful in finding a technique for describing'

the correspondence, consider the pattern shown below for a por-

.

tion of the display..,

14.
T

0 )4

+
0

4

0

1

T /1
4 2i 3

6

1 2 3

4
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That i s ,

T. ,

Continue the list above by indicating-which ratiodtl numbers

are related to 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9.

4

. . .

b) This gives a one-to-one correspondence _between N and the

nonnegative rational numbers. Can you figure out a corre-
.

sponderice between N and all of the rational.numbeo? (Look

for an analogy with the correspondence between N and I.)

c) What does all of this say about the cardinality of N and I?
%

7. OPTIONAL; By now you may zuzpect that aet £nLnLt.e. setz

have the zame cmdtnaaty az A.z.not time. Hme we witt

phovide yOu w..0h the ztepz necezzmy to 4how that thme me in-

4in4te zaz with diment caxdinati.ty: It vat be up to you

to anatyze what we have done.

Let S 4tand 6on the Aet o6 ate teat numbeA4 between 0 and 1

who4e decimae expanzionz contain oney 0'4 and 1'4. Fox examPee,

.1111...

.0101...-
,

.110011...

and many nwmbe n.z. both xationat and imationae that axe diieuet

,t() de4cA2be axe'att in S. Suppoze ihat the Petowing i4 any

c;ne-to-one coxte4pondence between S and N
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Wherte Ai, 42,- 43, ..., An, ... au att memberts ol5 S. Veliine a

teat number:. x whose decimae contains O's and l's (i.e., a mem-

ber:. ol5 S) as Ottows:

TheAinzt digit in the decimatuptesentatiDn oti x is

,

...

ili the V./at digit in zi iz 1

1 ifi the tiiitzt digit in zi iz 0.

The zecond digit in x iz

10 ili the zecond digit in 42 iz 1

the zecond digit in s2 iz 0.

The thirta digit in x lz

10 i'li the thind digit in 4 3 iz 1

il ili the thirtd-digit in 43 is 0.

a) Is x in S? Exptain.

b) 7.6 X equat to any ol5 the numbenz, 4/,

4' ?' Exptain.
n

c) What does att this say about the caltdinatity N and S?

8. OPTIONAL: Use (7) to show that the teat numbenz do not have the

zame'catdinatity az the counting numbenz.
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ACTIVITY 37

COMPARING NUMBER SYSTEMS

FOCUS:

ThroOlout this unit, several number systems have been discussed.

Each ofu1Iese..jias grown out of a set of numbers already studied.

This. activity will insight into the relationships among these

ets of numbers.

-411

DIRECTIONS:

1. For each of the numbers in the chart below, indicaie whether it

belongs'to the set of whole numbers, integers, rational numbers,

irrational numbers, or re 1 numbers.

,

Wholos_21'tegers Rationals Irrationals Reals

-5

-)T

17

147

3

- 47

.432

0

.
._,

.76
. .

.:' ----

2. DeterMine wh ther each of the following is true or false. Re-

member that statement_is true only if it is always true.
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a) Every whole number is a (an)

integer.

rational number.

irrational buraber.

real number.

b Every integer is a (an)

whole number.

rational number.

irrational number.

real number. ,

) Every rational number is a (an)

whole number.

integer.

irrational number.

real number.

d), Every irrational number is a (an)

whole number

integer,

rational number.

real number.

e). Every real number is a (an)

whole number.

integer.

rational number.

irrational number.
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APPENDIX A

SELF-TEST ANSWERS (ACTIVITY 6)

Part A:. Common Fractions

1. 2. 2 (or -1)5

7

9 ,1 a 45 117
4. T3- or 1-6 j. 28 "I 128

28 7 5

40 ". 10
8. .7

13 6 1
11. -1-2- or T10.

8

13. m = 4; n 21

15. d, a, b, e, c

14. p = 15

16. (a) 2
3

4

(b) 1?-3 (C) 16

17. (a) 21 (b) 24 (c) 12 18: (a) 2 (b) 7 (c) 72

11
19 or

155 46 1
20. -4-6- or 1-

. 4--
36 36

25 7 885 17
21. -fa- or 111 22. or 31--z

28

3
23. 33-or

135 26

4 4
24.

49
.

341 21 197 n5
25.

"I

26. or
40 '40

024

24

27.
77 37
To-or ITIO- 28.

-115 ,11
or -A--

60 12

1 -102 37
29. 7.-

10

30. or

Part B: Decimals

1. 1.5617

4. 109

7. -100.25

10. 49.87

2. 0.6490

5. 100

8. -28.368

11. -18.12

217
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3. 52.533

6. e, c, a,.b, d

9. -12.63893

12. -50.85



13. 0.02369

16. 2.333

19. I

14.

17.

1465

0.1818...

15.

18

0.375

457
625

32 '

20. .g
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APpENDIX B'

11111 THE PROPERTIES OF NUMBER SYSTEMS

DISCUSSION:

The properties of number systems are associated with the words:

closure identity

commutative inverse

associative distributive

The different ways that these properties are used in teaching,

learning, and doing mathematics loosely correspond to different

stages in their historical evolution.

,The concepts of the counting numbers, such as 1, 2, 3 and so co,

arose naturally in the life of primitive humans. One would even have

to imagine that the primitiye hunter knew that killing one beast and

then two more would yield the same amount of meat as killing two and

then one more. It seems most doubtful, however, that the concept of

commutativity was formally understood. Wouldn't you also guess that

the hunter knew that if he killed no more, he had no more? We do

knbw on the other hand that the formal idea of zero (or additive

identity) was a long time coming.

As number systems have become more developed and more sophisti-

cated, more properties have been observed and more have been needed.

Typically, a property is-observed to be true for one set of numbers

and then it is used as a part of the definition of a new (usually
1

larger) set of numbers.

In learning basic facts such as 2 + 3 = 5 or 2 x 3 = 6, children

can 6serve the commutativity of + and x.' The facts that

a +b=1) +aandaxb=bxa cut the number of basic facts to be

learned exactly in half. Whenever 'a child adds 2 + 3 + 4, he must

use some form of the associative law. Usually the child will add 2

and 3 and then 4, or 3 and 4 and then 2. In this case, the child is

using the fact that (a + b) + c = a + (b + c), even though a teacher
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might feel that making a point of the associative property would only

confuse the child.

Another way the basic.properties are useful is in explaining why

certain algorithms work the way they do. For example, the multipli-

cative identity is used to explain why one inverts and multiplies

when dividing fractions. In more advanced number work and for adult

understanding, many of the rules and formulas that are taught to

children intuitively and by analogy can be explained precisely in\
terms of the basic number properties.

A more sophisticated and probably much more important fact about

the basic number properties is that ,they are the roots from which

much of the power of abstract mathematics grows. Abstract systems

that are the objects of study in mathematics are usually defined

using properties that.are selections from, or modifications' of, the

basid number_properties (see, e.g., Activity 24 on Groups). These

systems help to uncover many similarities in apparently dissimilar

situations, thus giving insight into the strUcture of phenomena in

the universe.

We will now list each of the six basic number propertfes and

°will provide:

a) a general statement of the property,

b) examples to convey the meaning of the property

c) a statement of when it does and does not hold.
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1. The Closure Property

a) This property has to be defined by a specific operation on

a specific set of numbers. A set is closed under an opera-

tion if, wheneVer two numbars in the set are combined by the

operation, a number in the set results.

b) The whole numbers are closed under + since the sum of any

two whole numbers is a whole number. The whole numbers are

not closed under -I- since 2 3 is not a whole number even

though 2 and 3 are.

c)
+ -

,

x +

Whole numbers

.

Yes No Yes

.

No

Integers Yes Yes Yes No

Rational numbers Yes Yes Yes Yes*

Real numbers Yes Yes Yes les

The above table inecates which sets of numbers are dosed

under which operations.

2. The Commutative Property**

a) a+b=b+a
axb=bxa

1Commutative property for addition)

(COmmutative property for multiplication)

) 7 + 16 = 23 = 16 + 7

39 x 751 = 29,289:= 751 x 39

-2' 3 -1 3

(
-2

3 x (-2) . -6 = (-2) x 3

*Actually, the rational numbers excludtqg 0 are closed under +.

**The properties from 2 on are generally iscussed only for + and x,

Once - and 4- can be defined in terms of + 411d x and their inverses.
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c) The commutative property holds for addition and multiplica-

tion on all sets.of real numbers. The commutative property,

does not hold for subtraction or diviiion except in very

special caSes.

3. the Associative Property

a) (a + b) + = a + (b + c)

(a x b) x c = a x (b x c)

b) (21 + 3) + 7 = 24 + 7 = 31

21 + (3 + 7) = 21 + 10 = 31

(-3 x 2)'x 5 = -6 x 5 = -30

(-3) x (2 x 5) = -3 x 10 = -30

c) Addition,and multiplication are associative on all sets of

. numbers. (Subtraction and division are not associative on

any sets of numbers that are of interest to us.)
Q

4. The Identity Property

a) 0+a=a+0=a for each a

(0 is called the additive identity)

lxa=axl=a .for each a
(1 is called the multiplicative identity)

b) 0 + 2391 = 2391 + 0 0 2391

3 3 , 3
x = T4 X =

C) 0 acts as additive identity for any set of numbers that con-

tains 0, and 1 acts as multiplicative identity for any set

of numbers that contains 1.

5. The Inverse PropertAc

a)- This property muSt be discussed relative to a set. rA set is

said to have the additive inverse property if for each a

in the set, there is a b in the set so that

a + b = b + = 0. The multiplicative inverse property'
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requires that, for eacti`a,(0 0) in the set, there is a

in the set so that 0.xb=bxa=

b) The integers .have the additive inverse property, e.g.,

+ (-3) = (-3) + 3 = 0, (-71) + 71 = 71 + (-71) = 0. The

integers do not have the.multiplicative inverse property

since 3 x b = 1 cannot happen if b is an integer. The

rational numbers do, however, have the multiplicative

inverse property since, if, b is a nonzero rational number,

1 1 1
is' a rational number andbxE -Ex b= 1.

Additive Inverse
Property

Multiplicative
Inverse Property

.

Whole numbers No No.

Integers Yes No -

Rational numbers Yes Yes

Real numbers
_

. .

Yes
-

Yes

6. The Distributive Property

a) a x (b + c) = (a x b) + (a x c)

b) 7 x (5 + -3) = (7 x 5),+ (7 x (-3))

= 35 + (-21)

= 14

c) The distributive property holds on any set that is closed

under + and x.

7. Summary Table

The'following table summarizes the applicability of the six

basic number propertibs to the four number systems we have

studied.
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V)0

5,

rcs

+ X

Whol e numbers. Yes Yds Yes Yes

Integers Yes Yes Yes Yes

Rati onal numbers Yes Yes Yes Yes

Real numbers Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Yes Yes'

4-V>1

3:1

+ X

S.
0)

+ X

>1 +
>

C 1>7 0
r X
S..0 4-tn 0

3:5

Yes Yes No No Yes

Yes Yes Yes
tNo

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yet

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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APPENDIX C 'c

5KILL BUIOER EXeRCISES

443

DIRECTIONS:
. .

Do these computations. Give your answers in simplest form. Show

your Work.

Exercise 1: Mixed prattice with.Fractiods

1 4 7 3 3
1. 2.7 12

3 3 * 2 4
3. 4- x 4- = 4. y

5.. J- x 1-4-
6.

10 10
0 5 7 3 _

1 2 3 1
7. 2"+

e.

9..
2 3

T
10. 3x 5

"6-

5 . 3 1 _
12. 4

3 1
13. g x

, 14.
5 3 _

-6- -Ei

3 1 16 1
l + 2-3 =15.

4.

_
.

1-(3" 2" 5. 10 .'

1 3
17. 1-4- - 4- = 18. 1i x 2 =

3
19. 4- 6 = 20. 1

3 2
_4- T =

Exercise 2: Addition of Fractions

2.

4.

1 _
6.

+ = 8.

10

225

2 1
+

3 5

5 =

lc 18

5 7

6 8

3 5
+ 1-- - _7

4" 6

2 4 6
g + g + -

1 71: T + 7
1 7

3.

1 1
5.

7. 11+

9.
8 6

0



Exercise 3: ()Subtraction of Fractions

5 3 5

ii---8- -.
2I. .

6

5 3 .. 1 1 _

3.. -T- .4.
T"/.§-

3 2 ,
3

5. if-T-
6. 2 - lg =

1 2 3 5
47. 4-4- - 2;T = 8. 3- - 1- =

16 C-8-

11 11
9. 10._ 10 13

36 R

Exercise 4: Multiplication of Fractions

1
2 4

.

3 4
3., g x =

2 3 5
5. TxTx

2" 3
7. 2- x 3- =

9 5

2 3
9. 11- x 12-

5

Exerci-se 5: -Didsion of Fractions

5, 1Tig=
7 4 5 _

3. IT -6-

3
5. 6 -+ =

2 1
7.

3 2

9 41 ÷ =
4 12

2. 12 ki=

15 20

16 21

1 1
6. 9- x 1--

5 2

1 4
8. 8-

3
x 7-

5

1 2
10. 5- x 6- x

2 5
- =

Exercise 6: Addition and Subtraction of Decimals

1. 0.5 + 0.75 =

3. 0.0048 + 0.0109 =

5. --1-c.45 - 9.672

22§
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2. 2.87 - 1.6 =

4. 1 - 0.00005 =

6. 7.238 + 0.09 ='

/ .
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7. 2.3 - 0.008 = 8. 1.34 + 21.091

9. 2.9093 + 1.1907 10. 12.472 - 8.79

Exercise 7: Multiplication of Decimals ,

1.: 0.3 x 0.2

3. 20 x 0.15 =

5. 39.5 x 8.64

7. 120 x 0.09 =

17.25 x 4.4 =

2. 1.2 x 0.08

4. 27.8 x 2.2 =

6. 1.02 x 3.5 =

8. 0.0017 x 0.058.=

10. 800 x 0.0014 =

Exercise 8: Division of Decimals

1 .12 4 = 2. 88.2 4- 4.2 =

. 4.263 -4 0.21 = 4. 0.8 4- 0.16

5. 3.9 0.03 = 6. 6 0.15 -=

7. 0.0012 0.2 = 8. 0.009 20 =

9. 199.823 4. 2.47 = 10. 449.55 0,185 =

Exercise 9: Percentages,

1. What fraction in siMplest form 4lowest termsris equivalent to

44%?

3
2. Write 0-as a percentage.

3. What percent of 50 is 40?

4. What percent of 40 is 50?

5. What is 45% of 125?

6. How much sales tax (at 4%) do You pay when buying a $3,500 car?

7. What is 0.1% of one million dollars?

8. How much do you pay for a $42.95 article that is on sale for 15%

off?

. The wholesale price of an item is $8.40. If the markup is 30%,

what is the retail price?

227
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10. What was the percentage of decrease when the speed limit was

lowered from 70 mph to 55 mph? (Give your answer correct to the

nearest tenth of a percent.)

Exercise 10: Mixed/Practice with Rational Numbers

+ = 2. (31 + i) - =

7 4 4
4. (; + =

7 2 1 5 /1 2%
5. ("f "d

, 7 - =

,27 T k-s X gl = 8. (li x 3i) =
8

1 3 5 1

9. (i x + x = 10.
(

'2 x 4 x

11. Find 21% of 2i

13. Find 42% of 28.3

15. (0.82 x 24.1) 4. 1.205 =

17. (0.036 40) 90 =

19. (35% of 15) =

12. (85% of 40) +

14. (17.4 - 0.05) 0.347 =

16. (93.7 + 2.38) 0.08 =

18. (36 0.009) 0.4 =

1 2 4 2
20. 3- x (3-j- 73) x 2T=
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REQUIRED MATERIALS

ACTIVITY AUDIO-VISUAL AND OTHER RESOURCES MANIPULATIVE AIDS

1

.

Slide-tape: "Overview of Rational
Numbers with Integers and Reels," . .

cassette recorder and projector.

,

(Optional)

.

-

3
Elementary school mathematics
textbook series

4

.

P,aper and scissors, spinners, ,

counters or chips

-1

Cuisenaire rods or strips of graph
paper, paper shapes, six alike and
six unalike objects, yarn or
string

10
Paper, strips of paper, compass,'
protractor

.,

13 -

0

Elementary school mathematics text-
book.series

Cuisenaire rods or strips of
graph paper

15
Elementary school mathematics text-
book series

236



ACTIVITY AUDIO-VISUAL AND OTHER RESOURCES . MANIPULATIVE AIDS

20 Ruler, graph paper

23
Elementary school mathematics text-
book series

28
. Dienes multibase arithmetic blocks

in base ten

..----

29
Dienes multibase arithmetic blocks
in base ten

33 Ruler and geoboard or dot paper
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This unit integrates the content and methods components of
the mathematical training of prospective elementary school
teachers. It focuses on an area of mathematics content and on,
the methods of teaching that content to children. The format
of the unit promotes a small-group, activity approach to learn-
ing. The titles of other units are Numeration, Addition and
Subtraction, Multiplication and Division, Awareness Geometry,
Transformational Geometry, Analysis of Shapes, Measurement,
Graphs: The Picturing of Information, Number Theory, Probability
and Statistics, and Experiences in Problem Solving.
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